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M iliworkers join forces to help 
TERRACE ~ An entire sawmill 
has joined Patti Mortimer and her 
19-year-old son Guy in his battle 
against cancer. 
More than 100 of her co- 
workers at Skeena Cellulose have 
banded together tO help her pay 
for the high costs of drugs and 
flights to Vancouver. 
It all started .on Jan. 29 when 
Guy :was diagnosed with 
osteosarcoma ~ a form of bone 
cancer. 
A weeklater he turned 19 and 
was dropped from his mother's 
medical plan, 
She had to drastically cut back 
on the number of hours she works 
as a first aid attendant at the mill 
to care for Guy. 
Between the drop in income 
and the new expenses, Mortimer 
began to feel the' pinch. 
"It doesn't take a detective to 
figure out a single parent with 
three kids isn't going to have a 
pile of money behind them,"  
Mortimer says. 
She was planning to mortgage 
their home ~ Or sell it if the bank 
refused to help her -when the un- 
expected happened. 
Mortimer was told that 108 mill 
workers had set up a voluntary 
payroll deduction plan to skim a 
few dollars off their paycheques 
for her. She now receives an extra 
cheque for just over $1,000 every 
two weeks. ' 
',It was so Incredible - -  I didn't 
know what :to say," she recalls. 
"When I found out, I just starte d 
crying." 
Sawmill employees now talk of 
making it a permanent fund for 
employees in need,  
: The Support helps ease the rol- 
lercoaster ide the family's been 
on since the day Guy was diag- 
nosed ~ a day Patti remembers 
well. 
" I  was shocked," she says. " I  
just couldn'l believe' it. I said 
'He's 18 years old. HOW can he 
have cancer7," . 
It was a double blow because 
they learned at the same time the 
cancer that started in his legs had 
also spread to his lungs. 
Mortimer says the doctors had 
little hope for Guy at first, The 
specialist had only seen one case 
worse than his. 
" I  remember telling the creme 
: ! i:ili!i i i :: ii I:~ 
doctor 'Why not me? Why not 
me7 1 can take it. '" 
" I 've  always been able to kiss 
it and make it better," she says. 
"But this is something I can't 
stop. And that's difficult to deal 
with." 
She says Guy has been coping 
amazingly well  despite intense 
:ilpain some days. 
• He tells his morn not to cry. 
He tells her and everyone Who 
will listen he's going to beat the 
disease. 
His first round of chemotherapy 
• at the Vancouver Cancer Clinic 
had little effect. But the second 
round helped shrink the main 
tumour in his lungs. 
"We're pretty hopeful now," 
Mortimer says. 
, Guy: talks of recovering and 
getting a job and riding his 
mountain bike.. 
: His collection of skiing medals 
and soccer trophies sit defiantl3~ 
on one counter of their home. 
Today Guy is undergoing a hip 
replacement operation at Van- 
couver General Hospital. He will 
stay in Vancouver after that for 
another ound of chemotherapy. 
HELPING HANDS: Patti Mortimer and her son Guy say there aren't wordg to exPress their 
gratitude to her co-workers for their help in his battle with cancer. ~ ' '  
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Gnatural athletes 
READY AND waiting for this weekend's first rugby Prince George Gnats. The game, to be played Sat- 
match of the season are Terrace Northmen Roger Urday at Northwest Community College, marks the 
Valdez, Doug Wilson and Rick Fagen. Those fly fourth consecutive time the two teams have faced 
swatters? They're for the club's opponents - -  the each other in a season opener. 
by. next month 
I ~: TERRACE - -  Local .residents 
could face water use restrictions 
as soon as late May, warns the 
city's director of engineering. 
However, Stew Christensen 
added, Ahey would likely not be 
• .as t0ugha~'l~t"~i/r~;~fI~ii~thb[" 
initially. • .... 
The problem is that the snow 
left in the Deep Creek watershed 
is substantially down fi'om last 
year. 
That creek is the city's primary 
source of water and how long it 
maintains ufficient flow depends 
on snow melt. 
Once the snow pack disappears, 
the creek flow becomes depen- 
dent on rainfall. 
And warm, dry weather at that 
point riot only means little water Stew Christensen 
in the creek, but aLso a sharp iu- 
crease in the demand for ~nat  However, he couldn't promise 
water, they wouldn't get tougher later in 
The same scenario played out the summer. 
last year, forcing the city to tin- " I t  all depends on the 
pose those tight water reslrie- weather," Christensen pointed 
lions, out. 
Officials tracked down of- And there's a snag i n the city's 
fenders, gave warnings and plan to provide a new source of 
threatened to cut off city water water for homes and businesses. 
supplies unless the restrictions While it had been hoped to have 
were followed, a back-up well water supply 
One of their key worries was available this year, Christensen 
having enough water in the sys. said that won't happen o W. 
tern to handle emergencies such Faced with an estimated.cost of 
as fire. $1.2 million to put in a Well and 
Once Deep Creek runs 'dry', hook it up to the city's water sys- 
the city becomes completely de- tern, he satd council had decided 
pendent on water pumped from to put the project on'hold for 
the Skeena River. now. Pun ker getting a haircut The maximum the river pumps Cln ' I s te~enexp la ined~thec i ty  can draw is ,16 million lilres a had applied to the provincial 
day. government for a granti:to cover 
Even in the midst of sprinkler 50 per cent of the project cost. 
TERRACE - -  Punk Rock is get- That's because pilots must be more difficult for pilots to get a runway farther out," he said. restrictions: last year, residents If and when it gets approval of 
ting a haircut sometime this able to see the runway from a look at the runway, says airport The name Punk Rock Came were: using as much as15 rnil lion thatgmnt, council wilil~ok at the 
month, certain distance away before manager Darryl Laurent. from the trees on top Of Little litrcs a day. project again, but not fo r  this 
More commonly known as committing themselves to a land- So that's how the idea came Herman. From a distance, they Introduced June 15, the 1992 year, he said. 
Little Herman, the hill sits smack ing. about to log the top of Little look like a punk hairstyle, restrictions allow sprinklers to be Council set aside $4001000 in the 1992 budget for the well pro- 
dab in the middle of the landing If pilots cannot see the runway, Herman. Transport Canada contacted the used only 6-10 a.m. every second ject, approximately a q~rter of 
forest service, the regional district day. 
path leading into the Terrace- they pull up and chances are the Laurent says the estimated extra and the Lakelse Lake Community When this year's restrictions are which was spent on exploratory 
Kitimat airport from the south, aircraft hesds off to another air- 70 feet of clear space above the Association for their opinions, introduced, Christensen said, they drilling and engineering costs. 
It's been a constant source of ir- port. mountain will help with safety. Their approvals have now been will probably limit sprinkler use The proposed well would be lo- 
ritation to pilots and passengers, 
drawing the blame for a lot of And it doesn't help that trees on "There'll be more visibility and received and the logging has now to every second day, but allow it eatcd at the comer of Frank St. 
missed landings, top of Little Herman make :it the pilots will be able to see the been planned, said Laurent. any time of the day. and Hwy 16 West. 
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Govern .ments  cont inue  " 
land cla,ms cost talks I~° te :gghet r8 ;V / J~  -~ HOW MUCH IS ENOUGH 
overweight people require more. Also, heat and 
TERRACE ~ There's another 
set of talks going on that are cru- 
cial to the settlement of the 
Nisga'a land claim. 
They concern sharing the cost 
of a land claims deal between the 
federal and provincial govern- 
ment once a deal with the Nisga'a 
has been signed. 
Speaking here last week, feder- 
al and provincial negotiators for 
the Nisga'a claim said that while 
they weren't aware of firm details 
of the financial talks they do 
know more progress has been 
made in the last month or so. 
Chief federal negotiator David 
Osbom called the cost sharing 
deal important o the final out- 
come of the Nisga'a talks. 
Yet he also said the talks going 
on concern the prospect of an um- 
brella cost sharing arrangement 
coveting all land claims in the 
province. 
"There must be either be a 
separate deal on federal- 
provincial cost sharing (for the 
Nisga'a agreement) or else an 
umbrella greement for the whole 
province," said Osbom. 
And he said lack of an umbrella 
arrangement in time for a conclu- 
sion to the Nisga'a talks then 
boosted the chances of what he 
called a "one off" deal solely 
tied to the Nisga'a agreement. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council execu- 
tive chairman Joseph Gosnell said 
a continuing lack o f  a cost shar- 
ing agreement will cause prob- 
lems in fina!izing the land claims 
talks. 
Correction 
TERRACE ~ A March 31 story 
re'ported that Keith Stokes, killed 
in a shooting incident with the 
RClVlP's Emergency Response 
Team in the Kispiox last October, 
fired shots at family members. 
In fact, Stokes fired several 
shots into the air when friends of 
the family came to visit. 
David Osborn Joseph Gosnell 
"To some extent having no 
agreement between the two levels 
of government will cause an im- 
ediment," he said. 
The kinds of money being 
talked about are not yet known 
but they will most likely involve 
either lump sum or phased in cash 
payments and agreements cover- 
ing financing of areas such as 
medical, health and welfare and 
education services. 
That's been the case with 
claims settled in the Northwest 
Territories. 
The situation in B.C. is more 
complicated than in the North- 
west Territories when the land is- 
sue comes into play. 
That's because the provincial 
government here has constitu- 
tional jurisdiction over land. 
A cost sharing deal between the 
federal and provincial govern- 
ments is likely to factor in a value 
for the land and resources to be 
transferred from provincial to na- 
tive jurisdiction. 
And that could affect the bot- 
tom line cash payout on the part 
of the province. 
The province's position has 
been to reject any suggestion of a 
50-50 cash split because o£ the 
value of the land and resources 
involved. 
exercise will increase the need for more water. 
Ideal drinking temperature? Contrary to popular 
belief, water should be preferably cold. Cold water is 
absorbed more quickly into the system. Also, some 
evidence suggests that drinking cold water can actually 
help burn calories. 
When your body is getting the proper amount of 
water it needs, you will reach a "breakthrough polnt". 
This means that endoerlne-gland function improves, 
fluid retention is alleviated, more fat is utilized, natural 
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W h e n  a death occurs, tile issues 
the survivors face seem endless- 
such as, financial considerations, 
the will of tile deceased, and 
funeral arrangements, Tile B.C, 
Funeral Association suggests 
considering advanced funeral 
planning. No one knows the space 
of time we have. 
Take dae first step today. Contact he 
B.C. Funeral Association at their 
toll free number 1.800-665-3899 
for your free copy of ~'Helpful 
Information About Funerals". It's 
simply our way of helping you 
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Tis the season 
THE OPENING of the Terrace and District Chamber of Com- 
merce's tourist information centre in the log building on the 
highway is one sure sign of the pending tourist influx for the 
summer. On the left is centre supervisor Lara Roldo getting 
help with unpacking pamphlets from chamber manager Bob- 
bie Phillips. The centre is open Mondays to Fddays from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. before longer summer hours go in effect in ear- 
ly May. 
Still no word yet on plan 
to help library expansion 
TERRACE - -  Details are still 
lacking on a provincial govern- 
ment gran! program that could 
help out the planned library ex- 
pansion. 
The community grants program 
is to replace the defunct GO B.C. 
program which used lottery 
revenues but there's no word on 
what kind of projects will qualify 
or what level of assistance there 
the expansion. 
GO B.C. was cancelled last 
year when the government de- 
cided to put half of the lottery 
revenues into its general revenue 
fund and half into special medical 
spending. 
"We're currently looking at op- 
tions for the program to replace 
GO B.C.," said Shldey Kerr of 
Any money for the community 
grants will come out of general 
revenue and won't be lied to lot- 
tery income, Kerr added. 
What is known is that the 
amount of money available won't 
come near the levels of past years 
under GO B.C. 
The government has set aside 
$32 million for its community 
elsewhere. 
City council and the library 
board are now waiting for final 
expansion cost estimates when 
detailed drawings are available. 
Those should be ready in several 
weeks. 
Only then will council and the 
library board further evaluate the 
proposal. 
will be. the government services ministry, grants program in this year's Although one plan calls for the 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  "The program is out there budget but two-thirds o1~ that is to construction of basement 
~z~;~,'.i,,-.~:,:::~,'~: ;~;i,~ . ~;;~'~.=~so/i~epl a~f~ mt~e process f0t.%tl~,~ :fl~li~Bff ~mmztl'nents matle.un. = ~f~icahties, th~:b~ard l~d, sulfate, 1.... 
projected $1.8 million Cost of the em~on to be made, she sazd .... . . . .  der GO B.C. simply excavating the liasemer t 
exp~insion. "The commitments under GO In 1990, $53.2 million was allo- and sealing it off if it does not get 
Voters in Terrace and the ira- B.C. lind exceeded what had been eated for GO B.C., falling to a provincial grant. 
mediate surrounding rural area allocated and we're fulfilling $33.4 million the next year when The basement would be corn- 
last year approved the borrowing those commitments now," Kerr the government decide d to cancel pleted after additional monies 
of the remaining $1.25 million for added, the program and shift the money were raised. 
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News in brief 
Gel Gel Gel Go! 
The GO B.C. provincial government program which used lot- 
tery grants for community and other projects may have been 
cancelled last year but it is fulfilling outstanding commit- 
ments. 
The Kitimat-Stikine regional district just last week received 
the third and final installment of its $1 million GO B.C. grant 
for the expansion and modernization of the MK Bay Marina 
outside of Kitimat. 
This cheque for $333,334 ends the commitment from the 
lottery to the program begun more than three years ago. 
The marina project has been completed, adding more 
moorage space and other facilities for people plying the 
waters outh of Kitimat. 
Skeena MLA Heimut Giesbrecht said the improved 
facilities will promote conomic activity in the area. 
Cassiar history rescued 
THE UNIVERSITY of Northern B.C. is now the proud 
parent of 2,500 boxes of information covering the history of 
Cassiar and its asbestos mine which closed just over a year 
ago. 
University officials hope the information will form the first 
element of a research archive and institute for northern B.C. 
"To a large extent, the history of northern B.C. is the his- 
tory of one-company resource towns like Cassiar. The docu- 
mentation gives us a marvellous opportunity to gain insights 
into the development of the region," said university history 
department head Dr. Robin Fisher. 
Cassiar closed last February when the provincial govern- 
ment declined to give the debt-ridden Cassiar Mining Corpo- 
ration a loan. 
City gets sewer grant 
The provincial government has given the city $49,328 to pay 
for half of the cost of extending sewer lines under Munme St. 
and Dairy Ave. on the bench, says Skeena NDP MLA Heimut 
Giesbreeht. 
Most of the remaining half of the cost will be borne by 
people who will use the service through aLocal Improvement 
Program (LIP), said city administrator Bob Hallsor. 
Provincial grants cover only 25 per cent of the cost of such 
projects but they can be increased if there is a potential health 
hazard. 
The clay soil in the area has caused problems for people 
with septic tanks, said Hallsor. 
"We've been working on this for three years at least. I 
don't see any problem with the LIP," said Hallsor of the pro- 
ject. 
Say, Where is ... ? 
Confused about he number of new streets and avenues show- 
ing up in the city and surrounding area? 
The Terrace District Chamber of Commerce, city and 
regional district are taking care of that by publishing a new 
street map. It'll replace one now in use that's the size of a 
o,. 1 ccmat and,,whieh.i~.now.outdated~,r..~;,..-,'~'~;~,~,-,,;~,:,,;~ , :~ .-,, ,~ ,`: 
The new one; says chamber manager Bobbie.'Philhps,.wfll 
contain information on the area and be of the fold out variety. 
Advertising is being sold to support he costs of printing 
30,000 copies. It should be ready in the next couple of 
months. 
SOk,VE  T' H IE: 
¢AS  
LE.ASE'"OR PURCHAS .E ' 
At McEwan GM in Terrace 
AND 




Inspector Socket has just solved his 
toughest case yet - the Case of the Lost 
Power. If you'd like to know how he did 
it, you can find out at your participating 
retailer. He'll show you how to detect 
energy waste around your home. 
And how you could win one of five 
$1i000prizes of energy-efficient products 
dome inspections. 
Power Smart saves a lot 
:more than money. 
For retailers near you, please call 
1.$00-663-0431. In the Lower Main- 
land, call 541)-8883. 
-,m 
Huge 
Selectiot I . =c~a~, 0~ r 4 dr SEDAN 
~, .... ~6a #93217 
64 I~PG ~'ar~S~lh)3~5 Purchase  9,773. 
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"~as" mon~ Leese'~3?-OJ~ 
or 2 0`  _. ~ ~.~_.~l~lB 
RoadSide 
_. NEW 1993 FUL. 
,-L ~IZE UHEV AX4 EXTENn~,. " 
CAB #93012 
'rehase s20,995 
or 24 rnm.~tonJ ~ Leas e s443~ *
i MoEw  I s., . Leasing 
Br igSpq ~ • The ht t On Highway 16 West 
I I I I 
At mcEwan GM we want to give you all the options possible. 
Come in and talk to our sales representative about leasing or 
a purchase which ever is best for you 
t lMd RAme 
CHEV- GEO, OLDsMoBILE, PONTIAC, BUICK, CHEVROLET TRUCKS, GMC TRUCKS 
OUT OF TOWN 
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Challenge issued 
classroom? Much tougher regulations to 
reduce welfare expenditures? 
All this and more is the kind of thing we 
have to start thinking about if we truly buy 
into the idea that we must cut the deficit 
and debt in order to reduce the pain down 
the road. Those comments, for instance, 
about cutting the pay of politicians means 
squat. It's pennies a year compared to the 
billions we have borrowed to finance a life 
style we can't afford. 
The kinds of cuts and tax increases 
necessary to cut the deficit and debt will 
put an end to 30 years of assuming that we 
can get everything we want without having 
a regard to the long term consequences. 
They will also mean an end to our constant 
bitching about paying taxes that first end 
up m a central government bank account 
before being spent in some mysterious 
fashion. This way, we'll have a clear vi- 
sion of working toward a common goal 
that is accepted by all of us. 
And that leaves the big question of who 
starts us down this journey. The above 
mentioned civil servant has come up with 
his suggestion. How about the rest of us? 
They are the people a lot of us regard 
with more than a bit of jealousy. They are 
all those public sector employees we ac- 
cuse of receiving jammy union contracts 
giving them the Idnd of income, perks and 
benefits a lot of us don't get but have to 
pay for. And so they become the natural 
target when times are tough, money is tight 
and taxes rise. 
Well, not quite. At least one local provin- 
cial civil servant has done some talking 
among his colleagues and has come up 
with a startling result. Each and every one 
is willing to work five days at no pay as 
their contribution to cut annual provincial 
deficits and the overall accumulated ebt. 
With an estimated provincial payroll of 
$39 million a day, that comes to $180 mil- 
lion or just more than 10 per cent of this 
year's estimated provincial deficit of $1.5 
billion. 
The catch, says this civil servant, is what 
the rest of  us are willing to sacrifice. How 
about a limit on visits to the doctor? Go 
over that limit each year and starting 
paying a fee. Higher sales taxes? And a 
higher income tax? More students in each 
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for their time and 
talents. 
YOU 3HOULD HAVE 5EEN 701.1  OULI) HAVE SEEN 
• YELTSIN'S FACE WHEN MINE WI-tEN/HDI P 
I  MiSEP HIM THAT A13OUT IT,,. 
• / 
'tGhOV 't. overmil .king 
e mines m n stry 
FORT ST. JAMES - -  Let me Smouldering topic introduce you to Fort St. James, a little wnwi h a
huge heart. 
• Fort St. James is located 154 
kllometres northwest of Prince 
um ah Oh, right Maybe ~t rs a double standard that can have George, but more important is
that Jim Fulton, oh? Like the Skeena NDP people like Tory leadership hopefuls Kim 
MP wants to decriminalize pot, you know? Campbel l  and Jean Charest admittiflg they 
More specifically, Mr. Fulton says he will have smoked pot. They have yet to suffer 
introduce later t~s .~aonth a private ~me~=,,. i the legal qonsequences. Yet there are mul- 
b0/'s bill in ~ l : iament  to ~crtr~-]~aljz~.- ,t~tude~ o{ 6'they aCanadrans.~ ~ho~:',have ~I:)O~-.~1~.., qf~l':..  ~ -.e~.~ .m! ... '(;n.~.~! TM :': ;L.. ' . .-i:,-- ." " -" , ' ." 
p(~ssesston~o~arlluana. , . . . . . . .  :. ,,. enmmal records because they have or  are 
Perhaps this~eonfirms the suspicions of smoking pot. 
those who have all along ,said that Mr. 
Fulton"~--?an admitted pot smoker ~ has 
been under the influence of something or 
another. 
Or perhaps Mr.' Fulton is right. Maybe 
there is a level of hypocrisy out there. 
' ,  2"  . • . . 
And consider all the hockey pools float- 
ing around. They are illegal as smoking pot 
yetwhen was the last time anybody heard 
of charges being laid? It'll be interesting to 
see if Mr. Fulton's bill makes it to the floor 
of the House and then to a.vote. 
Tru:ly, a dog's life 
Monday morning our dog 
woke with one side of his 
muzzle so swollen only some- 
one who's driven is  a snow- 
storm with a moose sprawled 
across the hood e0uld ap- 
preciate his navigation dif-" 
ficulties. 
My, guess was an abscessed 
tooth. B~it the vet diagnosed 
his ailment as a bee sting. 
Treatment? Antibiotics twice a 
day for:ten• days. For signs of 
diet inspfficiency, the vet pres- 
Cribed ~itamins: 
The ~mundane diagnosis 
stilled the panic I'd felt all day 
that our :-ten-year-old mutt 
might be seriously.lill. Only 
now I fa~di:the• dilemma of 
administering;a .22 bullet- 
sized cApsele to a gourmet 
who i s  as suspicious as an 
agent assigned to safeguard 
dishes at a state dinner at- 
tended by ihe U.S. president. 
Myapprehensions were well 
founded. I first encountered 
the tribulations of disguising 
mediations: With a Lab who 
Through 
Bi focals  
by C laudef le  Sandeck i  
/ 
. . o . 
body language xpressing out- 
rage at my clumsy trickery. 
Liquid medicaiion was 
equally hard to force down. 
"Pull outthe dog's lip, tilt his 
head back, and squirt the liq- 
uid into the back of his 
throat," I was told." Sounds 
: simple. Might be, too, for a 
sumo .wrestler w i th  a 
Pekiugese; A f te r  I picked 
myself up out of the dirt, the 
lab :never let me near again, 
though I palmed the syringe 
like a cigarette smoked uring 
a blackout. 
Vets ,  often recommend 
camouflaging drags in cheese, 
mares. Even the thinnest dis- 
guise swells them to chewable 
proportions. This problem I 
tackled bricklayer style, l~y 
cutting a bread cube only 
somewhat larger than the 
tablet, splitting the bread into 
two teeny slices, mortaring 
one side of each slice with 
cold bacon fat, then sinking 
the lifesaver into one, pressiug 
the other slice on top of it, fat 
side down. The edges I ce- 
mented with more fat. 
He relished the resulting 
bolus. 
By the time I've completed 
this Wicked Witch ritual I'll 
hamburger or wieners. More be an old hand at dealing out 
s impleMvice that'S hard  to disguised dosages, our dog's 
health should be restored, and 
its distance from Victoria, 
where politicians and govern- 
ment officials keep interfering 
• with ~hat citizensregard as  
their way of life, their very, 
own destiny. 
The 729 kilonletres between 
Fort St. James and the capital 
might as well be 10,000. Few 
of the people who sit in the 
legislature have an under- 
standing of life in Fort St. 
James or any other emote 
town, for that matter. 
And aside from the rare 
whistle-stop during election 
campaigns, maybe ahurried 
lunch or half an hour of main- 
streeting, even fewer 
politicians have been there. 
And yet, FortSt. James has 
everything that makes a place 
a real and vibrant community. 
It has a sports arena, a cuffing 
rink, a community hall, 
schools and churche&, pubs 
and restaurants. 
But most of all, it has people 
who know how to treat 
visitors, not in the phony way 
in which big tourist Meccas 
• and world destination resorts 
crow about hemselves a wel- 
coming tourists with open 
arms, but with a genuine and 
warm friendliness that makes 
youwant o stay. 
I was in Fort St. James 
recently for the fifth Minerals 
North conference. I had been 
invited as moderator n a 
panel that discussed the prob- 
lems the mining industry is 
facing. I got an earful. So did 
energy and mines minister 
Anne Edwards who was one 
of the guest speakers. 
To say that the delegates 
didn't have' much love for the 
NDP government would be an 
under-st,,itement.Then again, 
,re., , .  7: <~i:~i • ~' ~ ~1~ 
Capda l  
by Huber t  Beyer  I 
• There Were th6 big pla~g~in 
,~the industry, represent~it~l~ "t 
from Westmin Resources, A1- 
can, Geddes Resources and the 
like, much of whose dislike 
• for the government was based 
as much on political than eeo-. 
nomic considerations. 
Keith Somerville, president 
of Geddes Resources, the 
company that wants to devel- 
op the Windy Craggy mine in 
northwestern British Colum- 
bia, delivered several scathing 
broadsides at the NDP. So did 
Tom Wateffand, former presi= 
dent of the Mining Associa- 
tion of British Columbia. 
But it was the incredible 
frustration and anger of the 
small mining operators that 
made an impression on me. 
I'm talking about he placer 
mining sector, ranging from 
individuals panning for gold, 
to the medium-sized operators 
who run camps with a 
modicum of equipment. 
I heard horror stories of fed- 
oral fisheries officials invading 
miners' camps unannounced, 
accompanied by RCMP of- 
ricers, just to check whether 
some little guy, operating a 
small sluice box, doesn't run 
the water back into the stream. 
All the water does is run 
over sand to expose any 
minerals present, but the 
miners aren't allowed to send 
the water back into the stream, 
because itwould ostensibly 
muddy thewater.and impact 
on fish habitat. 
Some of miners wondered 
can t return clean why they '
water to the stream, but the 
city of Victoria is allowed to 
! 
had theappetim~and dininget i- replicate:' The cheese needs to .,; ; .  . , , , .~,,d,,,.~ 
l |Ay  ~,qb l J~  a |  I tU i~ 
quette :of ~i:!starving rizzly bca soft Bfie, o'r:itSplits apa~ antibiotics and no"--toni for 
r-PP~ knee deep in spawning sal- exposing the pi l lor letting it ~ . . . .  , will 
me . ' L:~ :':, ~ :.!,. :~ .... tumble :out. ~I-Iamburger,: :too,:;:. .... 
That. canine,; epicure inter-  can bi'eakup at the crucial mo- 
ceptCdhuiikS:~f i dibles in mid nient rev~ling both the  pill 
toss and swallowed/ them and your underhandedness. 
whole: before his: front feet I-was out of weiners. So, I 
touched/; do~! ' / 'U~,  ;the : mit :an; inch length-: o f  pop- 
lump.was baited With!a pall;- l~roni/reamed: a central ciaan- 
Letlthe_pili~be(tinier than a nel, and stuffedin the capsule. 
wris~atcii ~:gear, <: That :Lab : Like~ a ~blaster readying ex: 
detectcdit~mid:¢atchi droppeal : plosives;::I.~mped each end of 
hiSl~[¢an~l:~se~rated the :~ the;:ipep~r0nl ~tunnel full of 
pill as pai~takitigly,a~ n:at - :  barn  fai,~:~Veila~: Perfect. The 
chaeol0gist,unearti{ing al l os -d6gdowt i~ iiiif'one gulp. 
s i l .On~ the pilliay nakedbe- :~:.I The lifesawr, i~s~ed vitamin 
foie' l i i~ ~he; t!talkei:tiiwayi ~ hts~;:~i tabieiS~ ,; are ~.:iogistical ~: night- 
0~ of  my I~Ys 7os'f 
@o7" A "20B so 7PH 6otN~] 
its r~Roe ~Y A~D S~ / 
i ,,Like all resource-extracting 
~ industries, numng IS drowmpg 
in  a sea of regulations. The  
lead tome to get a mine from 
the drawing board to produc- 
tion is discouraging invest- 
mont. 
The Prospector, a mining 
publication, carded a story in .. 
it latest edition, in which three 
mining analysts made their 
predictions for th.e coming :: 
year. Their advice? Learn to 
speak Spanish. Major mining 
companies, they said, would 
invest more and more in Latin 
America. ~-• 
The tax structure is another 
major.hurdle for potential in- ,. ~i 
vestors in the mining industry. 
And no government is without : 
blame. It was the Socreds who 
jacked up the water lease : 
rates. 
We hear a lot of talk about 
replacing mining jobs with 
tourism jobs, a real laugh; The 
average income for mine . 
workers is $60,000 a year. 
You're lucky to. make $20,000 
a year in the hospitality indus- 
try. That's one-third. 
Those making $60,000 can ,  
spend money in their com- 
munities, boosting local 
economies; those earning 
$20,000 have a hard time 
keeping their heads above 
water. 
A good dairy farmer will 
spoil his herd. He will treat his 
animals with great care. That's 
how he makes ure they give 
him the best milk. 
By comparison, our govern- 
ments are guilty of cruelty to 
animals, and as a result, there 
are fewer and fewer they can: .~ 
they didn'trecall much of a dump mw sewage into the milk to finance all the social 
love affair with any of the pro- ocean. Talk about a double programs we have come to 
vious governments, either, standard, depend on. 
, .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,  _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  | |  
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CITY BY-LAWS 
Ne-w rules for the future 
TERRACE ~ "We're starting 
to grow and with a larger com- 
munity comes a lot more respon- 
sibility," says by-law enforce- 
ment officer Frank Bowsher. 
That's the rationale behind a 
number of the additions in the 
new nuisance and traffic by-laws 
council is now considering. 
Projected growth of the com- 
munity was also the reason the 
. . . .  city looked elsewhere for guid- 
ance. 
Bowsher explained the idea had 
been not only to deal with current 
problems, but also to anticipate 
w ha' the future might bring. 
So he contacted municipalities 
that were slightly larger than Ter- 
race to see what problems growth 
had brought and how they had 
dealt with them. 
That approach, Bowsher added, 
should ensure the city doesn't 
have to overhaul its regulations 
again - -  a time-consuming pro- 
jec t -  for the next 10-15 years. 
Among the traffic by-law addi- 
tions meant to deal with today's 
problems is a regulation banning 
the use of Jacobs (.lake) brakes 
within the city. 
Noting council had called for its 
inclusion, he said the move was 
p: ot ~pted by the number of com- 
ic: a[nts they had received from lo- 
ealresidents. 
Complaints are again the reason 
forlatightening up of existing 
regulations on roller skates, 
skateboards and roller blades. 
While, like bicycles, these have 
always been banned from local 
sidewalks, an new clause specifi- 
cally targets their use "on any 
street or sidewalk within the 
specified downtown commercial 
i area., 
• Noting that was in line with ac- 
tion ~ taken by other 
mUniCipalities, Bowsber added, 
' , In otiaer words, you've got to 
find a private parking lot some- 
where ,  ' ' 
:He would also be making a 
point of enforcing that section. 
:But :he  pointed out that chil- 
dren's tricycles are still allowed 
on sidewalks. 
A new role motorists are going 
" t~have tO take care~' to observe in- 
volves the distance they park 
f rom another vehicle. 
here parallel parking, on a 
re, ~.t~ a d~stance of lm (3ft) ~ust 
~e te~t 15et~een your velilcle and 
thiJse in front and behind you. 
~Bowsher said this was 
prompted by complaints from 
I~eople who had parked on the 
600 block of Lakelse and come 
out to find themselves" trapped" 
between vehicles. 
CHALK ONE up for tougher city traffic and nuisance by-laws. They're needed, says by-law enforce- 
ment officer Frank Bowsher, because the city's getting larger and more diverse. That's him in the 
photo with the ever present wheel chalking device used to tell by-law enforcement officers that a 
vehicle has been in one spot for too long. 
Also on the prohibited list now 
is the placing of leaflets and 
flyers on vehicle windshields, an- 
other sore point with ~any 
~people; . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  ' ':" ' 
also be an o~f~ncE to J~ki~tt:it'~i l ................. ..... ' 
erase the chalk marks Bowsh~r 
puts on tires when out on patrol. 
He also emphasized it is not 
enough, once your vehicle has 
been so marked, simply to move 
a couple of parking spots down 
the street. 
[ Brain testers 
"i:" c T::, :: w ors tffio;t b:-:~ c~,.~m insns: :~ ~e s~::~ e;)r~ hn iotnCJ::: 59 
I how n~tny people are aware of what hose exlsling ones ay? 
Below, a few sample questions to test your knowledge: 
1) The speed limit on all paved streets within the city is 50kph. 
But what are the limits on gravel roads and lanes? 
2) How long can a vehicle or trailer be parked on streets other 
than those which have specific parking restrictions posted? 
3) What's the minimum dtstanee away from an intersection, stop 
~ :: sign, traffic light or the approach to a crosswalk a vehicle must be 
parked? 
: 4) Commercial vehicles with a gross vehicle weight of 4 tonnes or 
.... a manufacturer's ated capacity of 1 tonne or more are prohihited to 
Park in a residential area between what hours? 
• 5)What 's  the maximum length of time a commercial vehicle 
and/or trailer more than 10m in length can park on a residential 
street(except when loading or unloading)? , 
T~:How Close must the right hand wheels of a vehicle be to the 
. curb when parked? 
!, :7) During the winter, it ts illegal to park on "Snow Removal 
Routes". Which city streets are designated as Such? 
- are the minimum and maximum fines that can be levied? 
) 
d; '  . . . .  : 'L.  '. 
.~NS~W_.II$: 1) 30kph on grovel, 20kph on lane, s; 2) 72 hours ~nfinuous- 
ly 3) 6m; 4) 9 p.m. and 6 a.m. the following day; 5) 2 hours; 6) 30cm; 7) 





" I t  (the vehicle) has to be explained. " I t 's  supposed to take 
removed from that block entire- some pressure off the court sys- 
ly," he warned. If  not, a ticket tern." 
can still be issued. . . -~..~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~.~.d~.'1."ri,"'r ", - ,~!~ lq.~J, kt.,: ,~ I I ;L  r, " " ~ . . . . .  
wmie most or me cnan~es m :r,,~ssttming the~proyince's Chief, 
me nuisance "Dye.law are . ]ust]ce~ approves, tile, additions,... 
"housekeeping" measures, Bow- Bowsher said fines of $100-500 
sher noted one significant change. 
That's the addition of 10 infrac- 
tions which ,will now result in a 
ticket being issued. 
" I t  will mean we don't have to 
run to the courts eve~, time," he 
will now apply in cases such as 
people ignoring a city demand 
they clean up weeds, brush, etc. 
from their property or sell- 
ing/exploding fireworks other 
than between Oct. 24 and Nov. 1. 
Complaints rise 
in springtime 
TERRACE - -  With the ar- 
rival of spring and the annual 
rush to clean up yards, the by- 
law enforcement department ~s 
bracing itself. 
Frank Bowsher explains this 
time of year always sees a 
sharp increase in the number of 
complaints 
properties. 
"We get anywhere from 20- 
30 a week," he added. 
However, Bowsber also em- 
phasized a complaint doesn't 
automatically mean trouble for 
the targeted property owner. 
"Not all of them are 
justified," he pointed out. 
"There are people who'll com- 
plain about the neighbour's 
yard if the grass is only six in- 
ches high." 
Once tl.at is done, the enfor- 
cement process begins, but 
even then "We're not going to 
come down with a big stick 
right away," he said. 
Stressing the city tries to be 
fair in its approach, Bowsher 
said 'the "offending property 
about untidy owner had to be given rea- 
sonable time to correct the 
problem. 
" I  have a sympathetic ear," 
he added. 
And unless there is a com- 
plaint about a property, the city 
is not gulng to take any action 
at all. 
"We',re not going out there 
looking for problems," Bow- 
sher-said, explaining man- 
power simply didn't allow that. 
The city's sole enforcement 
Explaining how the c i ty  officer at the moment, he has 
handled complaints, Bowsher to spread his time between 
said he first checks out the Chasing nuisance complaints, 
property that is the subject of patrolling downtown streets Io 
the complaint, enforce parking regulations 
If he feels tt is Serious and doing the paper workgen- 
enough - -  in the case of uncut crated by both. 
grass, that means 3-4ft high - -  As for how people react to 
he advises the complainant to his enforcement, Bowsher said 




Dear Sir: No reference was made in 
The Schizophrenia Society of the article as to why the Emer- 
the Bulkley Valley is gency Response Team did not 
heartened to see the jury's bring a medical professional to 
recommendations and com- scene Io help de-sensitize the 
ments that have transpired situation even though the ERT 
fxom the inquest of the RCMP 
shooting of Keith Stokes. 
One of the recommendations 
called for improvements of 
services in remote areas such 
as Hazelton to include educa- 
tion for family members, 
physicians, RCMP and the 
community in mental health; 
protocol to be established be- 
tween the RCMP and local 
mental health professionals as 
soon as possible. 
Our society would like to see 
the recommendation expanded 
to say: A psychiatric nurse or 
psychiatric physician be avail- 
able to assist the RCMP is 
dangerous and or extreme 
situations. 
Our society would also like 
to see alternative forms of im- 
mobilization utilized besides 
deadly force. Throughout he 
months, many persons poke to 
were aware that this person 
had schizophrenia. Dis- 
crepancies on the activities of 
the event in the article leave 
the public to question what 
caused the event to occur and 
who was involved. 
Persons with this illness live, 
work and contribute to our 
communities and you or I may 
not be aware of their disability. 
An ill person and their family 
may often endure this disa- 
bling brain disease quite alone 
and tn silence partly because of 
the stigma surrounding 
schizophrenia. 
This isolation often increases 
the despair, illness and dark- 
ness; not hope, healing and 
light. 
"This isolation often 
increases the despair, ill- 
me and said: "Why wasn't ear hess and darkness; not 
gas, knockout gas or smoke hope, healing and light." 
bomb utilized; why couldn't a 
tranquilizer gun been used in- 
stead of bullets7" Tranquilizer 
guns are commonly used to 
immobilize animals. A human 
being is of greater worth. 
This year, all police forces 
throughout he province will 
be given training on brain 
illnesses. Also in the near fu- 
ture, a toll free number will be 
available to the RCMP for as- 
sistance when dealing with 
persons who have diseases of 
the brain such as 
schizophrenia. 
The March 31 article on the 
death of Keith Stokes and the 
appearance of bare-bones re- 
search are disturbing. 
The focus of the article ap, 
pears to sensattonalize what 
may have been Keith's greatest 
fear. This indicates Ignorance 
ease schizophrenia and also 
stigmatizes Keith. 
Keith was an ill person who 
suffered from schizophrenia. 
The minimal mental health 
resources were not able to as- 
sist Keith effectively through 
this illness; and before his 
death, he determined not to 
take his medication anymore 
or return to hosp.ital. 
Side effects from some 
medication often create added 
suffering for many individuals. 
Such was Keith's case.. The 
Stokes family and close friends 
grieve the loss of this talented 
carver and musician, yet 
cherish the memory of him and 
his fine gifts. 
Elizabeth Lee, 
I~ll ~ , | f  I i  ! l J 
• of Biilt~i6y Valley, ' 
Smtthcrs, B.C. 
History lesson 
is all important 
Denr Sir: 
Knowing that the colonies 
would continue having to fight 
the corruption of those who 
wish to rule the world, Queen 
Victoria installed the British 
North America Act into Cana- 
da. 
Those who do not know their 
of  two (who I would consider 
prime targets) stepping down. 
We have been told at various 
times the amount that we owe 
on the national debt, at last 
count I believe it was quoted at 
$68,000 per man, woman and 
child. 
Considering the 1917 change 
history are destined to repeat in the ba6k which comes up 
it. Who is guilty of covering up for renewal this year it is little 
our history, hiding out con- wonder the debt keeps grow- 
sdtution: 
All laws must conform to our 
constitution, but only if we, the 
real Canadians, "Stand on 
guard for thee." 
There are several organiza= 
tions forming across western 
Canada to try to bring our con- 
stitution out of the mothballs 
and into the homes where It 
belongs. 
Had we read and understood 
our constitution 50 years ago, 
we would never have had to 
put up with likes of the 
Trudeau or Mulroney styles of 
government. 
Last week I heard that 
cllarges of high treason are 
going to be laid against some 
politicians. Now we have news 
ing. 
If you would only get into 
reading our constitution and 
make up your own mind just 
where the politicians have 
been taking us for over 80 
years, you will probably come 
to the conclusion that there is 
lots of room for charges of 
treason against all political 
parttes. 
There ts no debt of the 
people, more likely a surplus 
in excess of one hundred tril- 
lion dollars owing to Cana. 
titans. 
Your M.P. should be happy 




More letters on Page A6 
Guy Mortimer is 19. 
And he has bone cancer.. 
Guy's mother is Patti. 
Buying drugs for Guy 
cost her a lot of money. 
So does flying to Van- 
couver for treatment. 
Patti works at Skeena 
Cellulose; She is not 
working as much so she 
can take care o f  Guy. 
fe Stari: is for people . . . .  . . . .  
i hl :hoW to read. that  means  ram aoes  
"~?""  ' ( " " I ' I "  I I I I I [ I 
not have a lot of money. 
Patti's co-workers are 
helping her out. 
They are taking money 
from their payeheques. 
It adds up to $1,000 
every~ two weeks. 
" I t  was so incredible --. 
I didn't know vchat to 
say," says Patti. "When I 
found out, I just started 
crying." 
Fishing 
It will cost more to fish 
this year. 
A basic licence for a 
B.C. resident will now 
cost $19. That's an in- 
crease of $2. 
And a six-day permit 
will cost $12. That is also 
up by $2. 
Foreign fishermen will 
also pay more, A basic 
annual lieenco now costs 
$33. That is up from $27. 
• . | 
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If something is wrong 
here, let's say it out loud 
Dear Sir: avoiding unpleasant or difficult 
My heart sank when I heard on 
the news about he parents of next 
year's kindergarten children 
lining up in the Parkside 
Elementary School parking lot to 
ensure a spot for their children at 
that school in the coming year. 
The armouncer euphemistically 
reported the reason given by 
many parents was that they did 
not want their children to attend 
E.T. Kenney "because of the 
nsighbouthood." 
Well w~t  about the neighbour- 
hood? If there is something 
wrong or bad here, let's say it out 
loud. 
It ;is true that the few short 
blocks which separate the two 
schools represents a huge dis- 
tance in terms of the residents an-  
nual incomes and cultural mix. 
I am saddened to realize that 
good, loving and consclentions 
parents ee no value in allowing 
(indeed, encouraging) their chil- 
dren to attend a school which 
probably represents a microcosm 
of our commtmity and even, per- 
~PS the province or the country 
as a whole. That they see no 
value, and are by their actions 
legitimizing'the ghettoization and 
marginalization of certain seg- 
ments of the population. 
Could your child's life not be 
enriched by the friendship of a 
child whose, eultui'e is different 
from your own? Or by a child 
whose single )arent can afford to 
"I know that all parentsjust want what is best for their 
children, but is sheltering them from problems brought 
about hrough poverty, ignorance and intolerance r al- 
ly the best way to do that?" 
live in the only inexpensive rental 
housing in this city? 
Should we be teaching our chil- 
dren from the tender age of 5 that 
poverty and disadvantage and dif- 
ferences do not exist as long as 
we choose to be blind to them? 
That we have absolutely no re- 
sponsibility to mitigate the con- 
slant and relentless marginalizing 
of people who are not the same as 
us, hence less deserving? 
Are the teachers employed in 
low or mixed-income or multi- 
cultural schools less qualified or 
dedicated than others? Do they 
take the educational nd personal 
achievements of their students 
less seriously than their col- 
leagues who work four blocks 
away? 
When my daughter was 5 years 
old I had no choice as to what 
school she would attend. I was 
one of those single-income 
families who lived in inexpensive 
rental housing. My daughter went 
to a school with children from 
diverse ethnic and income 
groups; some quite poor by our 
affluent North American stan- 
dards. 
Her school, as well as her home 
experiences, have sensitized her 
to the very real differences and 
sometimes problems of her own 
and her classmates' differing 
backgrounds, ethnicity, income 
levels, and other circumstances. 
She sees, as all children dot the 
injustice in a system, Which 
knowingly or unknowingly dis- 
criminates against children (or 
their parents) for any of these rea- 
sons. 
I am proud of the person my 
daughter is becoming. I think she 
has learned that a single individu- 
al can make a difference; can 
make things better - first and 
foremost by  not ignoring or 
situations which will, after all, 
confront her throughout her life. 
I am proud of her now, and I 
am very optimistic about the role 
she will play as an adult in 
whatever she decides to do. Much 
of her compassion and in- 
tolerance of injustice has been 
learned through her school expe- 
riences, which did not shield her 
from the real world, but exposed 
her to it. 
I know that all parents just want 
what is best for their children, but 
is sheltering them from problems 
brought about through poverty, 
ignorance, and intolerance really 
the best way to do that? 
Perhaps a truly "enriched" 
school program is available to our 
children in the very places which 
we are currently seeking to avoid. 
Judy McCloskey, 
Terrace, B.C. 
2 JUST  ARRIVED!  
Maggie -B  Luggage and  Accessor ies  
The Yellow Gift House on Hwy. 16 
638-1808 
Here's one way 
t?onSa,,e on taxes 
~msPer o'~esluCpply and Ser- g°nVe~; ; t lh° ;k~ayer  $21 
vices, million dollars. 
Dear Sir: Many other things the 
I just received a note regard- government does we have no 
ing direct depositing. In this say in. We don't like what has 
letter it states that if all been done but we were not 
"security program payments asked either. 
were made by direct deposit, Another way to save our tax 
$21 million would be saved dollars, don't give away so 
this year". 
The government has been as- 
king the public for input in 
trying to cut the deficit. Well, 
here is the perfect way to save 
$21 million. I feel that if this is 
the case, there should be no 
choice but direct deposits. 
It is a waste of my tax dollar 
and everyone lse's if monies 
are not put into personal bank 
accounts. There have been 
spending cuts in some wrong 
places, like health care and ed- 
ucation. I don't think that 
would be necessary if the 
many of our hard earned dol- 
Lain to other countries. Them 
arc enough people in Canada 
that are in need and can't get it 
for one reason or another. 
Save, save, save our tax dollars 
for Canadiam. 
Be good samaritans but help 
our own people first and fore- 
most. 
After all, we Canadians pay 











20 gouge golvanizad wire 
netting is strong and 
duroble. Ideal for man~t 
uSeS including: lawn• 
gamin, craftl, etc. 3' 
wide. 033.4318/32. 
AQUA G U N ~  
ECONOMICAL 
METAL 
' All m~'ol co415trt#¢fiort wi h 1~J~ 
hi.lustre finish• solkl b raun  ~\~\~"~ 
stem anti Ik~w adluttm~nr.OCKI ~k\\\\~ " 
~to-trkJ~l¢ Io lock sl~ay 
Into ony pattern• 
No, ~25C. 
- .  
"~ i each 
I" ~ ~ x 25' 2" HlX MESH x 2Y 
6s 9 489 
 nlelno    ~ ~  COUNT ON MELNOR ' 
_~, ,, ~e~e~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
12-4 -8 '~:  CONVENIENCE! 
• DELUXE LA~ ,~,., . i2 "  WALI~OUNTED : :: "::'i::itl 
FERTILIZER!~ :~'~ : HOSE REEL WiT X '  ;~i: / ,  •::::' 
A l~sic lawn fatli'lzei'j~; :;~!' :, : HOSE MINDER: ::~ ; "i' : ~!::': ,i':•::%" 
encourage strong; ~Ol~ .:i~:~ .. ~¢ ' i  hondy ho~o~ lie;is: . . . .  • " : 
growth. Far a uniform'grHn i, " 325feeler 14"~ se0od l~, , . ' ! :  ' ; ;  '~i' ":" ' 
~=t°;eplY0~°:ug.h(14Y;~00sq)ft.) : , IH~°~;o¢~/nd~t;~ttt~l~t:,l;~i'.;:j): : : . '  
20 kg bag, 040.3206. • nozzles. gotd!n glo,~.s"' ~ i '~ ,~ ' j .~  
V~l~"d  , "~ I ,= , -  ~- , ,  : n e eacn 
! 
UNBEATABLE VALUE THAT'$ A CUT ABOVE ... , /#4  
FIBREGLASS POLE PRUNER .... '..~. " ! ~ ' |  
A lightweight pole pruner with twist lock ftbr~jla|s pole. • . ~ -~r  II 
Complete with'taw blade for tr~mmmg longer broncheL ~ '~ '~ i 
Extends to 6V~ feet, : , ,A~l | l~  • 
,.~v,~,.0,o.,~. I ~ 'AA ..,,, //fliJLT ~ n 
' Not exoctly as shown. - -  q i ~  I 'D  ~ ~ I I I I I I  E~" ". • 
~ .~.~'~'// / ' / / / l f ,  n) l
HEAVY DUTY PRUNING SHEARS ~ // /~ 7/ "I 
r'eolur-:s ial~minum d le .cot t i~ with comlortobfe plaoflc ~ / / ~  II 
| r i~  Complete with replaceable tel|on coatod blade. ~ " ~ ~ U F • 




5CU. I  
WHEEL ......... 
Top quality fawn and garden whee barrow with Irons tray bracing 
for heavy duty Ioodlng.:Features: rust.proof, dins proof . . .~r--~ 
Se(~mless poly !ray furl ~ " ~...~1~'J ~ i~ ' t  
steel frame; and 
Easy oss0mbly. 
,o ~K~00. o4o.~, eoc  
r_H_n_ ~_Hr_ ro. .o_ts_ 
Over 80 companies are at the Trade Show o, .o , .o .o . .  / t - -  L~. c..,pf,,. , it, ~ ,~  0.~ ~i~ : / / / / "  ' ~ I 
with displays and company representatives. :"==="~:"== J / - -~"¢  ~ ~ 
et. g every °ne! " I i "i" " '""" ~ ~ !  There's SOT hi, fo r  ~39 i:/~":' 
I l i b ,  .;oh sp . , .o , ,Ac t ,  RA~E A= A I  :See What's new in the: busmess world. . . . . .  ~ ~ . ~ . . _ ~ , , - _ , , .  u, , ,  • l •' * " : . / ~  n~m~. , .e f . , t t .~  R : I  U I  
us n?ss c ' " " - " "  - ' - '  .Make nt b ontacts., I L ,::,;:: I 
1 ~ Check out the new ideas and i ,  IR  IRD 
newprOducts ~ ' J ~ ~ l  
on the market. ~ ~ A . ,~ HWY. 16 EAST TERRACE . 
• ..... ~ . . . . .  . . . .  I ~  ' - ' -~ ,~" -~-=' , : ,~1  
!:~:~:~:~~:~:~~:~:~:~@~~"~~~!~`~i~i#:~:~:~`~i I I ' , ~ :  ~,.::,~ ,, , ~ ~ii~i | ; : : = ~ ~ ~ ~ n e "  638"8700 : : ~ ~ ~ , :  I "  
I USINESS REVIE W 
Gov't does deal TR-u-N-K l I~L~~ RESTAURANT I 
on old ja,I s,te 
..................... ~ ............... 12  , .  . : 
n I:1 
He saidthe property is a good 
investment given the location 
right nex.t to it of Copperside 1I. 
"We.have plans for the future. 
One day We may need to expand. 
Five yearn from now what we 
need may be completely different 
and. we have to be pl;epared to 
change: It'll also be, useful for 
parking," added Lavoie. 
The, correctional centre is 
scheduled to move to a new loca- 
tion between the Petrocan bulk 
runaways, 
• ,Coppe~id e l I  was bought and 
turned .into a Copperside eight 
ycam ag 9. i , 
• There'-are 'now seven Copper- 
Side stores in the northwest - -  
One :in Srmthers, one in New 
Hazeltori; t hr. ee:in Terrace land 
two in Thornhill, : 
The c0rrcctional Centre site was 
first offered to government mini- 
stries .and agencies before being 
placed on the market. 
TERRACE ~ There's a new 
busin~s !n thg.Skecna Mall. 
Bob's '  Outdoor Adventures 
opefied last ~week;! 
It,s owned by the Saulniers who 
used to operate Oueensway Trad, 
ing on If.alum. 
The bui!ding in which that busi- 
ness was m was heavily damaged 
in a ffanuai T fire on Kalum. 
Two buildings were completely 
destroyed inthat same fire. 
~ ~r "A" "A" ~r  
The Terrace and District Cham- 
ber'of, Commerce is sponsoring a
mining industry information ses' 
sion with the theme ,sharing the 
land" May 13. " . . . .  
A t  the session will be a repre- 
sentative from. central Mountain 
• Airlines, a video from Continen: 
tal Explosives and a speaker, 
Guff Mueh~ih ~ fm~ the!Mining 
Supp!icrs, Constract0~ and Con- 
Sultants A~, .so ciatio~ of B.C. 
The session begins 7:30 p.m, at 
the Inn of .the .-West. If you wish 
to ~ttcnd,cal! B0bbie Phillips at 
, J  . 
NEW OWNER of the old jail 
site is in the works now that 
the new correctional, centre is 
nearly ready. An agreement 
with Copperside Stores is to 
close Sept, 1. 
the chamber office, 635-2063. The camps are open to low in- 
"k "k "k "k "k come children. 
B.C. Hydro's PowcrSmart "k ~ 'k  "k -k 
campaign has a new program. Down for the official kick off of 
"The Case of the LostPower' 
features a character called In- 
spector Socket. 
The Inspector comes with a 
step-by-step guide .to spot places 
in the home where energy is 
being wasted . . . . . . .  
There are prizes attached to the 
campaig n . 
"k 'k  "k "k "k 
Tim Herren is donating the 
revenues from its coffee sales 
April 28 to the .Tim Horton Chil- 
dren's Foundation. 
It runs three children's camps in 
Nova Scotia, Alberta and Ontario. 
A fourth camp in Quebec is 
being dcvelopcd and has a com- 
pletion date of next July. 
: i !  .:, ~ : .  :, ~ .  : .~ .  . 
the Vancouver Intemationai Air: 
port's $350 million expansion 
project recently was Terrac~ and 
District Chamber of Commerce 
director Lynda Bretfeld. 
The expamion is to be com- 
pleted in 1996 and will contain a
ne.w international terminal build- 
hag. ,, 
The airport used tO be operal~( 
by the federal government buti a,. 
now been turned.over to a private 
group called the YVR Authority. 
Those three letters arc th0 inter- 
national designation for the air- 
port. 
And that authority has brought 
in a tax to help pay for the export-. 
sion. 
I 
' | i l i l ! l , ! l  I 
BEST , 
OF THE YE .; 
RICHMOND carpet 
ARMSTRONG flooring I I  
VANTAGE value floors i 
SUNQUEST outdoor carpet 
@ : 
YOUR DECOR I 
Terrace Carpet Centre 1 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 
Avco Financial Services 
Mitch Stolarchuk 
Avco Financial Services Canada 
Umited is proud to announce that Mitch 
Stolarchuk has been selected for 
membership in the President's Club. 
The President's Club recognizes 
Avco branch managers for their 
leadership, dedication to customer 
service, and achievement of 
outstanding business results. 
Stofarchuk, who has more than 
seven years of experience seMng 
Avco customers, was promoted to 
manager in our Terrace branch in 1989. 
Avco Financial SeMces provides a 
wide range of innovative financial 
services products/hrough a national 




iiiii{lii~{i~i6~iitiiiiiiiii Chips, II ~!~!~{~!~i~i~,,:~,::::~,~i~-~i~i~!~i~i~!~!~!~!~i~!~!l Halibut Fish & 
FISH C'arn Chowder 68511 
FEATURE Dessert 
II I I I I 
 :oo ,m to c, os,ng I i STEAK t t 95: per II 
o NIGHT 1 1 person II 
FAMILYBAY ' any meal,, all day '!  
I l~~i~ ] Saturday &Sunday. i 
[ ALL DAY 500 Breakfast ' I 
SLUMBER LODGE 
i ~ ~ ]~.~  ~ i{i ];~ [= ':.~ {,.' ~ ~'~li~y ~.':'.].,:~.~.~ .L~ # . . . . . . . .  
~,~ . . . . . . .  : ,~..: • . .. . . . .  ~ , ,  • Terrace 4702 kakelseAve, ::~=~.:.~.~: ~ =.~,,~11 
~ ~ e Second Cbming of S 
U i UELYYOUR 
WIN WARDROBE 
Valued At$100 $2 O~ ~ ~~~~~ 
_ = .÷~: - 
3 draws  - enter  your  name - .- 
~ ~:, .no  purchase  necessary  
YS ONLY/ . . . . . .  
Friday, Ltpril 16 
Saturday, .April 17 
'9:00 9:30 am- " -  
9:30 am to 5, 
• : . "  :"  
...... Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, BC i 
~q 
i 
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LAWNCHAIRS, sleeping bags and coffee made waiting a bit easier for parents who lined up 
"early one morning last week at Parkside Elementary sotheir children could be registered for 
kindergarten. A limited amount of spaces and high .demand was the reason, The earliest 
?parents on the scene were Chris Kofoed, left, and Rose Schibli. 
' Parents line up 
for k indergarten 
TERRACE ~ A high demand 
and limited kindergarten space 
at Parkside Elementary 
brought parents out in the early 
.morning houm of April 6 to ~ 
mak6'sure thdr children.would 
' be'regiStered; 
There are only 42 spaces for 
the half time kindergarten and 
tion date. 
"We did a rough tally and 
knew beforehand that we could 
expect 34 students," she said: 
Parents unsuccessful at Park- 
side had the optionof register- 
ing their children at E.T.Ken- 
ney, the other primary school 
in the horseshoe area that. of- 
some studenls, because of spe' fers kindergarten, , 
cial needs, go full time, said Parents at the scene said this 
school principal Christine Eide was the first year of registra- 
last week;; ~ ,L ..: . . tion of this kind for kindergar- 
"We have momfor 38 stu- ten. 
dents in tbtal;'! said;Eide who "Wehaven't done this be, 
added~that~ some parents went 
away:id~iiiipointed, A'waiting 
list h~;been:Set up . ;  " ' 
. StudcrhSi[Within the School's 
e~¢ePige'area ' h d priority yet 
not even all of them were able 
to getin. 
Eidesaid the sch0ol expected 
there tO bemore demand than 
supply and began contacting 
fore," said Rose Schibli who, 
with Chris Kofoed, were the 
first parents in line at 3:30 a.m. : 
Doo~ to the school opened at 
9 a,m. - • ! 
Other parents aid • there was 
no priority given to; students 
who have siblings already 
going to the school. 
They; said they preferred 
School district director of in- 
struction Harold Cox said the 
district followed past practice 
in deciding to have registration 
on a certain date. 
"We could have had a lot- 
tery. It was a question of how 
to do it fairly. This is the way 
we register for French immer- 
sion,: by choosing a date," he 
said. 
Cox and Eide said a rapid 
growth in the horseshoe's pop- 
ulation from new housiiag is in- 
creasing the demand at Park- 
side, : . . . . . .  ' ; 
The .school; now holds just 
under 200 students and that's 
about he maximum, they said. 
"It!s getting itougher and 
tougher. We're not building 
schools like we used to. We 
• don't •have the space available 
we used to," said Cox. 
Registration line Ups weren't 
parents in January to let them Parkside because it had good reported at other Schools which 
know of the April 6 registra-:, teaehem and was .... smal!v .: .:, have kindergarten. 
• !. ~ " '~! )  ' . L !~ 
.. ~ . . . . . . . . . .  t.~Z . ;-.. ;. .~,.X:~ ~i,:~ I 
:" I { i 
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EED A 
, Pu l l  or Drag 
your clunker here and we'll give you 
$ 
I . . . . . .  
0 
GUARANTEED TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE 
On Most 92 & 93 Subaru's 
Ask about our 24 hr Road Side Assistance 
.• L -  
400:000 i• F(,=_e bank out $ 
gone into receivership. March 19 and the operation And  there area number of I 
But the Federal Business De- closed thesame day. unsecured creditors, [ 
velopment Corporation is a Coopers i and Lybrand  Onthe  list of:employees I '  
secured creditor, said Paul estimates the total deb I at $6 owedbaekwage s, 
• : . .  , . :  
"1 r~ 
J B " i  
t !::) 
ATOR:,  : t IGER 
. . : : !); 
2 , 
[ II 
I i !  " . . . .  
~ GE NATURAL GAS RANGE 
, I ~  ~ L / ~  • Self clean extra large o~/en 
~ ~  • Electronic oven control [ ~ . . ~  , Black gla~-q nv~_n door ' "  
• P 
. . ~ "  .7cyc les  . : ,. .... 
• '~- - -  . 4 heat  Se lec t ions  
II, ~ WASHER REBATE,',.;!,':=:', . 
$[  DRYER REBATE;.;;,;;; 15. '  
li/s '? ~ See your dea/er for det~ ....~ 
GE WASHER ~ . ~ " - ........ ' . . . . . . . . .  
, Wh i te  on  wh i te  s ty l ing  
• Ext ra  la rge  capac i ty  
• 3 wash  speeds  " ' : .:  
,4  wash  leve ls  
,4  temp selections :'~: 
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.. PROUD TO ! 
.. : , / ,  :. . ~. ~.. ' TheDea ler  Who Cares"  I " : '~: 
 o SUBARUo .= e3s-7286 I e o ,  =o ce, .,ifrTH . 45.01 Lak Ise3Av.e. Terra B,C. 
: 3026 • . . . . .  . . . .  l u  o =,  :oo  " : "~ : ::. 
L I I I " I l l  r I I I 1 I I 
,~.-• 171 
OFF THE ROAD 
A MAN and woman were hospitalized April 7 when a GMC 
van they were in veered off of Hwy16 two kllometres east of 
Thornhill. RCMP say the driver failed to take his medication 
and became unconscious. The van, travelling east, crossed 
the highway, went down a steep embankment and up the 
other side before coming to rest against a row of trees. The 
couple suffered spinal injuries. RCMP say things would have 
been much worse had the couple not been wearing seatbelts. 
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group starts Terrace/Kitimat 
Kcvin Derow, forestry consultant 
Fred Philpot and logging con- 
tractor Ken Houlden. 
From the environment, conser- 
vation and cultural sector is Dr. 
Norma Kerby of the Terrace 
Regional Museum Society, Doug 
Webb of the steelhead society 
TERRACE ~ The people who 
will help decide how the logging 
industry will get along with other 
interests in the South Kalum 
region has its first meeting April 
19. 
The 13 members of the South 
Kalum Community Resources 
Board represent a broad range of and Gil Payne of the B.C. Wild- 
resource users in the area. life Federation. 
Fishing guido Jim Culp and 
Kitimat chamber representative 
Sarina Germuth-Whitehead are 
from the resource sector. 
The recreation sector is 
represented by Gerry Bloomer 
from Kitimat and by local snow- 
mobile club official Ron Neisner. 
The business sector is 
represented byBill Burgess of the 
Terrace and District Chamber of 
Commerce while the labour sec- 
tor is represented by John Jensen, 
a long time official with the car- 
penters union. 
There is room for more people 
and the board can make appoint- 
merits as it sees fit, said Reese- 
Hansen. 
He described the board as a way 
of ensuring there is a broad public 
involvement in land use deci- 
sions. 
This group was formed after 
more than a year's work went 
into deciding what should be in- 
eluded in a l~ind use plan. 
"Now they can finalize terms 
of reference and got on with the 
job," said Lars Reese-Hansen, 
who sat on a committee s tting up 
the resources board. 
When complete, a land and 
resource management plan will 
offer guidelines on everything 
from where and how logging is 
carried out to old growth preser- 
vation to what importance should 
be placed on providing outdoor 
recreation facilities. 
The 13 board members come 
from five interest areas. 
The forest sector is represented 
by Vic Maskulak, woodlands 
manager for Skeena Sawmills, 
Skeena Cellulose silviculturist 
The Terrace/Kitimat Shrine Club would like to thank you for 
your support of the Gizeh Temple George Carden Circus last 
year. 
We are now in the process of our ticket pre-sales and •.again 
would like to ask your support for the 1992 Shrine Circus, to 
be held May 12, 4:30 pm - 7:30 pm at the Terrace Arena. 
hank you for your co-operation and assistance. • 
Inquiries please call Jake Terpstra 638-8608. j /  
~/CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CHANGING 90's is 
being launched by Interconnect, an organization that has 
been working successfully with Terrace job seekers since 
1987. 
,/CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CHANGING 90's is 
looking for you if you are over the age of 35 and have lost 
your job as a result of changes in the workplace, or feel that 
your job is uncertain because of workplace change s . 
~/Your input is n ceded to aid in program planning and design. 
With your participation a training course will be planned and 
developed to suit your needs. 
Persons interested in being involved should call Interconnect 
at 635.7995 and leave a message for Kathleen or Kenn. Be 
sure to mention that you are inquiring about 
CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR THE CHANGING 90's 
Interconnect Employment & Training Services 
Suite 205 - 4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, BC (above Credit Union) 
Telephone 635-7995 





TERRACE - -  The process of 
working out how many tree, s arc 
available to cut in the southern 
part of the local forest district will 
begin in June, says district man- 
ager Brian Downie, 
The Kalum South area extends 
from th0 Nass River to south of 
Kitimat.and fi-om thcExchamsl~ 
basin in the west to the head- -  
waters of the Zymoetz (C0pper) 
and Clore Rivers in the east. /,i 
The proposed, timber supply 
analysiswillbe the same as one 
recently completed on the Kalum 
North. 
That showed the present annual 
allowable cut there (the number 
of trees logging compames are al- 
lowed to harvest each YeaO was 
running three times the long-term 
sustainable yield. 
It said the situation could be 
corrected by reducing the AAC 
by five per cent immediately with 
a further eduction of one per cent 
l~r year over the next 120 years. 
Downie said the Kalum South 
analysis will be more complex 
because of the presence of two 
major communities, Terrace and 
Kitimat, and the wider variety of 
land uses compared to the north. 
He anticipated the study's find- 
ings would be tied into current ef- 
forts to draw up ~a land and 
resources management plan for 
the area, 
That latter process took another 
step forward with the formation 




TERRACE - -  March couldn't 
make up its mind as far as the 
weather was concerned. 
Harry Earle of the local weather 
office said the month brought 
both more precipitation and more 
sunshine than normal. 
A total of 138.7 hours of sun 
were recorded at the Terrace- 
IOtlmat airport compared to the 
normal 108.5 hours. 
And precipitation hit 121.2ram, 
nearly half as much again as the 
usual 83.1rnm 
The form of the precipitation 
was also out of stop, rain account- 
ing for 110.3nml, more th~ two- 
and-a-half times the norm, 
Not surprisingly snowfall was 
way down, a scant 9,5cm com- 
pared to th~ aorma144.2mm. 
Mean temperatur~ for 'March 
was 2.8C, ~a degree and a half 
above normal, 
Loweat-temperature for the 
month was min~ 6,6(2 on Match 
18 while thohlgh; of 13.5C was 
Sci on the last da), Of ~o mbntl~ 
. ' . - : ! ' 
The road to excellence 
begins at 
) :  : : k :. 






,e,,__ D is t r i c t  
have done it ,u! 
Fountain Tire was recently awarded a Canada Award ,for Business Excellence 
in Marketing. A panel of Canadian business leaders chose Fountain Tire 
because of our commitment to customer service and innovative marketing programs. 
[t is an honour  to be. recognized by other Canadian business leaders. 
However, the ultimate honour  is to be recognized by you the consumer. We at . 
Fountain Tire would like to take this opportunity to invite you to come in.", ~ : 
and visit us to experience the award winning service for yourself. -:" ~ " 
IT'S NEW, IT'S COMPLETE... : 
FOUNTAIN TIRE'S NEW WARRANTY PROGRAM 
No Charge $9.95 per vehicle 
• Workmansh ip  and material • • Emergency  T i re  Road Service, • 
• Road Hazard • 
• Installation / Rotat ion • .~ ~-/: ~ • F/at Repair  • 
Ki lometre Protect ion • 
Don't forget to sign up for -~,. ...... J .Workmansh ip  and Material • =~':r: i' i':!/i~ 
/ ~ ~ , ~  the  A i r  Miles Program i f  !, ~iii:: " • e ~ood/--~QzQrc/ • - :~ i , i l  
~llJIJIJIJIJl~') you havent  already. :)! / • Installatzon / Rotatzon • ::::~:,:::,: ~!( 
~A\x~ ~"" ._~,/ It s our way of saying • i i,.: 
TM Thank You for your support .... :~  " ' ):ii(: '~'/ : 
. : . Go  ForThe  Go ld!  .... 
" INV ICTA GS EAGLE GAI  
ALLSEASONPADIAL I 
- -  =': • 5130 A H ighway i 6 635-4344 
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Sacred head nails 
gov't payroll size 
TERRACE - -  Social Credit 
leader Jack Weisgerber isn't sure 
if he would bring in a balanced 
budget if his party was the 
government. 
But he would have frozen the 
salaries of public sector employ- 
ees to reduce the $1.5 billion the 
NDP will borrow rids year to 
keep the wheels of government 
turning. 
"The wage settlements in the 
public sector are at about three 
times the rate of inflation and of 
settlements in the private sector," 
said Weisgerber who visited Ter- 
race recently. 
"In terms of true increases in 
employment and wages, we're 
looking at a 22 per cent increase 
in the cost of the civil service," 
he said of the first year and half 
of the NDP government. 
A lot of that has come from 
converting contract workers to 
full time civil servants which then 
increases costs and reduces 
flexibility, added Weisgerber. 
He did concede that the former 
Social Credit government 
employed significant numbers of 
contract workers and that their 
contracts were extended when 
perhaps they should not have 
been. 
"The central issue ts that con- 
tract workers gave government 
the option to dowmize," said 
Weisgerber. 
"What we have is a $19 billion 
budget of which $11 billion is in 
direct government wages or 
wages and salaries paid for by 
government," hesaid. 
The Social Credit party leader's 
comments were contained in a 
criticism of the NDP's $19 billion 
budget introduced two weeks 
ago. 
Jack Weisgerber  
While Wcisgerber did credit the 
NDP with reducing government 
spending and the size of the 
deficit, he said not enough was 
done. 
"We have to look at the overall 
debt that's resulted from this 
budget. The new EC21 crown 
corporation will have the 
authority to borrow $2.5 billion. 
That won't be included in the 
direct government dcbL And 
there's no accountability to the 
legislature," Weisgerbor con- 
tinued. 
He said that soaring welfare 
costs from new claimants added 
22 per cent to the figure last year 
and that those costs now stand at 
$4130 million. 
"There are 57,000 employable 
men on welfare in B.C. As of 
right now, one in 10 people in 
B.C. receive welfare benefits," 
said Weisgerber. 
While Wcisgerber ack- 
nowledged that he province has a 
responsibility to to help people, 
he's worried that people are tak- 
ing advantage of the B.C. social 
safety net. 
"There arc Americans coming 
up claiming hardship month after 
month after month. We're devel- 
oping an international reputation 
for a warm, soft climate. We're 
becoming the California of the 
north," said Weisgerber. 
COMPLIMENTARY 
FACIAL 
Mary Kay has a proven- 
effective skin care program 
designed for your skin type. 
All basic ski~. care products 
.',,L,3J.,~:h". ~ .:-.~,~:.{ ~:-:'.,; ",!,,. _ are no~-comeoogenlc aria 
~ 'clinically'tested for skin 
irritancy and allergy. Most 
are safe for sensitive skin. 
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material 
. ,Top.quality Tight Knot- 
!~ ,Inter/or & Exterior 
• Cedar! " 
• P ine -  2}(4 or 
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• Cedar & SPF 




Hazelton, B .C ,  842-566( 
Terrace Shelter 
For The Homeless 
Urgently requires 
workers and persons 
to do laundry 
Contact: Mary Alice or Marls 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 




TERRACE ~ The aboriginal 
affairs ministry is getting the 
second highest budget increase 
in percentage t rms this year of 
the 19 ministries in the provin- 
cial government. 
Spending is forecast at $18.2 
million, a 13 per cent increase 
over the $16.1 million 
estimated for the fiscal year 
which ended March 31. 
But that estimate is less than 
the $17.4 million the ministry 
was originally scheduled to 
spend. 
The ministry is a new one, 
created by the former Social 
Credit government tofirst deal 
with aboriginal issues that af- 
fect provincial jurisidiction and 
now, land claims. 
Most of the total ministry 
budget increase is going to 
salaries and benefits for 
specific programs. 
The figure for the coming 
year is $4.595 million com. 
pared to $2.882 million last 
year. 
The ministry's total budget 
in 1991-1992 was $7.138 mil- 
lion. 
The Northern Regional 





AT THE TERRACE HOTEL 
Sunday, April 25, 1993 
FEATURING GUEST ARTIST 
LAWRENCE IWASAKI 
Lawrence Iwasaki: Named one of North America's top stylists, 
Lawrence has given lectures and seminars throughout the wodd. He 
attended the 1992 World Championships inTokyo as the Judge for 
Canada and as a Master Judge he has officiated at shows nationally 
and internationally. Lawrence has won over 50 hairstyling awards, 
been a guest artist at ABA and manufacturers' shows and has worked 
in television and radio. His work has been featured in Canadian 
Hairdresser, Modern Salon, and Shinbiyo magazine and Helene 
Curtis advertisements, He has co.authored a book. "The Kindest Cut', 
with writer Eve Rockett, in which he outlines many of the techniques 
~erfected inhis salon. 
Cut t lng  C lass :  Monday ,  Apr l l  26  
MODELS WANTED,  A l l  Ages  
Ca l l  J ack le  638-8880 or  Debb le  635-5727 
 MORE FOOD BI RGAINS HERE, 
..- • 
Tide Powdered . . . . .  
UNDRY BETERGENT 
k" / . / "  - : : .  $ Ultra 
e origina ! 
i~i Reg. Price $12:99 i 
r CROSSRIBORBLADEROAST YCHICKEN r HAM _ . 
. fi/  ',,,ce, I = 
iB  B- J 3per~,~ I IW coo,,, U'/* 
" r ~ ~ ~ "" "  e~4 ~l,k [] [] If ! Reg. 79¢ _ [ ]  ~1[ / . ,  n 0 
,L /100 gm U I Ib .~ I i u 
6Pack Sl 44 Bna- kstdre ~:g° 
Reg. $2.29 I " .73¢/kg 
~Value  Priced ~ Minute Maid 
r ICECREAM r0RANGEJUlCE 
' ' " ' i , '  ' . 
4UtrePail . ( i~ f i  h~l i~  355ml j~ i~ j~ i~ l~.  
Additional ~/"  I ~ ~ Unsweetened ~ I ~  I1~ 
Quantities Sord J  I 'qhlql  _ - ~ ~ - -  
At$3.48  ea L - ! I l l  . eg  $1.79 I I  I I  ! 
Limit 1 iBI II V V V V 
Nachos, 
Tostados, I1~ 'i l l  
Crunchy's, ~ 1 
& Cam Chl psT i 
Reg. $2.99 in 
Min. Wt. 511kg I il a 
Kraft 
BBQ SAUCE 
455 ml S J 
Selected ] Varieties 
Reg. $3.39 




Regular/ ~ J  h ' h  
Fine/ ~1 WW 
Extra Fine - - !  J i l l  Jl~rl 
Grinds | i I I  [] 
R,o =z59 l l i Y  
Ove a=tea Farads• JEU× DU Man. - Fri. 9 am - 9 pm 
c,-,.,,,~,D,~, Sat. & Sun. 9 am - 6 pm G A M E S. PROUD TO BE  THE OFF IC IAL  FOOD SUPPL IER  FOR THE CANADA GAMES 






Fhe Terrace Standard offers 
What's Up as a public set'vice to 
ts readers and community 
)rganizatlons. 
This column Is Intended for 
ran.profit organizations and 
hose events for which there is 
m admission charge. 
Items will run two weeks 
)efore each evenL 
We ask that Items be submit- 
ed by noon on the FRIDAY 
~efore the Issue In which it is to 
tppear. 
For other contributed articles, 
he deadline Is 5 p.m, on the 
I'HURSDAY before the issue 
:crees ouL 
Submissions should be typed 
or. printed neatly. 
**~$*  
~,PRIL 6, 8, 12th, 1993 - Teach- 
mg and learning in B.C. will be 
holding a program to inform par- 
ents and public of some changgos 
being implemented in our schools, 
this will be followed by a discus- 
sion with educator's from School 
Board #88 (Terrace), this is fea- 
tured on Skeena Cable l0 at 7:05 
pm. 2p51 
***$*  
APRIL 6, 1993. F.A.A.C.T Fetal 
Alcohol Action Committee, Ter- 
~rso~ is having there first monthly 
:meeting at Northern Networking 
Offices #302, 4546 Park Ave 
(Trigo Building) at 7:00 p.m. con- 
tact Chris or Marg at 635-4479 for 
more information. 2p51 
****  * 
APRIL 14, 1993- Terrace Cos- 
merle and Reconstructive surgery 
support group is having there 
monthly meeting at the Terrace 
~Wbmen's Resource Centre from 
7:00 to 9:00 pro. 2p51 
"APRIL i4, 1993 - The Northwest 
F.dueation Assodation is holding a 
Brazilian evening, join us for a 
etiltural ook at Brazil, there will 
- be .videos, =~peakerg; raffle;~Bi'azil, 
ian coffee and treats erved, begins 
at 7:30 pm in the Library base- 
ment 2p51 
APRIL 15, .1993 • A public meet- 
ing concerning the future of deep 
creek hatchery, takes place at Inn 
of the West at 7:30. lp52 
APRIL 16, 1993 . ChroMe 
Fatigue support group is having a 
combined meeting for those with 
fibromyalgia, this is held at the 
Happy Gang Cent re  at 
7:00pro. 2p51 
* * * * *  
APRIL 19, 1993 - Are you inter- 
ested in a pest.portum group for 
yourself and your friends? Share 
your ideas and concerns at the 
meeting at the Skeena Health Unit 
to be held at 7:30 pm in the Baby 
Clinic Room, muffins and tea pro- 
vided, contact Kathleea Perry at 
638-3310 for more informa- 
tion. lp52 
St01**  
APRIL 21, 1993 - The Terrace 
Mental Health Centre is having a 
Coping with Chronic Pain work- 
shop at the SKeena Health Unit 
Auditorium from 9:00 am to 4 pm 
for more information cell 638- 
3325 ask for Carol. 2p52 
APRIL 22, 1993 • The Skeena 
Vallry Car Club will be holding 
it's regular monthly meeting at the 
Terrace Kin Hut on the comer of 
North sparks and Halliwell at 7:30, 
for more information you could 
call Doug at 635.4809 2p52 
, , k***  
OCTOBER 23, 1993 - The 
BCOAPO Branch 73 is having an 
Annual Tea and Bazaar featuring 
year-round practical gifts and 
baked goods. It is held at the 
Happy Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum 
Street, at 1:30 pro. fin 
EVERY MONDAY evening at 
7:00 pm Northwest Alcohol & 
Drag Services present sn on-going 
f *  
YOUNG PIANIST Doug Higginson's rendiUon of "Penguins" got him first place i n Canadian com- 
posers Grade 2 division at the Pacific Northwest Music Festival two weeks ago. 
THE FESTIVAL 
Celebrating our talent 
F OR AN entire week 
the churches and 
halls of Terrace rang 
with the sound of 
music. 
And before the last notes 
stopped ringing at the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival's April 
3rd gala performance, a couple 
dozen local performers were al- 
ready planning for their trip 
south. 
The following participants will 
represent he northwest at the 
B.C. Festival of the Arts in Trail, 
May 26-30: ' : " 
• Piano ~ Giles Baxter (jr.), 
Julia Nelson (Sr.) 
• Vocal - -  EIlIo Higgimon (jr.), 
Jennifer Zueehiatti ( nL), Andrea 
Arnold (Sr.) 
• Speech arts - -  Elizabeth 
Taron (jr.), Joelle Walker (int.), 
Lara Tcssaro (sr.) 
• Stage dance - -  Bernice Liu 
Ont.) 
• Woodwind ~ Warren Con- 
nacher (jr.), Julie Brewer (int.), 
Christine Morrison (sr.) 
• Brass - -  Natalie Dickson (jr.), 
Laura Carlson (int.) 
• Strings - -  Tim Phillips Ont.), 
Byron Mikaloff (sr.) 
Most promising intermediate vocal 
student ($150): Ellic Higgimon. 
Most promising senior vocal stu- 
dent ($200): Romy Maikapar. 
Most promising junior piano stu- 
dent ($100): Zce North. 
Most promising intermediate piano 
student ($150): Giles Baxter. 
Most ptomsing senior piano student 
($150): Julia Nelson. 
Most promising dance student 
($1(30): Stacey Shields. 
Wang Ballet Academy Award 
($100) for artistic and musical ability: 
Bernice Liu. 
Most promising junior woodwind 
student ($100): Amy Stack. 
Most promising intermediate 
woodwind student ($150): Warren 
Connachcr. 
Most promising intermediate brass 
student ($150): Laura Carlson. 
Most promising intermediate clas- 
sical guitar student ($150): Tim Phil- 
lips. 
Alice eros-Wing Memorial Award 
($200) for most promising senior 
classical guitar student: Byron 
Mikaloff. 
Pacific Coast Music Festival 
Scholarship ($200) for the Most 
promislng senior woodwind student: 
Christine Morrison. 
Most promising group of in- 
strumentalists ($300): Caledonia 
Woodwind Quartet. 
MosL promising band ($500): • Choral ~ Northwest Singers. _ 
year itwas Jennifer Zuc- Skeeaa Jr. Secondary 9/10 Concert 
chlattl who won the $1,000 Band;CaledonlaSr. Seoondarycon- 
cart Band. 
choirs (Ruth Hunt Memorial 
Trophy): Karmodei Choristers. 
Senior choir, not including school 
choirs ($100): Northwest Singers. 
Elementary School choir, grades 4- 
7 (Brian Mitchell Mcmorial Trophy): 
Annunciation School Glee Club. 
Secondary school choir (Bank of 
Montreal Trophy): Smithers 
Secondary School Swing Choir. 
Piano awards 
Junior pianoforte, under 12 
(Marylin Davies Trophy): Teresa 
Fleming. 
Senior pianoforte, 12 and up 
($100): David Fleming and Tim Phil- 
lips. 
Junior Bach, grades 1-6 ($50): 
Anne Silsbo. 
SeniorBach, grades 7- open ($50): 
Julia Nelson. 
Junior Baroque Composers, grades 
1-4 ($50): Andrea Norton. 
Sr. haroque composers (Gr 1-4) 
($75): Kristi Venalainen. 
Junior Mozart and Haydn, Gr 1-4 
(Dairyland Trophy): Natasha 
Wakaruk. 
Senior Mozart and Haydn, Gr 5- 
open ($50): Jenntfer McMynn. 
German Romantic (Sight and 
Sound trophy): Tim Phillips. 
Beethoven ($75): Robert Bell. 
Chopin ($100): Jimmy Nelson. 
SonatinaS, gr 1-4 ($50): Traey Bor- 
rathe. 
Sonatinas, Gr 5-open ($50): Daniel 
Higginson. 
French Impressionists ($75): Giles 
BCIT, Nisga'a 
strike deal 
For the first time in B.C. a na- 
tive group and a post-secondary 
institution have established 
scholarships specifically designed 
. to encourage native studenls to 
enroll in trades and technical pro- 
grams. 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council and 
the British Columbia Institute of 
Technology (BCIT) have teamed 
up to officially launch up to six 
BCIT entrance awards for 
Nisga'a students worth up to 
$2,000 each. 
Students must be Nisga'a, have 
good marks and be involved in 
school or community activities to 
qualify, said BCIT financial aid 
coordinalor Jennifer Orum. 
"Marks, while important, are 
not everything," she said. ' ,We 
are looking for highly motivated, 
all-round students who know 
what they want to get out of 
BCIT." 
Interested students need to app- 
ly by an April 30 deadline. 
She also said BCIT would give 
Nisga'a award winners "priority 
assistance" in finding aeeomoda- 
tion on or off campus. 
"BCIT will make a special ef- 
fort to help find homing for any 
mature students who wish to take 
their families," she added. 
Only 35 to 50 native students 
currently attend the Bumaby in- 
stitute . . . .  
"Clearly this number is too 
low," Orum said. "We hope this 
pilot program will open up op- 
portunities o that other First Na- 
tions will ~ be able to take ad- 
vantage o f  the trades and tech- 
nologies we have to offer." 
School District .02 chairman 
Jacob MeKay hailed the scholar- 
ships. 
"These scholarships provide a 
pathway to an institution that few 
native people have ever at- 
tended," McKay said. "We 
should be proud. Once again, we 
are at the forefront." 
Nisga'a Tribal Council presi- 
dent Alvin McKay said the 
scholarships were first discussed 
at a B.C. Lions football game 
hosted by the Nisga'a.last fall in 
Vancouver. 
The idea was received 
enthusiastically by BCIT presi- 
dent John Watson and a series of 
meetings followed to work out 
the details. 
"We are looking forward to a 
very productive relationship with 
BCIT," MeKay said. 
Of fish and brewis - 
and sweethearts, too 
Terrace Little Theatre's third 
production of the season opens 
this week at the Terrace Curling 
Club on School St. 
Salt Water Moon will run as 
dinner theatre April 16-18 and 
April 23-25. The buffet dtnner 
will be served at 7:00 p.m. and 
the show will start around 8:30 
p.m. 
Dinner theatre is not new to the 
theatre society, which ran The Art 
of War in a dinner theatre setting 
three years ago. 
"It was very popular then so we 
decided to do it again," said 
society president Gordon Oates. 
"It 's really a great entertainment 
package." 
The set for the play was dis- 
mantled and moved from the 
theatre to the curling club earlier 
this week and the club's lounge is 
now transformed into a quaint 
Newfoundland village. 
Although the entire play takes 
place in one setting it.pulls you in 
to the changing moods of the ac- 
tion with excellent lighting 
changes and its intimate nature. 
John and Maria MeGowan are 
the husband and wife team cast in 
the roles of Jacob Mercer and 
Mary Snow, the only two charac- 
ters in the story. 
Jacob has returned from 
Toronto hoping to win back his 
forrner S.W. ¢~.th.ear. !,. ~Ma. ~. . . . . . . . .  
Bat  she's engaged io Wealthy 
Jerome McKonzie, the son of 
Jacob's archenemy. Mary is still 
hurt and bewildered by Jacob's 
abrupt departure a year earlier 
and she won't be wooed easily. 
Jacob won't be deterred, how- 
ever, as he attempts't6 rekindle 
the spark of their past rela- 
tionship. 
The play runs the gamut of 
emotions from tears to laughter. 
Although the story takes place 
in a 1926 Newfoundland fishing 
village, the accents are not too 
severe. 
"John and Maria have done a 
great job of creating believable 
accents, but not so strong that you 
can't understand them," said 
director Merry Hallsor. 
Tickets to Salt Water Moon are 
$20 at Carter's Jewellers, the 
Bank of Montreal and the Ter- 
race Curling Club. 
For Laura, all the 
world's a stage 
Tcrrace's Laura Tupper has 
been accepted to participate in the 
Up With People program. 
The 23-year-old SFU theatre 
arts graduate found out this 
spring she has been selected to 
participate. 
Known for its widely acclaimed 
musical show, Up With People is 
an intemallonal, educational and 
cultural program which aims to 
bring peace through understand- 
ing among people everywhere. 
She travelled to Tucson, Ari- 
zona in December for an inter- 
Relapse Recovery Group, call 638- 
8117 for more information. 
* * * * *  
3RD THURSDAY OF the month 
B.C.P.A Advisory Comm, is hav- 
ing a meeting at 200 A - 4630 
Lazelle Ave at 7:00 pro. 
. 8 1 . *  
Northern Drugs Scholarship. 
Frances Brodie received the 
$300 Joan Spencer Memorial 
Scholarship. 
Elizabeth Taron recieved the 
• $250 Terrace Water Polo Associ- 
ation Sbholarslaip. 
CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a I The $500 Knights of Columbus 
day for anyone in crisis. Call 635- 
4042. fin 
* lit $ a l *  
EVERY TUESDAY evening, the 
Skeena Valley quilters meet at 
Skeena Junior Secondary School 
from 7pro to 9:30 pm for more 
informatron call Cathy at 635- 
2230. 
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 
7:00 pm to 8:00 pro. Terrace Nar- 
cotics Anonymous "Steps to 
Recovery, 'meels at 'the Kermode 
Friendship Center. 
* * * * *  
o, 
Band adjudicator's award of ex- 
eelleace: Terrace Community Band. 
Vocal awards 
Vocal solo, age 12 & under ($50): 
Teresa Fleming 
Vocal solo, 13 to open ($100): Jen- 
nifer Zucchiatti 
Scholarship went to ffulie Brewer. . . . . . . . . .  20th century and Cana- 
Award winners from the 1993 allan composers ($50): Teresa Rein- 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival i Ing. 
are as follows: 
Awards ,of Excellence 
Most promising Junior Speech Stu- 
dents ($100)~ Jeff Town & Rehana 
Manji. 
Sacred and oratorio ($50): Jnnnifer 
Zuechialti, 
Vocal conservatory classes ($100): 
Andrea Arnold. 
Music theatre ($I00): Ellic Hig- 
• ginsen and Paul Marko. 
Vocal ducts, trios or quartettes 
Most promising intermediate (Kitlmat Concert- Association 
speech student ($150):&milo Walker.. Trophy): Leah Kebemlk and Joy 
Most promising senior s N stu- , Lafotitslne." 
dent ($200): Olenys O~org¢ ' ~ • 
", •Most promising junior vocal stu- Chord/awards 
dent ($100): Teresa Fleming. Junior choir, not including school 
Baxter. 
20th century compescrs, gr 1~3 
(Terrace Ktnette Club Trophy)'. Kcira 
Almas. 
20th century composers, gr 4-6 
($50): Clint Hartman. 
. . . . . . . . .  composers, gr 7-open 
($50): Jeff Smithanik. 
Canadian cornposes, gr 1-4 (All 
Seasons Sporting Goods Trophy): 
Dour Higglnson, 
Canadian composers, grade 5 - 
open ($100): Daniel Hlgginson. 
Junior conservatory, grades 1-3 
(Janet feiber Trophy): Henry Baxter. 
Intermediate conservato/y, grades 
4-6 (Royal Canadian Legion 
Trophy): MaryBeth Dcnholme and 
Clint Shcppard. . 
Senior conservatory, grade 7- open 
($100): Jeff Smithanik. 
Older beginners 0L Lowrio 
Continued Page B6 
view to qualify for the program. 
After five weeks of staging and 
orientation in Denver, Colorado 
in July, Tupper will travel for 10 
months with a east of more than 
150 from as many as 18 different 
countries. 
During the tour the students 
will have a unique educational 
and culturai experience. They'll 
learn about other people, cultures 
and languages. They'll work with 
an intvmationai cast. Theyql 
travel 48,0001dlometres, staying 
with 80 host families and meet 
leaders of business, indignity, 
government and the arts. 
The Up with People show is a 
dynamic, contemporary two,hour 
production featuring a talented in- 
ternational cast and band. 
An estimated 35 million people 
Laura Tupper 
have seen various casts over the 
last 27 years and millions more 
have seen the show on television. 
After she returns from Up With 
People, Tupper plans to pumue an 
additional diploma in Journahsm. 
t 
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CHILDREN'S ENTERTAINER Charlotte Diamond will be in concert here at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
at 2 p.m. on Sunday April 18. The concert will help raise money for the Kermodei Choristers. 
MUSIC 
• CItARLOTrE DIAMOND will entertain chil- 
dren and adults alike at the 1LE.M. Ice Thealre at 2 
p.m. Sunday April 18. Tickets for the concert, a 
fund-raiser for the Kermodei Chodsters, are $8 in 
advance at Sight & Sound or $10 at the door. 
• JACK OF CLUBS perform at the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion Saturday this weekend. KE1TH 
MELANSON plays the Royal Canadian Legion 
,A~il ~:24. . . . . . . . .  
~......,~ :-,.:,:::,,' ~ .-..:..,..:.:..: .::-:.., . . . .  :: 
-•.: BURNS,.ANI~-WII~I~IAMS,-play - their.~mix of 
country/classic rock atGeorge's Pub in the North- 
em Motor Inn until April 17. 
• GOODBYE CHARLIE plays at Gigi's Pub in 
the, Terrace Inn until April I"7. L ITrO plays in 
Augie's Lounge until May 1. 
• ~ J IAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m.) and Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at 
George's Pub in the Northern Motor Ima and every 
FridaY night (7 p.m. to  i a.m.) at the Thornhill 
Neighbourhood Pub. 
Upcoming 
• TERRACE COMMUNITY BAND hosts a 
Third Annual Spring Fling Cabaret ~ a musical 
variety show ~ April 24th at 8 p.m. at the Elk's 
Hall. Tickets $10 (the price includes decadent des- 
sorts and coffee) in advance only at Sight & Sound 
or from band members. 
THEATRE 
• SALT WATER MOON marks the return of 
dinner theatre for Terrace Little Theatre. The play 
will run Apr. 16-18 and 23-25. Tickets $20 (avail 
starting Apr.1) at Carter's Jewellers and the Bank 
of Montreal. 
..... ET CETE~RA, /  .,~:,. 
~k:WATERGOLOURS IN SPRINGTIME is the "' 
show now on display at the Terrace Public Art Gal- 
lery, featuring a variety of watereolours'by gallery 
members. Gallery hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday 
to SatiJrday, ? to 9 p,m. Tuesday-Thursday and 1 to 
4 p.m,on Sunday. 
• ROBERT blACH, a comedian/hypnotist, will 
be at Fanny's Lounge in the Coast Inn of the West 
at 9 p.m. April 22. There is a cover charge. 
Make the 'Scene/Call 638-7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 to add your event o the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday for the following week's paper. 
TERRACE LITrLE THEATRE 
it! cooperation with 
TERRACE CURLING ASSOCIATION 
presents 
, '  Dinner ' heatre 
featur ing  
David French's ~ ~p~ 
,.~.o. i: Apr i l  16 ,17 ,18 . . ,  23, 24, 25 
I l l  
• • ) . • • ~• i• i ~¸. : , " - , :  ~n ~ug~e s ~ounge ~ ~ 4 
I ALLYOU CAN EAT I 
, $4.95 :1 
L UN(  H I  635-6630 . . . . . .~  
"COME AND TRY" . . . . .  : 
From 11:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Monday to Friday . ... , 
Fr iday is Baron of Beef $5.95 " : 
Piano Stylings by Litto - Thur. & Friday 12' to 1:30 p.m. until May,. 1, 
• GOLF & COUNTRY CfL'UB " •' ,." ..:: "i;! ' 
[] : . , , .  : /  
'.. Sw=ng into Spnng:. 
vro  nop  pec a s 
GOLF .BALL SPECIALS 
4 Ball S leeve 
Pinnicle Gold ....................... $7.95 
3 Ball S leeve ' - -  
Top-Flite Magna .................. $6.95 
2 Ball S leeve  
Spalding Star-FIRe ............... $2.25 
~'~ALDIN6® 
I~h'~.)FE.';,~;tONAL GOLF 
Mens  Wi l son  $649.00 
Ul t ra  I ron  Set  3 to  P .W. . .  
MensWi l son  . " : :  
12oo TN 11 pc set ......... $649 .00  
Ladies.Wi lson " 
set 
,dl~ m A=a 8L  : ,~  anh  
Pro Staff 11 pc ......... ~4U~- 'UU 
Ig~o.o 
Made to Win: ~ 
Check Out the 
New Line of 
Clothing,Golf 
iShOes,., G 0If B~.'a s 
2 andAccessones  : 
CLOTHING 
SPECIAL 
Many 0ther Brand: 
Name Clubs In Stock 
From Starter,,l;ets To 
T0p End:C!jbs::L 
SKEENA VALLEY  GOLF  & COU TRYCLUB .... 
' , . , ,  " ,  i J 




. " t 
Universal 
Enjoy Fantastic Universal Dollar Savings at these :',: :,~' 
locations. But hurry....this offer expires May8% 1993:, ":.i.., 
 ,sa, ' 
i l. : 
Time to get square 
This is it, folks: last call to promenade with your partner. 
The Skeena Squares Square Dancing Club will round out their regular 
season with a Northwestern B.C. Jamboree at the Carpenter's Hall next 
week 
. The event starts with a trail-in dance at 7:30 p.m. Friday, April 23. 
!On Saturday there will be a mainstream dancer s workshop at 2 p.m. 
and a windup dinner and dance from 6:00 to 10:30 p.m. 
- The gu.est caller for the weekend is veteran caller Delmar Carter from 
Clearbrook, B.C. 
~-All currenl and former square dancers are welcome to attend. The 
,Carpenter's Hall is located at the comer of Sparks and Davis. 
For more info contact Bill at 638-6875. 
THANK Y()U ALL! 
, Dear Sir:. 
This has been another success- 
ful,year for the Heart and Stroke 
Foundation of B.C. and Yukon. 
O~ ~ recent local residential 
campaign has given all canvas- 
sers and donors reason to 
celebrate. 
As of this date, returns from the 
::February campaign total 
$15,273.56. 
Although the total is about $600 
'less than in 1992, we consider 
-. this to be a victory, when wc con- 
Sider the economic onditions and 
the rising demand for charitable 
~contributions affecting our 
people. 
'. We.congratulate each canvasser 
~tho~ braved.the bad weather, 
dogs~ .10ng ;streets and occasional 
bad attitudes in order to raise this 
. amount:~ 
The. Heart and Stroke Founda- 
'tion~' Will continue to make the 
best"m'e o f  our contributions, 
funding research'and public edu- 
catidh"aimed: ai reducing the rate 
of death and disability due to 
heart disease and stroke. 
• ']"~"- Terrace :Unit committee 
pledges to work hard during the 
co , r ig  year to earn your continu- 
ing siippoi't. " ' 





On behalf of the Heart and 
Stroke Foundation of B.C. and 
Yukon, I would like to thank Mrs. 
Alfreda Price and the Terrace 
Youth Ambassadors, who partici- 
pated in the car wash on Satur- 
day, April 3, 1993. 
Carom Sharpies 
unit president 
. , . . : .  :.. . . . . . . .  • 
I 
• This basket.holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 




Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Ph'one Diana 638-8576 
Phone Gilllan 635-3044 
" '~ ~"7 




Electronic hearing tests will be 
held a t  .Beltone.hearing •Aid 
Centre at Terrace Inn. 
Anyone who had trouble 
hearing should make a time to 
ihave the test. Many people with 
:hearing problems don't need 
;hearing aids. But only a modem 
iheadng test like the one being 
he d by Beltone can really tell for 
sure, • ~ , - 
Everyone  shou ld  have  a 
hearing test at least once a year- 
even people, now wearing a 
i hearing aid or those who have 
:,been told nothing could be done 
i for them. 0nly a hearing test can 
idetermlne If modem methods of 
i hearing ~i~plifiq~tl0n can help 
them hear ~tter: !: 
• Hearing Aid Service 
will be holding aService C#~re on 
"nM~dw, April 22/93 at the Temce Inn 
: Fd more Inform~0n ~1: 
1-800-667-9077 
~k~T EXEMPT 
Haar~a Aid O~em & ~m,~ts 
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The 6real 6reyhound 
Passenger sale. 
Travelling companions 50%off! Or, gnlimiled Iravel on a Iimiled 
Take off xdth a Canada Travel Pass! 
• Travel as fat" as you like. as often as 
you like. for a price you'll ove! Travel anywhere in
Canada that regularly scheduled Greyhound or Gray 
Call yonr local Greyhound Canada Travel Pass 
Canada or Gray Coach 
reprc~ntative for details 
15 days $239.00 on the Compamon or 
30 days $329.00 Family Fare, or the 
60 days $429.00 Canada Travel Pass. 
phls GST 
Minimum 7 day adwmce purchase 
required; Other conditions may apply. Offer valid until December 15,1993. 
Or, Idds ride free! budgel 
:':ii~i~!i  
~ 
Until December 15, you can travel in Coach buses go, and save! 
comfort and style with Greyhound ~ ~ ~ _ ~  i,.I 
and take someone along for the ride. ~ ~  ~ ~ 
And save! ~ ~  7 days $179.00 
Buy one Adult fare ticket 
O Get one travelling companion ticket for 50% off! (Companion Fare) 
O Or receive one Child's ticket (under 16) free! (Family Fare) 
Companion Fare (EXI~); Family Fare (EX1;~9); Canada Travel Pass (F, X202C) 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
1-800-661 -TRIP 
OR IN TERRACE CALL 635-3680 
GRAY COACH LINES Gr~_qhound 
i ~ Canada • 
ROMA 1 O . . . .  TOMATOES . . . . .  ~ ............. 
Mexican Grown :::'.:::i:i 
No. 1 Grade ea ~ 
COOKING t O t~: i ONIONS : ..... ~ ~'~ :.~,~.,:...-.~-::~:. 
Yellow, Med. Size I i  .,,:.:~'.'~::::~ ::~ 
Product of Nov/Zealand [ ]  "":<'~'::-::':-~"~"."~:~§::::';~:":: ~&~.:-:..,~.:..-;:.~:.~:. .~.::~ 
,~2 .~ ' . : . ; '~ : : .~ ,~.  ,;'.y.:'..~:.:.:.X ~y, :~ 
No. I Grade ea , , -  ~.~.:.:.:.::~::.:,:~:.-:..:.::~:;:.::,::; 
:.~'~'~.~.~,~:::'~2;.~.:.::.~.:'~':~..:::.~.: ~::}:.~:.:~::::.:::~::;::.:.::.::::::~::~:.~:::~. ::::.:.., 
s.z.ioo-,,o', ea - -  ~,,~.:,..:~  C0ngrattulations 
FRUIT "1  N 
California Grown l ~ R A I M O  HIRV I  
Size 42-  39'a ea i °~:~:" 
~::'::':::~ of Kitimat 
APPLES =1 ~ Winner  o f  
or Spartan's = 1000 
Canada Fancy i 
BC Grown I . ~ Air Miles 
FRESH aR 
GARLIC 




From the Shoulder 
Fresh. Reg. or Stuffed 
4.14/kg 
SPRING SALMON 
Fresh, Whole BC 99 
Average weight 4 








on April 3rd Draw 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  





. . . , . . . . - . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
, : . : . : . :+: . :  














: : : : :  
i!iiiiii!iiiiiiiiiii!i 
!~!~!~!~i~i~!~i~!~i~i~ ........................ iii ii !iiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiii!iii!ill 
iiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiii 
:!:~:!:!:~:!i!!!!!!;il 
;!~!i!i!iii!i!!!!!!iil , . . . . . . . . . , . , , . . . . , .  
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  
~s~: Cragmont 
:i!i!iii!i!~!~!~!~i~i~ AssortedVadeties . . . . . - . .  










Hunt's " 7 Stewed, Crushed 









Size 138 - 163's 
10ea 
ea  
" GENERIC PASTA 






Works out to 59¢ ca. 88 
ea  
A NeW wag to mU. 





an ht s reserved, 
i i i , .  
N~'IUon 
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S i ty h Ips fi ht ncer oce  e g ca 
"Here 'n 
There"  
by Yvonne Moen 
A 
PRiL IS HERE and 
cancer society 
volunteers arc 
knocking on doors. 
The annual campaign raises 
money which helps local area 
patients who have to travel away 
from home for treatment. 
And this week I 'd like to tell 
you ofafami ly  that lives in Ter- 
race and is very grateful for the 
help and support they received 
from the Cancer Society and 
other service clubs at their time of 
need. 
When:Dana- Jo Penner was 
only l4  months old she was diag- 
nosed ashaving a tumour in her 
left ear. 
The year was 1978 and she and 
parents B i l l  and Randy Penner 
still lived at Vanarsdol (now Kit- 
selas). 
On e aav while bathing her 
daughter, :: Ranay spotted some- 
thi-ffg:~iiiUsual in Dana's left ear. 
Thei~ localdoetor sent them to 
Prince:I',upert to see the travelling 
eye-n6s ~-tl~oat ~pecialist there. 
Dana had her first operation in 
/ 
Terrace Hospital with Dr. Strang- 
way removing the growth in her 
left ear. 
They then returned home to 
Vanarsdol. 
Ten days later Dr. Strangway 
sent out an urgent radio message 
to Vanarsdol for them to come in 
to see him immediately. 
The next day Dana flew to Van- 
couver and was admitted to the 
cancer ward at Vancouver Gener- 
al Hospital. 
There they underwent eight 
more days of further testing to 
determine whether the cancer had 
spread. 
Dana then underwent 22 radia- 
tion treatments. Every three 
months for the next two years the 
family travelled to Vancouver for 
chemotherapy. 
Over the next 10 years Dana 
had to continue having treatments 
and eventually only had to travel 
there once a year. 
Dana, 16, no longer needs treat- 
merits and is in Grade 11 at 
Caledonia Sr. Secondary School. 
She hopes to graduate in the 
A SURVIVOR: 16-year-old Dana-Jo Penner has fought cancer all 
her life since a tumour was detected in her ear at age 14 months. 
class of 1994 and plans to work 
for one year then go on to college 
and take nursing. 
Since 1989 Dana has been 
going to "Camp Good Times"• 
Sponsored by the cancer society, 
the camp is for youngsters with a 
history of cancer, 
The children who go there have 
fun and each learns how the 
others cope with cancer. 
Dana's going back to Camp 
Good Times for another week 
this July and hopes to one day 
return there as a counsellor. 
The Penner family is just one of 
the local families who have 
received support from the Terrace 
unit of the Canadian Cancer 
Society. 
Each year when the volunteers 
go out, remember that your gen- 
erous donation will help someone 
who has a loved one with cancer. 
You can make the difference. 
TIIE ARRIVAL of spring means it's time once more for the Ter- 
race Beautification Society's annual clean up campaign. 
So set aside April 25 for the 8th annual garbathon. The society 
says it's a great way to gather t'amily and friends together for an 
afternoon of cleaning up the litter that's accumulated over the past 
winter. 
It's also encouraging businesses and clubs to enter teams. And 
that, the society continues, gives rise to teams either going for their 
• own goals or issuing meet or beat challenges to others. 
The garbathon participants meet at 2 p.m. in the parking 10t at 
McDonald's. Clean up continues until 3:30 p.m. Bags are provided 
by the society. 
There are prizes for those that take part and gifts for those who 
show up wearing a costume. 
Teams can register at CFTK, The Terrace Standard or at city hall. 
And the beautification society is also getting ready to place 40 
concrete flower tubs around the city. When these are put out, it'll 
make more than 130 such tubs along streets and avenues. 
Those interested in purchasing a tub ~ plaques can be put on 
them ~ are welcome to contact George Clark at 635-2281, Yvonne 
Moen at 638-0423 or any society member. The cost is $160. 
You can count on them 
THERE ARE some things you can't always count on, says the local 
cancer society in a recent notice. 
They include weather eports, used cars, love lasting, campaign 
promises, a white Christmas, airline schedules, an income tax 
refund, your mother-in-law staying only one week, a medium rare 
steak, vacation sunshine, restaurant reputations, astrologers, cook- 
ing times in recipes, movie reviewers, pizza deliveries, the ripening 
time of avocados and a second date. 
But, says the society, you can always count on volunteers. 
Beware of dry conditions 
Warmer weather is drawing people outside but the dry conditions 
do pose a fire hazard, says forests minister Dan Miller. 
"While the fire season does not officially begin until April 15, 
there have already been grass fires in the Cariboo and Peace River 
area," Miller said last week. 
HOLTHE FOUNDATIONS 
"Since 1979" 
I Commercial and Resident~l I | , . " ~  I ~ I ! 
of the . Northland ::i:i):i 
eek 11 Commun Lid r r' " " W :!i ications '11 
• , .( )g Ily . 
Ph: (604) 635-1392 4552 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Fax: 635-1393 V8G 1 M3 
M I:: AUTOMOTIVE 
__ _ nwm_,,-- .~....~-. _ _ 
' Automotive Electrical and Mechanical Repairs 
~' ( Fully Licensed Auto Mechanic 
t~it: RV Electrical and Solar Charging Systems 
,~ 3389 Highway 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 
Ph. 636-5187 Fax 635-4821 
A Division of Copper Mountain Electronics 
Benson Optical L.c~bor~tories Ltd. 
Same Day Service On Most Prescriptions 
Box 744, Box 681 
4608 Lakelse Ave. 3384 Bowser St. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 4C3 New Hazelton. B.C. VOJ 2JO 
(604) 638-0341 (6041 842-6112 
: .... i ;C_QNSTRUCTION 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry - Renovat ions  ~. ,  
• ,~ ~;~. 
~ "No Job too Small" ~*  
Seniors Rates 
3678 Juniper St. Malcolm Simons 
Terrace, B.C. Ph• 635-7724 
V8G 5E7 
. . . . . .  l I I -  I I  " * -T"  T1  
When you gotta' have it, We'll ~jlp~'~it! 
"Our expediting service will save your company money" 




~ "- : i 
Professional Pet Grooming 
for an appointment call Large and Small 
Karen 
at 638-1115 or We Groom 'era All 
drop in at NO Tranquilizers Used 
4546 Lazelle Ave. 
~ ~ ~ I ~ H  IND. 
I l l o l l l , ' ] l  (o] LVAIOI_~I"I  | I q i | ~ ' ~  






j! CANADA LTD 
i; Northland 
nicat, ons..Ltd. 
• : '? Mob i le  Radio Sales.& Service ; 
4,  5002 Pohle : 638-0261 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERVICES LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave ,Terrace .' 
Direcfors: : , 
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEIsTER 
.fo",.Pt'""" 24 HOUR ~.. i ~ ...... :/'A 
& mo.ume"ts Answering and Pager.Se~lce. : ..... ~:.~ 
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As good as gold L, =TE RE II TRATIO N 
black and hard. 
Black peppercorns arc more wrinkled and harder than any other pep- 
pets. 
As the aroma of black pepper fades fast, it is better to grind the pep- 
percorns only when needed. 
Since Alexander the Great invaded India in 327 B.C. and discovered 
the pleasures of pepper as a spice, wars have been fought, oceans 
braved and continents discovered ~a l l  ~or the sake of this shrivelled 
and bead-li ke peppercorn. 
When.the Goths (under Attila the Hun) laid siege to Rome in A.D. 
408, they: demanded a tribute of 3,000 pounds of pepper and vast 
quantities of silver and gold. 
During the Middle Ages pepper was traded in Europe - -  ounce for 
ounce ~ for gold. 1%pper was used as currency in the East and the 
West for centuries. 
The Chinese called pepper the "'Fagara of the westerners" and used 
it as a substitute for their own pepper-like sauces. The Chinese Fagara 
pepper is the red brown dried berry of  a small prickiy ash tree. 
Sometimes during the Middle ages pepper was used to pay taxes, 
rents and dowries. It was so expensive that the English used certain 
herbs as a substitute to flavour their meals and preserves. 
For centuries after the discovery of tho New World by Christopher 
Columbus, European nations competed jealously with each other in 
coloiiizing tropical ands in order to comer the spice market. 
The slightly musty and aromatic odour derives from the volatile oils 
:of the flesh and skin, while its pungent bite comes from the alkaloids- 
piperine and piperidine - -  which are contained in the seeds. 
As pepper is neither sweet nor savoury just pungent ~ it can be 
'used in both types of dishes. 
: Use peppercorns whole to flavour soup stocks and other cooking dis- 
hes. When adding to dry spice mixtures or marinades, crush them coar- 
sely. 
Folk medicine says that pepper helps to relieve flatulence and that it 
hfis diuretic properties. 
Enjoy the agreeable aromatic taste of black pepper with its warm, 
:woody, fresh and pungent smell. 
~ Ter race  M inor  ~ .................... 
So/ ball 
Apr i l  18 /93  
.7 :00  p rn - 8 :  O0 
a t  
A Center  Boar  ~r Room 
Fo" Turther infcrmation contact 
Gary  Turner  635-2943 
I 
"'( LSEC 
L )3K  & KEY  ! 
CERTIFIED . 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638, -0241 
TOLL FREE - -  1'800-661-2676 
[, 
-,-- ~ii~.., Interior Decorating l ~ .  
!he  ~ii:~, ~ by June Steele I I  
Colour ~i,: ° Custom Home Decorating I | 
_ ' , ~iijj~. Pre-constructJon and I l 
Connect ion  ~!!iiii: .Renovation Consulting I !  
i~ -  ~~" i , '~  .~Window:Coverings"~nd~ I~ l~ • 
Designs ~ ~- ~i,~i~, , - '~'~e~a~'~31es~v"~ila~ . , i : , I ,B i JR In~RR 
. ~) i i  :4627 Munthe Avenue I / - - - - ' "  " " - -  
! Ph. 635 7466 e 
TOLSEC l 
LOCK & KEY I / " "  v . . , .  , 
CERTIFIED IN "~ 
LOCKSMITHS I/  / 
3238 Kalum Street, I /  " J "  
Terrace, B.C. I I  / "  
638-0241 I / ~  
Custom V ideo  I 
• P. H ct i .ons  , I ~ ~ , ~ i  Victo~' awe~, O.D.  Prod.M 
~ ~ 1  OPTOMETRIST ~,urr,'n . .~..~.,,~,:~n Professional Vndeo Servnces J 
~ i l  wo~,n~ c=~.c,a, ~e~, ,a,o.,o=anco I ,.~,~,.& ~:~.~.~ ~ ~,':~,~-'~.~ • 
~ i l "  ~ " " V : '  . ~ ::~N~':.::,.%~.~x$- ~ • ~ ~ ~ n  *" "~"' . . . .  ,~ ~%.-,~,v Inventory, Promotional Videos, Tape Duplication, Slide J • : ~ :-:.. ,,>:+,~.$....~,.,~ 
~ u l n  ~ " ~ ' ~ N " " ~ ' ~  ~$.,~.,.~,~:'-~":k~"~"~'~ Lakelse & Movie Transfers, Print Pictures from Video Tape. J ~ l  ,,-4748 Ave. Appls,: 638-8055 I 
',-,~.~ Ter race ,  BC  v j 
STANDARr) 
Letters. 
Your Community at a Glance • 
Flyers 
Classified Ads 
Will Cut Down Any Tree Safely 
$1,000,000 Liabil ity To Protect Your Property 
DANGEROUS TREE REMOVAL 
BY' CERTIFIED CLIMBER 
Pierre Lussier 635-7400 
Skeena Valley Video Clinic has 
MOUED 
To 3197 Crescent St in ?hornbill 
• Audio. Video .Computer. Repairs. 
635-7762 
i 
B PAUL G. NEUMANN 
Dr. of Optometry 
4550 La kelse Ave, 
OPTOME-IRIC Ter race ,  B.C. V8G IP7 
c ~ I I O N  i (604) 638-2020 
" II :1 I I I 




Same LocaUon 8901 Dobble Street 
Terrace,. B.C. 
Same Phone e35.g484 
Same Groat Sen4co FurnitUre R upholstery 
Boat ops - auto  customJz lng i 
r : , : : :  : :: : : ~ Car carpet fabrlcs, vinyls & canvas 
,~,,: Windshield Repair/Replacements 
/~.~,,:.:.~ ~ • Auto Glass 
~'~,',~ f~ '~ " ICBC Replacements 
~l~j" . ,~  ; :~:Z~;' * Mirrors 
• , ~;._~ ~,,,~ J~:T~/~ ,~ ~.~: Sealed Units 
_---;.~~ AL-C'S GLASS LTD 
""~"]~~. 638'8001, in Kitimat 632.4800 
II 
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FROM FRONT ~R/Qua l i ty  Daily Physical Educotion 
~ - s t ~  I ~,, ~l~l~z,~, One-Half Hour of Power 
awards C AH.PER.~ACSEP=,~..L ,,,,'=':'=:=~:m- ......... ,= ' . : : '  , ':. ':::,... 
Trophy): Nicole Carvalho. 
Sonata, concerto and concert group 
($150): Simon Hileove. 
Piano duets ($100): Jaelyn Smith & 
Nada Gibson; Leslie MeOuado & 
Su~annah Vandevelde. 
Instrumental awards 
Brass solo, junior ($50): Jennifer 
Battler & Kathleen Marsh, 
Brass solo, intermediate, s nior and 
open ($100): Laura Carson. 
Woodwind solo, junior (Carter's 
Jewellers Trophy): Amy Stack. 
Woodwind solo, intermediate 
($50): Sarah Kelly. 
Woodwind solo, senior and open 
($!00): Julia Brewer 
Woodwind conservatory ($100): 
Warren Connacher. 
instrumental duets, trios and 
ensembles ($100): Caledonia Wood- 
wind Quartet 
Sonata, concert group and concerto 
($75): Christine Marrison. 
Guitar solo (Northland Communi- 
cations Ltd. Trophy): Byron 
Mlkaloff. 
Guitar conservatory ($100): Tim 
Phillips. 
Guitar duets, trios or ensembles 
($75)~ Byron Mikaloff & Tim Phil- 
lilm. 
Strings (Olga Oiordano Memorial 
Award - -  $200): Andrea Van Gelder, 
Joanna Keeling & Michelle Kucera. 
Band awards 
Level B200 & B300 (The 
MeDonalda Trophy): Skeena Jr. 
Secondary Grade 8 Concert Band. 
Level B400 (The Alean Trophy): 
Skeena Jr. Secondary Grade 9/10 
concert band. 
Level B500 & Be00 (The Northern 
Sentinel Trophy): Terrace Com- 
munity Band. 
Junior Siege Band (The MeDaniel 
Trophy): Skeena Jr. Secondary Stage 
Band. 
Senior stage band ($100): Nansimo 
District Sr. Secondary Stage Band. 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
APRIL 1993 




















































































Orderer 9 Canadian 
Royal ParapleQic 
Purple Association 

















Sat. & Sun.Af ternoon Games Doors  11:30 a.m. 
Evening Games  Doors  4:30 p.m. 
Thurs. ,  Fri., Sat. Late Night Games  Doors  9:30 p.m. 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
4410 Legion, Terrace 



































Games  6:15 
Games  10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSION 
635-2411 
Speech  Ar ts  Awards  
Choral speaking, 5 - 8 years 
(Michael Strymeeld Memorial 
Trophy): Neehako School. 
Choral speaking, 9 - 13 years 
(Royal Bank Trophy): Centennial 
Christian School. 
,Spoken poetry (drsmatle), 5 - 8 
years ('I'enace Rotary Club Trophy): 
aNaila:Manji . . . . . . .  r " ~ 
years (Xi Beta Mu Trophy): Zoo 
North~ 
Spoken poetry (dramatic), 13- open 
($100): Mark Tessaro, 
Spoken poetry (lyric), 5 - 8 years 
(Robin McColl Memorial Trophy): 
Nalla Manjl. 
Spoken poetry (lyric), 9 - 12 years 
(Canadian Airlines International 
Trophy)', Elizabeth Taron. 
Spoken poetry (lyric), 13 - open 
($75): Jcell¢ Walker. 
Canadian poetry (Tilden Rent a car 
Trophy): Jo¢lle We/leer. 
Bible reading (Terrace Ml"lsterial 
ASsociation Bible Award): Kathleen 
Gook and Kathlyn Wilkermn. 
MIME ($75): Tin MeCullough. 
Dramatic scenes (Terrace Little 
THeatre trophy): Jceile Walker. 
Shakespeare (Shaw Award): 
Olenys George. 
Story telling ($75): Lard Tessaro. 
Prose (Shoppers Drug Mart 
Trophy)'. Glenys George. 
Public speaking ($100): Glenys 
George. 
Original poetry compositions (Al- 
bert S .  Wong Memorial Trophy): 
Solveig Adair. - 
Original Mesleal Composition: 
Sara Perelra 
Dance awards 
Classical ballet solo (Prince Rupert 
community Arts Council Trophy): 
Angola Beaupre., 
Jazz, stage and tap dance, 12 yearn 
and under (Raffles Inn trophy): 
Melissa FabbL " 
Jazz, Stage and Tap Dance, 13 - 
open ($5.0)" Bernl~ Liu.. 
Duet and'group dance ($100): E- 
Motion Jazz Grou p . 
Invitations to National Band Fes -  
t i va l  ta be held in Edmonton In 
May: 
• Skeena Jr. Sac. Gr. 8 Concert 
Band. 
• Skeena Jr, .See. Gr. 9/10 Concert 
Band. 
° Caledonia Sr. See. Concert Band. 
• Terrace Community Band, 
• Skeena Jr. See.Stage Band 
• Nnnnimo St. Sac Stage Band 
• Nanalmo Sr. Se~ Jazz Combo 
inv i tat imm to the National 
Chora l  Fmtlval  to  be MM :in Btl .  
monton inMay. • "~ • 
°North~Vest Singers . . . .  " 
• Rupert Rainbow Chorus 
• Kermodel Choristers 
• Smitbors Secondary Swing Choir. 
I'-I, T'S 
.DR IV ING 
Y<22> U 








Cars and bikes don't mix 
• W e.a.r bn.g.ht and lig.ht e!0t~ng !  ". . : .No playing on the road 
-- ~ ~o~reec~:~mae w~tn tramc just to i i i i l l  I .No riding on busy streets • No riding at night 
• Stop for all stop signs 
• Ride on right with traffic 
• Mak0 your own decisions 
Eight per cent of car/bike colli- 
siGns occur when youngsters ide 
out of the driveway. Teach your 
child about driveway safety: 
• Stop before ntering the Street 
',Scan left, right, and left again 
for traffic 
Uniquely Yours is proud to celebrate their 2nd 
Anniversary with a totally new image, new look and 
new concept. No longer will they be a bridal store, and ..... 
the last couple of days have been spent renovating and 
bringing a brand new image to Terrace ..... 
. . . .  tio~ Tune-ups are required at 
least once a year. Use an ap- 
Uniquely Yours first began in April 1991; a small proved, properly fitted helmet. 
boutique above All Star Shoes, opened by sisters Kelly 
Mattern and Lisa Stella. Although the original concept 
was a bridal and evening wear store, the girls found 
their true interest to be of service to the career woman, 
as professional women themselves, Kelly and Lisa 
fully understand and appreciate the need for. good 
value. As more and more women enter the work force 
in the 90's there is a growing demand for quality 
clothing at affordable prices. In today's busy World, 
wo.rking women, who are often married with children 
don't have a lot of time or money to spend, and need a 
reliable and professional place to shop. 
A bicycle is a vehicle and while 
riding you must obey traffic laws; 
obey traffic signs, use hand sig- 
nals, learn to make left turns cor- 
rectly. Be observant. 
Keep your bike in good condi- 
• a rear light and rear reflector 
• reflective tape on helmet, 
wheels and pedals 
• a reflective safety vest 
Children require special consid- 
eration. Buy a bicycle which is 
the fight size for your children. 
Do not buy one they can "grow 
into". Lay down some rules: 
signs. Emphasize the following: 
• Stop at all stop signs 
• Scan both directions for traffic 
• Wait for cross traffic to clear 
• Proceed when safe 
These are only basic guidelines. 
Use them to prevent yourself or 
family from becoming bike/car 
collision statistics. 
What are your questtons and 
concerns? Write us at: 
"Did you know thal..." 
• If them is no traffic proceed c/o Skeena Health Unit 
into the roadway " 3412 Kalum Street 
Ten per cent of car/bike crashes Terrace, BC 
happen when cyclists run stop VSG4T2 
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Acronix to fly high 
They call themselves the Acronix and they will be here to put 
on a spectacular display next Tuesday, April 20. 
The acrobatic troupe from the Fraser Valley Adventist Acad- 
emy is known for their high-flying gymnastics and human 
pyramids built in various geometric shapes. 
Next Tuesday's performance will be their second trip here 
since first visiting Terrace three years ago. 
They also bring a distinctly anti-drug message to their per- 
formances, 
The Acronix perform in the morning for Thomhiil Jr. 
Secondary School and again in the afternoon at Centennial 
Christian School. 
They put on a free public performance that n ight, Tuesday, 
Apr. 20, at 7:30 p.m. at Centennial Christian School on Sparks 
St. 
.3ome to our  
The new look and feeling of the store caters not only 
to the career women but to those ladies who may not 
be in the work force but want comfort, style and a bit 
of pizazz. Now all of  your wardrobe "essentials" can 
be found at Uniquely Yours. 
The store will have their Grand Re-Opening on 
Friday, April 16th from 9:30 am to 5:30 pm. Drop by 
and enter your name in a draw for a $100, $200 or 
$500 FREE wardrobe. Draws will be made Saturday, 
April 17th at 6:00 pro. Come in and see their great new 
lines andspectacular spring savings. 
30% ALL  
,o ,  
Grad dresses in stock 
Wide variety of sizes & styles, 
shop early for best selection 
• B.B.Q. will be out all 
Dress in Beach Attire 
for the evening 
• Prizes & Giveaways \~ 
• Fun Games  turday, Apri l  17 
;ring Your Secretary For Lunch on 
Secretaries Day, Wed., April 21 
• . 
~a~o:  ~,  ,e~ ! ,  "~_ ~--'~ , g 
. . . . . .  4 
i (..~----~ YOUR FRIENDLY NEIGHBORHOO.D.P.UB ^ 
-'" Sun. - Thurs. Fri. & Sat. Kitchen Open 
11 a.m. - 12 midnight 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Phone: 635-5336 
• Best brand 
Name selection 
=l  m=lm.  
~._ - .  
Early .... :=  ::"; i n the Northwe   
.-. " Over 200 bikes Before it's ' ::. in stock at 2 
all gone!  + : locations 
: ,  • , .  
Door CTasher Special  
Saturday,  Apri l  17 -  9 a.m. 
Accessories 
Vetta Corse Junior Helmets size small. Reg, $69.95 ........... Now 7,/. I l l)  
Alloy MTN. Racks, fluorescent colours. Reg, $41.95 ......... ,,Now 17.95 
Specializedfanny packs, Reg, $52.00 ..................................... Now 1 5 ; '~  
Syncros steer horns. 150 grams. Reg, $89,95 ...................... Now 19.95 
Brodie love handles. 130 grams. Reg, $69195 ....................... Now 29,,..9.5:, 
Answer Taper lite handle bars. Reg. $79,95 ........................... Now 29,9. = 
Scott U nishocks 170ram 1/8" steerer tube 
Installation extra, Re 9, $279 ....................................... Now 159,00 
Only at Sport World in Terrace: 
All Donnay &.Rossignoll Tennis Racquets ................... ................................ Now 50% off 
All Golf Sets, Bags & Carts ................................................................................ Now 20% off 
Rocky Mountain Equipe - 
Tange prestige tubing ' Deore DX & XT compon- 89900 
eats • green • size 20" frame, wold- On  e 
ereAT 15 rims. Regular $1,349. on ly  
Yokota Awahnee - Fu, mromo=y 
frame & fork & rear triangle • Shimano 200GS 
groupo, top mount shifters, VP- 20 i~  1~ ~ 00  
alloy rims • gel saddle, off road tires One £I:II1 
' 18" frame, blue. Regular $599 on ly  
Pathm~t~-2-Child .JI i m Men's Head Laser Tennis Shoes. Reg, $80,00 .......... ,,,,,: ................. ............ Now 39 ,95  
• % off" Trailer - Comes withcov- i 
er, 1 only. Reg, $269 Now n = 
-L 
Ladies' Adidas Ul 
50 %Off 
Rucanor all leather Walker/Crosstrainer. 
off .... 
Also available: 
All Ridge Hikers 50% off 
All Donnay & Rossignol 
Tennis Racquets 50% off 
Giant Acapulco -18  speed Shimano 70GS 0 g 995 
drive train, rapid fire shiflers, alloy rims, quick release L U 
front hub, on road/off road tires, sizes 
16", 18", 20" frame, black and white. 
o=o ¢~ So low 
• "TPEg/4//ZE-Z? "
, ' ;  # 
:,.,.j 
=%¢ 
caae  x 
°,ant " ' '00  Shlmano 100GS c?mponents, rapid fire shifters • 21 speed l J  
29 hype~glide cogs quick re2ease hubs & =~.  seat on road/off road tires alloyrims o .~ =,,.- I L J  .16",18",20"frame.red, Reg, $450 ,~,~u =uW IP '  
 GIAN7 
! "Z  L 
CORRECTION 
In this week's "Super Values" flyer the 
following errors have occurred: 
The copy for the Double and Queen 
size "Wobasso" Comrodem featured on 
i~age 5 Is incorrect. There la one 
ouble/Queen size and the sale price is 
$39,97. 
The Men's "Riley" Casual Pants 
featured on page 13 are available in 
sizes 30-40, now 30-46 ae stated in the 
copy. 
We apologize for any inconvenience this 
may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Limited 
BEAT THE ODDS~ 
ON El LUNG DISEAS 
~ Suppor t  / 
't: ~,~"+.~' : advanced  | 
' : research  and I 
I LT ,~ provinc~wide I 
~ i  comrnunily l 
education programs sponsored|  
by your Lung Associalion. l 
:~ :  B.C. Lung Association I 
/ 
1 Box 34(XD. Station D 1 





Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(604) 564-1111 
Toll Free: 1-800-663-5103 
DELOffTE & TOUCHE INC, 
#800 299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., 




THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is now offering a reprint service 
to it's readers, You can get a 
3x5, 5x7 or 8x10 copy of your 
favorite black and white photo 
from our news files, 
(prices vary depending on size), 
Stop by our office and look 
through the news file, 
TERRACE 
STANDARD 
4647 Lazelle Ave. Terrace, B,C, 
638-7283 
I II 
. . . a t  your  house?  
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostes& 
She will bring congratu- 
lations and gifts for the 
family and the NEW 
BABYI ^ 
Phone Elaine 635-3018 
Ph~qna Diana 638-8576 
Phone GIIIlan 635..3044 
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MANY HANDS and much effort back in February placed this pole carved at Kitselas onto a fiat bed 
truck for a trip to Prince Rupert and then a boat trip across the ocean to Japan. Local cawers are 
head ng to Japao next week for a ceremony to ralse:ithe pole at a new cultural cerise in the city of, 
Owase, It's'the, sister dity to Prince Rupert and the p01e~illi~ark the friendship betwben-lhe'tWo: .... 
. . . . .  i" ; ~ i . . . .  ; ' . ,  . ~ !.;  
Carvers 
off to .  
Japan 
TERRACE A pair of local 
carvers arc heading off to Japan 
next week to raise a pole they 
helped carve at Kitselas. 
Start Bevan and Ken McNeil 
are part of a delegation headed by 
~Prince Rupert master carver 
Dempsey Bob. 
.' He designed andsupervised 
;what is being called the Friend- 
ship pole because it is going up 
outside a new cultural centre in 
:Owase, a Sister city to  Prince 
Rupert. 
I Bob's leaving Apdl 11 to make 
;preparations for ~ the p61c while 
the rest of the party follows April 
118 leadtng up  to an April 24 
~opening of the centre and dedlea- 
:tion of the pole. 
The pole carving was a family 
~affair wtth relatives Wayne Car- 
!lick, Edgar F rank  and James 
ILewls also involved.: 
Those making the trtp are called 
t 
~the Salmon:Creek Dancers and 
'.will be involved in the Pole 
',dedication, said Bob. 
,' "There's quite, a group of us. 
:It'll be a busy time,,' he said. 
i Also going on the trip are 
.Prince Rupert mayor Peter Lester 
rand city councillo r Foster Husoy, 
I The pole is already in Japan and 
:was,transported there by ship the 
!end at February. 
', It was first blessed in a 
;ceremony at Kitselas. ',I'd like to 
iihank the elders of  Kitselas for 
:wlmt they did,', said Bob, 
Bob, a carver in the 
:Tahltan/Tlingtt radition, has de- 
:velopcd a well known reputation 
:for this work. 
, He'll also have works on dis- 
'play at Owase's new cultural 
:centre. 
• t 
SKEENA REFORM PARTY CANDIDATE 
NO 
NEW TAXESt 
CUT GOV'T SPENDING! 
Who Are YOUGoing To Vote For? 
~::.':~ .::.." ~::::: ~.~.;.~::::.::::::~ 
::tilii~i!~ii~:'.':: : ii~iiiiii!{',iiii/ii~!~ " 
co~a.fi~'NSE I-S7-1 NONSENSE 
:~::':i:i:~:,...::~.,.':!:i:!::.i.','~i~,.x 
,i~.~i-~@:.ii~" ,~@'..i@@i}i&. ,!" 
FOR INFORMATION ON REFORM PARTY POLICY 
PHONE ME,  M IKE  SCOTT 632-7304 
I 
7' :: .';' : "  Baby's Name, " ~ "  
~" Kevin Richard Ruchotzke 
Dale &'I]me of Birth= 
March 22/93 at 11:19 a.m. 
Welsht* 7 lbs 10 oz Sexl Male 
Pmnts,  Brad & Bonnie 
Ruckotzke, little brother for Jason 
Baby's Namer 
gegan Scott Robert Jackson 
Date & Ttme or Bh'O3r 
March:25/93 at 6:52 p.m, 
Weight~ 9 Ibs 2 oz Sext Male 
Pmntst Robert Jackson & Monies 
Green 
Baby's Namer 
Briaona Michelle Phillips 
Date & Time of Blrthr 
March 28/93 at I0:10 a,m. 
WeighU 8 lbs 4 oz Sex= Female 
Ptrentsr Cindy & Derek, a little 
sister for Ashley 
Baby's Names 
Trcvor Jalen l-levy Robinson 
Date & Time or Births 
March 29/93 at 1:44 a,m. 
WeighU 8 lbs 11.5 ozSes= Ma~e 
Parentst Trevor Robinson & 
Martins McNeil 
J limitl~ as sl~ace ~.,.,~- 
HELP WANTED 
RADIO STATION PROMO 
No Experience Necessary 
EARN $200. S400 
Per Week 
Convenient Phone Room Hours 
9 am - 3 pm 
: " or 
" 4 pm - 9 pm 
Plus Saturdays 
If you dress neat and speak clearly, apply in person only 
between 10 am and 5 pm at the Dolly Varden Room 
(Suite 340) The Terrace Inn, Terrace (No Calls Please) 







~0 & FOUR WHEEL ALIGNMENTS 
LUBE-OILAND FILTER 
(AT MOST LOCATIONS) 
, i~ i  ' ,~, 
' .:-a....~ : ,.. ~:~ ~:ida-,ij~i~ ..'~, | 
VALUE ' IRIJMII, 
ALLSEASON STEEL BELTED RADIAL ::: 
A quality economic:tl all :season tire for; . 
d,iving peace of mind. 3., i " ' 
Polyester and steel construction ccifiil)ine to 
offe," :l durable long lasthag tire while 
providing a smooth comfortable ridei: , 
The All Season Designed tread pattern, 
offers excellent ractk) n and liandling in all 
weather conditions. 
Covered by Kal Tire;s Exclusive Customer 
Protection policY, 
 ,o $3894 
P155/80 R13 
TREAD DfSIGNS MAY VARY 
I [¢1 |VtllVJl,1~ m :~ I1¢, I~ I i i , l~tf~ :i¢,1~Ii 
PI55/80RI3 ........ ,.$38.94 P205/TSR]4 .......... $54.94 
P165/80RI3 .......... $43.94 P205/1SRI5 .......... $56.94 
P175/80R13 .......... $47,94 P215/TSR15 .......... $59.94 
P185/80R13 .......... $48.94 P225/1SR15 .......... $65.94 
P185/75R14 .......... $49.94 P235/15R15 .......... $68.94 
P195/75RI4 .......... $52.94 
KAL@TIRE 
CUSTOMER PROTECTION POLICY 
FEATURING 
~ Free Flat Repairs 
• Free Tire Rotation 
. . . . . .  • Tread Life Guarantee ~ ~ ~ 
• Road Hazard Warranty . 'i ~ i 
' Honoured at  ever  140 Iocatlons I ~i'~" i 
in B.C. and Alberta . 
, - SEE MANAGER FOR DETAILS ~ . i 
Y370G SF 402  
[ ~  Premium All Season All Season Sled Belted 
[ i l - ,~E '~ l l  Steel Belled Radial Radial 90,000 km Tread 
[ i~!~' t~1~.~ 90 BOO km Tread Life Ufe Guoranlee 
' ~J~)~ Jr~-t~l~j1 Guarantee . STARTING AT 
~ ~  STARTING AT 61 
' 26 ,  S63../..3 S59../.R,, 
-~ . . . . . .  
You'll like us, for more than our tires.., i 
Ced Ltd .... ar land  T i re  Serv ice  . . ,  . . . .  - 
4929 Ke l th  Avenue,  Terrace,  B.C. (If We Sell It... We Guarantee Itl) 
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EAL ESTAT 
i ~:: : i!~ii  Feature ~':~ Home B,' 
~ ~ . - -  ___  
Bench 
,home 
Quiet area neat town and 
schools has the home to suit 
most .families. Three 
bedrooms, l  natural gas heat, 
sundock, large family room, 
workshop, greenhouse and 
cold: room make this home a 
must see. Take a drive by 4102 
Anderson St. and make an ap-~ 
pointment to view this im -~ 
maculatvly kept home with 














:,~; ~'~ .gay# PaH(e'~".;' ,,,< 
638-1579 
$108,500 MLS Call Olga 
RURAL 
~139~951 MLS Call RIc 
SOUTHSIDE 
179,900 MLS Call Diana 
' . . I  
,~.?.~O THORNHILL 
a 
, .,. '~  ~,~'~ 




OF TERRACE 638-14OO 
i •i ¸: 
, !  '.', .: 
4927ScolMLS $129,000 
~:, • 
~CLUSIVE Call Dick Evans 4946 Cooper EXC $154,000 
4326 Brich MLS $187,900 4928 Scott EXC $119,900 
I 6354773 
I er ika pel let ler  
~.:,.~, ~;~.,,..,,. . . . . . . . .  ~ ~,#, '~"  
Keith Ave. 180×400 ft. M LS $83,000 
.2, d ~ :  :"h' 
4814 Dais/ML$ $126,000 
i ii!i; 
5219 Mountain Msta EXC $33,500 
73.77 x 127.06 ft. 
='"='  
4830 Loen MLS $134,500 
4938 A~ar MLS $114,500 
#28 Woodland Park MLS $28,000 
2508 Craig EXC $72,500 
iI'~" ....... .,:, , ~~:~ 
Old Rein° Rd 4.94 ac MLS $109,900 
4819 Walsh EXC $114,500 4705 Soucie MLS $119,500 
5244 Mountain Vista MLS $136,000 
8-8882 S 38-0047 
I s teve cook  
~99,9oo 
r 
; ,+ ,  
I % 
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WEINMASTER HOME DESIGN [PLANN°--89651 ' 
i~  l i t  
UPPER FLOOR PLAN r-- I 
1243 SQ. FT. (115.4 M =) 
I 
:l-~-'l __ 
. ROOM FOYER 
open to above 
' 17 I -X  15  [ , /~ ;  TWO-CAR 
I~ ~ GARAGE 
m , 22'1 X 21'3 
" 1 I , , 
q " 1 
144 
: TOTAL z/zu ou.  r t. lzo~.~ mvr/ I 
WIDTH: 50'0" (15.2 M) 
DEPTH: 53'0" (16.1 M) 
SP 






place and optional wet bar. 
,,ntry access to luxurious master 
Ih private covered deck, sitting 
d five piece lavish ensuite bath. 
)#ms are provided with sizable 
....... ........ . . . . . . . .  closets. 
ns Available Through 
. . . . . .  ! 
Tem  : i]den 
3207 Munroe,. Terrace 
635.6273 TS LTD.  . , 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a.m, on 9,90 AM Radio 
in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday Is your chance to win thousands of dollars on CFNR 
Radio Blngol  Pick up your  cards todayl In Terrace at: 
The House of Simoighets, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocer/, Wayside Grocer,/, Terrace Shell 
u¢l Carwash, HiUtop Grocer/, Copperside three, Jets & Gold, as well as, Sybil Morven of 
Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of Kitselas, and Della Scodane at Northern Native Broadcasting, 
In New Aiyansh at the New Aiyansh Co-op Store, in Kitimat from Dsrelene Stsrr, In 
KJtimaat Village from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Ran Sampare, in Gitwinksthlkw 
from Merci Moore, 




City Postal Code_  
For a beautiful tull-colour 
brochure filled with proven ~ r ~ j : ~ ~ . _ ~  
house d ~ l l  t~_av lo. __: ; " m _ 
• SPRUCE 
CAP ITAL  HOMES 
443 N. Nechako Rd., Prince George, B.C. V2K 4R6,561-2079 
R E B E L  
,W.I T H A 
' , ? : : .  
,'::"~ : A re t i red  yea  sur leon  
:" I~endt me c~ftingwooden 
i toys, Ever 7 Tuesdayand 
/' :hlldren's hospital nd l~d$ : 
~: ~ them out ¢o sick kids:-'. 
k: . .. :. = : 
k '  
7hi= event l$ part 0f a movement 
thtt'~'helpth~ ch';nge'the World. 
One simple act ~t a time, 
i 
$217,500 MLS 4937 Labelle 4608 Tuck $86,500 MLS 
3882 Mountain View $1 




4901 ~edeek $110,000 MLS 






3521 Crescent $78,600 MLS 
1618 Kenworth $82~500 MLS 
4827 Graham $1081000 MLS 





5025 Keith Ave. $97~500 MLS , 
1988 Oueensway $62,500 ML8 
3989 Ha~en St, $45,000 EXC 
Joe Barbosa 
635-5604 
3872 Dobbie $43,900 ML$ 
#65.3616 Larch $12,900 MLS 
234~'11  ~t, $1491900 MLS" 
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G~N "0  DELO~ 
UPPER FLOOR. PLaN 53~ P=~L FT. 
FT. 
Vacat ion  get -away 
• " offers all o f the  
comforts  o f  home 
By.  M.  Tynan 
This Post and Beam design 
offerss a fashionable and 
comfortable interior layouL 
Vaulted ceilings all along the 
front create aspacious atmo- 
sphere as well as a striking 
visnal effecL The living room 
receives plenty of natural 
sunlight from windows along 
the front and from clerestory 
windows overhead. Friends 
and family can gather here or 
around a cosy wood stove in 
Lhe conversation area. An 
efficient kitchen layout fea- 
tures a handy breakfast bar 
which also acts ~s a pass 
through to the eating area. 
The sundeck offers ample 
space to set up comfortable 
outdoor furnishings, and 
! offers a possible spot to step 
up the hot tub. 
The master bedroom is a 
good size and is conveniently 
located on the main floor. 
Two bedrooms upstairs will 
accommodate guests or fam- 
ily. From the games room 
and the upstairs hall, one can 
look down over a railing to 
the living arc~'bdlow. 
i 
TYNAN DESIGN LTD. 
MAIN FLCOR PLAN 12~4 ~,  
I 42"-C" 
,,++, e.,+ "=...I , IT'> e'+', ~+"[E 
CON'VE~SAT;~,% nF~EA v ~tL. 'E~ 
9' .0 ' .~ a*6  EAT IN~ AREA 
e-o"= i f -~"  
. ~,..' 5?O','E L f / IN~ : RO(~ 
• , I 
• " " . e 
_ - -  ==7- ' - ' _ -7  "~="  "="~- -  
TOTAL F IN IS I - IE~ AREA ~20 .SC:L FT. 





 allu 21 W o,toan. ot,.e.,t,--O 3227 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. Ducks  Un l imi ted  6 3 5 - 6 3 6 1  8th Annual Banquet & Auction Saturday, April 17, 1993 mDEPENDENTL¥OWNEDAND OPERATED | ( ~ Limited tickets still available at C21 I 
-1034 sq ft. .N/G heat 
-3 bedrooms .Workshop 
• CMHC Insurable 
• Pdoed at $671500 EXC 
11 ACRES -4 BEDROOM 
HOUSE 
Developed farm with rnaJodty fiat 
land with barns, outbuildings, 
fencing, Home and buildings are 
very basic, Asking $33,500 MLS 
Located on Few/ Road ]n 
Cedarv~e, Call Laude for details, 
MOVE RIGHT IN 
This beautiful e egant 5 bedroom 
home Includes 3 baths, family room, 
dirdng room, living; room, 3103 sq. ft. 
of quality finishing for those who 
want the very beet, Call Shaunce 
more Information, $265,000 MLS. 
KITWANGA RESIDENTIAL 
1100 sq. ft., 3 bedroom home 
located dose to cuding rink. Has 
new sunde~k in 1991, and roof was 
new In 1988.89. Sitting on en acre of 
land it Is a must to see, For more 
information Carl Ted Now1635-5619, 
Usted at $65,000 MLS. 
KEITH ESTATES 
1152 sq, ft. with 3 bedrooms up, full 
basement, and all on Just over one 
acre, Close to playground, schools 
and downtown, Asking $119,900 
MLS, Call Ted, 635-5619. 
WANTED- UBTINGS 
New listings required for a 3 
bedroom, non*basement rancher in 
town. A4 or s 6 plex, and also e 5 to 
10 acre hobby farm. Call John at the 
office or =it 635-9312 evenings, 
RETREAT! RETREAT! 
Get away for the weekend. Check out 
this beautiful cottage on 10.52 acres, 
A short distance from town, makes it 
a terrific home away from home. Cal 
Shaunce for more Information. 
Put your feet up and enjoy all the $25,900 MLS. WANTED - HOBBY 
9ACRES 
Private acreage ~pprox 700 t=,. of 
lake front.ge, Just north of Terrace 
on Kalum Lake. Ma#s available. For 
more Info, please call Hans. Asking 
$34200 MLS 
CUTE & COZY 
~'ols'the ~'st'wey to describe this near 
new 3'bedroom bungalow N/G heat, 
oak Idtchon cupboards, fenced 
60x132 yard, easy care vinyl siding 
round out this fine package, Great 
sta.,ter or r~rement home. Call 
Hans. Asking $98,500. MLS 
NEW HOMEI 
New home with 1508 sq. ft. of living 
aren and full basement. 3 bedrooms, 
master with largs 5 pce. ensuito. 
Pdvate lot becking on to park. Listed 
at $1551900. ML.S Call Ted or Cord. 
LARGE LOT BACKS ONTO 
SKEENA 
3 bedroom home has had some 
updeting, presents potential for the 
person Interested In edding cosmetic 
touches, Located In quiet area of 
town, W~thin walking distence to 
schools am hospital, Listed at 
$69,900. Call Laurie for vlewir~. 
FAMILY HOME 
This great family homo is located in 
the Horseshoe for your family's 
convenience. 1775 sq. E Full 
besement. 5bedrooms. 21/2 baths, 
Roe room, Natural gas heat 
Sundeck. Call Jim to get more 
Information on this home priced at 
$109,900 
Electric heat and hot water comforts that this great family,home . . . . . . . . . . .  . ^v ouon  ,:... : FARMERS 
keep,.thisholiday homewarm>Blhasto 'o f fe r .  Rac room with wet bar . =^~.,~Lu-r~zog~s on  r .  If.you've e,vor= glvep any thought to 
. . . i  J~.J.&,#Aa,.i.,...'~;:=:~;:.~ .~d)~.~o.".~I:I~and :hstural ,gas fireplace. Four P~sent~e Is!~at nch-coi~fon~.~ic "6v~i~u~ "~w"n" hobby-~z~; or 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  v . . . . .  "~."'- '  ' :~'~'~'%'1 I'~bedrdoms, Three baths, Built-in Shop Is!~proxlmately 2800 sq. ~ in ~: ':Would/'just"like tO offn-,=, small 
around, ' " ~ I vacuum system Double• g~rege size, has a grease pi~ office, storage acreage then ~ls property could be 
• i = with paved driveway This home and .parts room Attached. iS' 'lust wilt  wuv* been ~k~ ~%r 
l l  . has so much to offer, catlJlm today approxlmatey 1200 sq, it, of living Pro.e+ is 1364 acres of rel.+velv 
m.,  for +" '  ="  = I I to make your appointment to view area. Sign . s t . .  Call John or I-lar~ flat ~an"d. Water Is available, A"s'kir~ 
oh~lned  fo rS335.00  ro ra  I | thls home. Asking $128,900 MLS, to~ew. MLS . $40,000. MLS 
se fo f  five complete sets of I | . r 2 " " +' " 
• - ' . q .. v: , ,  :x.:~,x.:~,T:%'z'.~,,-.~% .-: ::, Mnr '~; :  '~  :~+.~"~2 , ,  ~++. ~ . ( . ; ; :~=, . .H?  
. . ~ .?v: ":+.,'.' :! ,f":';~ " ,5 ' : ' : ,  : : : " , ;  +?.,) :,.:.,? a {~.: 
for each addRional set of I I 
ext ra  to cover  the cost o f  1 1 
postage and handling (B.C. I a ".: ~] : : /+  - :+f+:~: i : : !  . f : : !~{ i i :  : : : : :++. i ! f . : " :  ~ 
residents add app l i cab le  I I . . . .  +~' ~++'~+++ . ~ ~  + ~ ~ "  ~.: 
sales tax  to p lan tota l )  (A l l  1 I Stan Parker Jim Du~ Gordon Olson Laurie Forbes 
Canadian residents add 7% I I 635,4031 635-6688 638,1945 635.5382 
GST to plan total plus post- I 1 . . .~  .. 
; .~ ,~s  : "k' <. " " 
LOOKING FOR OFFERS 
1984 Mcduline Mobile - 14x70 with 
12x24 addition - total 1268 sq. ft. 
Built-in dishwasher, oven, and G.E. 
counter.top range. Must be rnovedl 
Asking $27,500 MLS, For more Info, 
Call Ted, 635-5619. 
FOR THE TRUCKER 
Lo#king ,.for,a ,shop Ipr.~Y~WI ,+.~ 
This 32x45 shoi~"'W]ll' ~::yd~Jr 
needs, V~th 14x20 door, it gives'i~om 
to drive dght In, Extra lot to put e 
home or mobile on. Call Shaunce for 
more InformaUon today, $64200 
MLS, 
. .#:.:,¢ ~ : 
• : > , ~ ,~.  : , ,  .> , . .  
Hans Stach Shaunce Kruisselbrink Ted Garner 




QUESTION ABOUT IT7 
• . . . . .  ! "~. '~; : i t . ,  . ..... ~ ~ ~ .... ~-:  
' ' YOUR OWN BUSINESS ~ -~ " lwhon •-our v"a"ments• on this 14x70 
I 'A chance to°giow with this business. mobile would be less. Features an open 
REVENUE PROPER13'-TRIPLEX spacious floor plan consisting of a 
Well maintained tdplex Iocatod on a breakfast bar and patio doors in 
large quiet lot. 1-3 bdrm unit & 2-1 bdrm kitchen/dining area. Livlngroom has been 
units have separate meters and docoret~ in todays bdght & modem 
I Your own convenience store, laundromat 
and 3 bay carwash, Also included lee 
separate house for your home or for 
rant, For details ee Derick EXC, 
STEWART RANCHER 
1240 sq. R, 3 bedroom home features 
carpet hin out end a large kitchen with 
pine cabinets, :For your y.ear, round 
enjoyment there is a coverea p=ulO area 
& g~age,'.MLS ~ See Derid~ " 
WILDERNESS RETREAT . 
Llmn"io the crystat clear Water as you 
eat bre=~Lst or let it put you to sleep at 
right, 1450 oq, ft. log house, ducted 
wood heat,: hydro &. rundng water. 
Sltuated on 20:aoras of treed property 
with ~eek ruling Ihru:lt.' Located in the 
N~ 'Valley ::t, hour from Terrace, Call 
Dedck for more Info. MLS, 
separate entrances. NI have recently 
been repalnted and recazpeted 
throughout, A bonus of a double garage 
could provide storage or rented Out for 
extra rever~e. New on the market at 
$15g,000 Exclusive. Call Suzenne for 
more details today. 
: .  BACKTO'BASlCSll 
Fertile acreage, farm tractor plus 
attachments, rental unit, hay barn, 
workshop and a homey homestead, If 
you're Iooklng for a healtNsr'lifestyle, 
~pace for kids, strange for horses, land 
to grow your veget~l~ etc. the Emeff, 
farm is for you. Call Shells or Joy, Pdceo 
to seM MLS, 
colours, Offers 3 IMrma and large re.In 
beth. Price Includes fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer, dishwasher. Call Sumnne 
to discussthis affordable alternative to 
AFFORDABLE HOME 
A good starter home set up in StowS. A 
12x68 mobile In good condition & 
including ~dgs, range & dishwasher, C~11 
Doug today with your o~r MLS. 
' ~ COUNTRY QUIET 
city convenlence you want on two 
acres ready for your development. Build 
your dream estate on tHS partly deared 
lot asking only $27,500 MLS, Call Doug. 
,:,:,, .......... .... • r~%. ~ ~i~,~.  
Just five minutes from downtown and 
you'll find this comfortable 3 bedroom I 4706Galr $106,W0Sheila MLS 
split level, barn, greenhouse and fenced 
landscaped ym'd, all this for only $84,500. 
Call Derick or Wands MLS. I GOOD BUY- LOT 
~::,.'-: . .. :!,,: ........... i. ...... x:~/.,r =' IDuplex zoned building lot In the 
~ IHorseshoe, reduced to $18,900. Call 
I Dedck or Wands for more information 
QUEEN CHARLOTTES E ' " - ..... "~ 
RESTAURANT " l ~ ~  
Fully equipped restaurant & cabaret on 
the ocean, Price ir¢lud~ owners eocom` 
Vendor wants to eellll Video available, " ...... • '" 
See Shells or Joy, I INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY .... 
• ;, 4 VACANTLOTS 124 Unit Apartment Block located dose to 
Located In the Horsmhoa, close to Itown. A good opportunity to Invest in 
schools and downtown, zoned R3, For ITerrace's teady rental market. For more 
more information call Dave, Afldng IIn~rmatton call Dave 635-6142 or 635. 
$25500 each M.8, [3126 evenings, 
I 
. . . . .  
I 
4611 S0ude Ave. $72,900 Joy | 
.-n~..O ,:~ H ...... ", 
,~,Ja I , . . ,  ..... + 
. . . . .  ~ , .% i¢ : : :~ , : : ;2 ,?~¢. , .~  ~.  . . . . .  ,~.  , ,>  , ~ ~: ;~ 
A'rrENTION CONTRACTORSII I 4742 Straume$89,900 Shella EXCL 
Excellent Exposurell Easy A c c e s s l l l ' ~ . ~ -  
Good Investmenttl S400 sq. ft. concrete [ _~ .. ~ '~ ,~i~ 
block & bHok building, fenced yard I , . ~ . ~ ~  
paved frontege, One haft Is presently l" O ~ ~  : l [ | l I  
loosed For more Info call Shells EXCL J • ' ~ ~ " ? ~  
ACREAGE =,TOWN REmCEO I 
.oe peros, I; ,o=,ed on 
Tarrsce's South Side of town. Located [ uvl~=vu~.~ . 
at the end of a quiet s~eet City JDescdbes this 12xt~ mobile set up In 
services ere available, An IdsaJ location J Stewart. Nicely renovated for your 
to build your dream home. For more J comfort and convenience, Now listed at 
Information ~1 Dave. reduced from I only $15,500 MLS. Call Doug today 
$59,900 to $50,000 MLS, 
• NRS PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  
N ....... +';!i 
John Curde Joy Dover 
i . .  635-9598 635-7070 






~. f ; ,  ~b  ~ 
: i ,~ ~ ~ l ; i  • i i • 
~,.~:, ~t~ ~. ~ . 
5.i 5 ~ ~i~if:~ • 
Suzanne Gleason Doug Mlsfeldt . Derlck Kennedy . Wands We]berg Shells Love 
• 635-3042 635 '3734 635-3004 638-B198 638-1715 : 
I I I I I I  
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Make fast food 
not trash food 
W 
ITH everyone rush- 
ing about to get 
everything done, I 
thought i  might 
be helpful to talk about foods that 
are quick to prepare at home. 
Fast food at home can be much 
healthier than at restaurants. This 
is because you have complete 
control over the food choices you 
make. 
There's no need to use frozen 
dinners. They • aren't yery 
balanced to begin with, despite 
their promotions: 
With a little planning ahead of 
time and a good freezer compart- 
ment in your ffidge, youcam have 
a high-fibre, moderate-fat, salt 
and sugar meal in the same time 
it takes to heat a frozen dinner. 
Scan through these, ideas and 
out a couple that you think 
you might like. A microwave 
will give you the quickest results, 
but you can always adapt the 
ideas tO the stoveqop. 
There is a list of.items I always 
keep on hand for quick meals. 
Rather than relying on frozen din- 
hers, I buy relatively unprocessed 
foods: 
Meat/ Fish, Poultry, 
and Altamatea: 
• Fish fillets, frozen separately 
(Fish fillets cook up faster than 
fish fingers, and have no fat or 
salt added) 
• Pork loias, frozen separately 
(far lower in fat than pork chops) 
• Lean hamburger, made into 
75-100 g patties and frozen sepa- 
rately. 
• Regular hamburger, cooked 
and drained, frozen in a freezer 
bag and tossed while freezing to 
prevent clumps. 
• Chicken breast halves, 'frozen 
separately (boneles s cook up in 
minutes. They: are more ex- 
pensive, but with no waste the 
cost is made~up.) ;:....:: , ". 
, • Homemade or dell-made hom- 
mous (garbai~zo. bean-and ,garlic 
apf6"hd) toke~p in the fridge', i [ 
• Tinned bilked beans". 
Breads and Cereale:. 
, Br0wn.flee,: cooked:in a big 
:,batch and f/0zea in 0ne-enp or- 
iloos, orlstored in.a cold fridge up : 
to one week (ofitragcously. ingle • 
nutritious tl~n minutericel). ! .. : 
• Pasta (try.. Catelli's who le  
grain spaghetti and .macaroni) 
,, Brov,,n and serve whoie~'ain 
buns, frozen.: 
-. •-CooSeous:is a.,nice grain to 
try. it cooks in iiatnutes just by 
pouring ~t ,ng  water over it. 
Fruits and Vegetables: 
• Trozen plain vegetables. Limit 
the ones in sauce or butter. 
" • Buy fresh veggles and wash 
and trinl them, ready-to-cook, as 
soon as you get the groceries 
home.: ~. Store them in air.tight 
Coniainers. - 
• Cliop[up carrot sticks for:the 
week;andlkeep, theni.in abOW ! O f
water.".....,. , . .  : , . .  , 
• Salsa. ., 
M/~ a.~': in//k pr~uetst. ' " 
, Orate;a big block.of cheese 
and fri:e~ in a ~zer  bag. 
• l'mw, s~tichee~. 
Here are some ways to make 
these ingredients'into superfast, 
Sul~r nutritious meals: 
. The Basic 
Cook' a pork chip, •fish: fillet, 
chicken breast, pork  loin, Or 
burger : in  a, non-stick' pan. 
Low~:S•:salt~fiee: m at 'ieasdiiing 
or any hot sauce iadds zing. -Place 
aportion':each of frozen vegeta- 
bles/aud frozen [cooked--br6wn 
rice on serving plates and zap in 
the microwave.: Sprinkle the veg-; 
gies.;with Molly MeButter. Place: 
meat on plate; : Wash it ~ down 
with a81.asS of:low-fat milL' . " 
.'(Variatioii: '~Substi'tut¢ couscous 
for the;: fled;) 
the last two minutes add the broc- 
coli to the pot. Drain. Add back 
to pot. Stir in a small spoonful of 
margarine or butter, a heaping 
helping of milk, some parmesan 
and frozen grated cheese. 
Spud Special 
Zap a big potato in the micro- 
wave for five minutes while you 
heat your toaster oven to 425 de- 
grees F, then put the potato in the 
oven. Read the paper for 20-30 
minutes. (No microwave? Allow 
50 minutes to cook.) Slice the 
potato lengthwise and top with a 
large spoon of frozen cooked 
hamburger, salsa, and frozen 
grated cheese. Microwave for an- 
other minute. 
i 
DIAMOND HAS POLISH 
Charlotte Diamond's tour of the northwest this go ahead with her Independent production and 
week will highlight he celebrated children's en- release of her debut album 10 Carrot Diamond. 
tertainer's sixth recording-- My Bear Gruff. The recording won a Juno Award and eventual- 
Ten years ago she was a Vancouver junior ly went gold while Diamond's music career 
high school teacher who had started writing quickly turned professional. 
songs for her own children. 
Her performances for her children's parent- 
participation preschool n~ushroomed into re- 
quests for workshops, chool concerts and family 
shows around Vancouver. 
In 1986 she used her teacher's pension fund to 
She now has six albums out, a string of awards 
and will tour throughout Canada and the U.S. 
this year. 
Her now teenage sons help her with the writing 
of some songs - -  such as "Slimy the Slug" and 
"Dicky Dinosaur", aprehistoric rap song. 
Speedy Vegetarian 
Over  $1OO,OOO in Loose  
Heat a frozen brown and serve ] 
whole wheat bun in the toaster 
oven at 375 degrees for five 
minutes. Grab some carrot sticks, 
a glass of milk or slice of cheese, 
and heap some hommous on a 
plate. Spread hommous on 
opened bun. (Variation: heat a 
tin of baked beans instead of 
hommous). 
Gerry Kasten is a nutritionist 
with the Skeena Health Unit. 
It's time for stories 
Preschool storytime isback at the Terrace Public Library! 
Starting this.week three- to five-year-olds can drop in at 1:30 p.m. 
Thursday afternoons and 10:30 a.m. Friday mornings. 
The 45-minute sessions feature picture books, puppets, fingerplays 
and lots of fun. 
There's no charge, but please register in advance by calling 638- 
8177. 
And "Tales for Twos" will be held Thursday mornings at 10:30 a.m. 
This is a half hour vemion of preschool story time for two year olds. 
Children must be accompanied byan adult. 
GEM SALE 





Gre Is & Gold 
4624A Greig Ave, Terrace 
F ine  Cus  tom Jewelry (Corner of Greig and Emerson) 
i n  Go ld  & S i lver  ' 635-2533 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
RICED O 
O. GO. GO. 
-77;'U 
: ':-, .)[:. 
':~ . ' Priced to go with more standard features than any,car in its class including: 
-~(, Michelin albseason radial tires * Rack and pinion steering • 4-wheel 
~:. •independent suspension• Power brakes * 5 yr./100,000 km Warranty 
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance 
[i!!: " [~" 
) "~ • • 
HYURDRI  
Where The Smart Monev Goes. 
SONATA GL $12,695 * ScouPE * 10,995" ELaNTRa GL $10,695* 
(includes freight & P.D.I) (include,~ freight & P.D.I) (includes freilaht & P.D.I) 
The mid.size sedan with uncompromising luxury and Hyundai's 2 + 2 sporty coupe • new high energy "Alpha" The h igh style, sporty, family sedan • 16-valve 
comfort • 2,0 litre, DOHC, 16-valve ngine • ETR engine • fill.season radial tires • 60/40 split DOHC engine with electronic multi-point fuel 
AM/FM stereo cassette •Power steering • Michelin fold down rear seats • ETR AM/FM stereo cassette injection • Power steering • ETR AM/FM stereo 
• all-season radial tires s 4-wheel independent ., 4.whi~el independent suspension cassette • 4-wheel independent suspension 
suspension • 5 yr./lO0,000 kin Warranty • 5 yr./100,000 km Warranty •24 Hour * 5 yr./100,000 km Warranty • 24 Hour 
s 24 Hour Roadside Assistance Roadside Assistance Roadside Assistance 
~'~,~ .,.,..~ 
' " '  " ~:~:::[g::::i 
I I I I I  I I I l l l  I 
.".The Health Cheat __ - _ , I 
Tako(any[iOwer-fat frozen din- 
ner,, ai~d!:~heat" if accoi-dlng to 
dir~lions..In the last few minutes 
of heatt/ag,:iatld a Serving of green 
or. orange:, frozen vegetable to 
in: roll, and a glass of milk if 8,, Sonata GL (rom$12,695, Elantra GL (rom $10,695, Scot~ pe base from $10.995, l.icensc and taxes extra. Prices are MSRP less l,r,.)m<,tiortal discount 
thedlnneritoesil'tlnclude cheese. I ~ , , ~ l s .  
This makeX&e " dinner more ap- 





T HE MIDWAY was a place 
where you were never sure 
that what you saw was 
really what was there to 
see. 
Before the big show rolled into town, 
the little show rolled on and on night 
after night after night. 
We sat in our booths, against a back- 
drop of balloonsand bottles and bas- 
kets and plush pooches of questionable 
pedigree, selling fun. 
Behind us the roller coaster attled up 
Mils then roared down them. People 
screamed. Gunfire echoed down the 
midway as tin ducks died again and 
again, and outraged gorillas and 
wounded grizzlies roared as beams of 
light opened red wounds in their 
chests. 
The regulars slid along the tarmac 
between puddles that looked dark and 
shiny like leather. 
"You're nextl" we'd shout, and 
they'd shoot us vacant stares. 
And the fat lady watched it all, hold- 
ing her sides, rocking back on her 
heels, opening her big, red, mechanical 
lips to let out that maniacal laugh. She 
was twelve feet tall, towering over all 
from her perch atop the Fun Home 
where twisted mirrors offered ticket 
holders a novel spin on reality. 
The oblique reality of the Fun House 
and the carnival came to mind recently 
when I watched Miek Jagger prance 
around the screen, his image reflected 
in mylar mirrors then caught by 
cameramen and bent into all manner of 
gro.tesque shapes; and it came to mind 
once again in a recent conversation 
with a friend - -  a Doctor of criminol- 
ogy and prominent conservationist 
whose intelligent analysis gives me 
faitfl in his perspective. 
My friend had been at the rally in 
Victoria over the issues swirling 
around. Clayquot Sound. His account of 
..... it  wa~'" completely~iit 6dds  with the  
portrayal given on  the BCTV News 
Hour, Whose coverage madethe" rally 
: look like a mob scene in downtown 
Paris at the fiashpoint of the French 
Revolution. Deja Vu: I recalled the 
time we ~ Natives and well informed 
protesters assembleda quiet picket line 
to protest he proposed pesticide trials 
on the Skeena Islands by the. Federal. 
Pest Management Institute. 
A loud, well-intentioned, but 
uninformed man showed up and began 
ranting. He was drunk. Shortly there- 
after a cameraman contracted to BCTV 
arrived and went right to our 
uniformed friend who gave him a loud 
and obsure interview. Before any of us 
could give him an accurate picture of 
the issues, the cameraman was gone. I 
recall this event every time The News 
Hour provides a clip of some 
misquided young kid with dyed green 
hair at a logging road blockade. 
I wonder too about the fidelity of the 
BCTV coverage of the romantic es- 
capades of the the leader of the opposi- 
tion and his heart throb, Ms. Tyabji; is 
it accurate? Is it necessary? 
In the same light, I question the ac- 
curacy of the recent coverage of the 
what BCTV has dubbed a Tax Revolt 
as the News Hour shows shots of ral- 
lies peopled by the poor vielims of the 
NDP's last budget, the poor and dis- 
posed of Shaunessy, Kerrisdale, Vie- 
toria and West Vancouver. 
The BCTV tells us of rallies for four 
thousand people in Vancouver and 
takes special pains to tell us how 
speakers took the message of outrage 
to overflow crowds outside the hails. 
The impression created ts that of a pro- 
vince in turmoil. But is it? Is a rally of 
four thousand in an area populated by 
over a million really that significant. A
few years ago, Billy Bennett's Sockred 
Government brought down legislation 
that put over forty thousand on the 
streets. NOw, thai was significant, but 
i t didn't seem so on the BCTV News. 
The Fifth Estate has a dtfficult job. 
Time and space make it impossible to 
give a comprehensive r port on a com- 
plex issue like a provincial budget or a 
heated environmental issue like Clay- 
quot, but, nevertheless, integrity and 
ethics insist good journalists must rend 
a event down to its essentials and con- 
struct an accurate portrayal. Instead, it 
seems, the media often adopts the tech- 
niques of the' adverilsing blz tn their 
zeal to package and sell news to a pub- 
tic made less skeptical by over ex- 
posure to the tube: 
! Tiffs is tho midway media, media 
with bent  mirrors and with the 
i dynamics of the carnival ~ the kind 
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Bluebacks first big win! 
They did it! 
The Terrace Bluebacks pulled out their 
first tournament win of the season on 
home turf in front of a Terrace crowd at 
last week's Copperside Invitational 
Swim Meet. 
They edged out the Prince Rupert 
Rapids by seven points - 891 to 884 
to take the team first. 
It was 
swam really well," he said, adding some 
spectacularly fast times were recorded. 
In the age 9-10 girls division, Audrey 
Erb earned a gold on aggregate points 
and Terrace's Randee Armstrong picked 
bronze. 
On the boys side it was Tom Demerzer 
winning the gold medal in the 7- to 8- 
year-old ivision. 
Nine- to 10-year-old action saw Tristen 
up the bronze. Brown take silver and Jason Kumpolt 
Armstrong also qualified for 'AAA' take bronze. Kumpolt also qualified for 
age group provincial championships to 'AAA'  provincials. 
be held in Vancouver in mid-July. Garth Coxford topped the 11- to 12- 
their first victory of four Marina Cheekley brought home a sil- year-old boys division, winning gold, 
regional meets hosted here in Terrace. ver in the 11. to 12-year-old girls dlvi- and Chris Kerman picked up the bronze 
The K.itimat Marlins, usually the stun. - -  his first regional medal. 
strongest team in the zone, finished fur- And Shawna Thompson finished sixth Forty-three swimmers attended the 
thor back with 718 points, in her division but managed to qualify meet. 
Bluebooks coach Mike Carlyle called it for 'AA'  Junior Provincial Carlyle said about 15 local swimmers 
a good meet and a strong turnout despite " Championships inVictoria in early June. have now qualified to go down to the 
the fact many swimmers were sick. Terrace swept the medals in the age Junior Provincials and another eight can 
"We were really pleased with the 15+ girls, with Tori Mackenzie taking go to the 'AAA' provincials. 
results and somewhat surprised that we the gold, Denise Vanderlee winning the "We're improving as the year goes 
did pull out the win," he said. silver and Aimee Peacock, who missed along," he concluded in surveying the 




CALLING .THE SHOT: Terrace skip Ron-Sparks barks commands to his 
sweepers in theopening round of 'A' event in the Loggers Bonspiel at the 
Terrace Curling Club last Thursday night. Sparks rink was facing down the 
dnk of Tom Turner. 
Kalum Killers wipe 
floor with Saints 
The Kalum Killers slaughtered the 
Saints 8-4 in OPOV floor hockey tourna- 
ment action last Monday. 
'The Saints might havc been bloodied 
afterwards, but they were far from deed. 
They were undefeated and had held 
down a 5-0 record going into the clash 
with the Killem. The two teams had split 
their two previous meetings. 
The Saints, having lost to the Killers, 
had to play again that night ~ this time 
against Wolverines. 
Their performance, if not saintly, was 
certainly stellar. 
Strong goaltending and hardhitting ac- 
tion kept the teams close. The score was 
6-5 for the Saints going into the final 
minute of the third period. 
With one minute to play referee Devon 
Kuipor called a penalty shot became a 
Saint had pulled the net off its moorings 
when the Wolverines had a clear shot on 
MORTAL COMBAT: Floor 
hockey players with the Kalum 
Killers and the Saints did 
battle in OPOV floor hockey 
tournament action last week In 
a bid for a berth in the finals. 
The Killers beat the Saints to 
advance, but were to face the 
Saints in a best-of-three final 
rematch for the title this week. 
The fans, at left,' delighted in 
some of the hits and brawls of 
the game, and generally took 
cover behind a row of chairs. 
goal. 
John DeMedeiros took the penalty shot 
for the Wolverines, streaking in on net to 
score after a quick deke to his loft. 
The Saints, however, didn't like the 
way he did it. 
"/'he referee, however, faced the wrath 
of God and ruled the goal stood - tying 
the game at six goals apiece. 
Spectacular saves in the final minute 
kept both teams in the game. 
With three seconds left in the clock, 
the re, gave the Saints a two.minute pen- 
altY after one of them charged an op- 
po'nent and elbowed him in the head. 
'The Wolverines went into over-time on 
the power play and both teams came 
back on looking for blood. 
There were many close calls and out- 
standing saves by the goalies. 
The Saints managed to kill off the two- 
minute penalty and then, with just under 
two minutes left in OT, they came in, 
storming the Wolverines net, 
Mike Bonncst's lightning wrist shot 
found its mark behind the Wolverine 
goalie and the Saints were victorious. 
They spent last weekend polishing uip 
their halos (and probably sharpening 
their sticgs) in preparation for a best-of- 
three final with the Kalum Killers this 
week. 
The finals opened with two games 
Monday night. Results were not avail- 
able at press time. 
A third and deciding game (if neces- 
sary) will be played ~lursday, April 15 
at 7 p,m. in the Thornhill-CommUnity 
Centre. - ..= 
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T!me to sharpe Don't:letyour child go 
b|ke  sa fe ty  sk i lPs  i : :, t°~ sleep in the darkl 
Read together, tomght. 
By Lorne Clarke I 
The Interior News i 
Smithers 
S ~ pring has sprung, : "~r  '' : " ~ ~  
The roads are void 0f  Snowl ~ , + ' ~  
and you 've  got an energy 
source that you're aching to 
tap into. 
Suddenly it hits you: the bicycle. 
Yes, it's time to dust off the two- 
wheeler and hit the streets. 
No problem, right? Just check the 
air in the tires, jump on, and go 
for a pedal - -  think again. 
Before you dig into that endless 
source of internal combustion that 
fuels your hankering to hit the 
roads, there are several safety 
checks to do: 
Bright clothing, reflective tape, 
and a full inspection of moving 
and stationary parts on the 
bicycle is mandatory to ensure 
you'll be seen and nothing will 
come loose as you're blazing a 
trail down the street. 
Steve Hidber, who has been in 
the sporing goods industry for 20 
years in Smithers, said people 
must take the responsibility for 
bike safety into their own hands. 
Failing to do that, he said, could 
result in a sedons accident. 
!'People have to be more aware 
of safety." I-Iidber stressed. " I f  
• , , . 
LOCAL BIKE helmet safety advocate Rose Schibli shows by ex- 
ample that wearing protective headgear while out touring around 
on two wheels is Important. 
Hidber, who along with Telkwa 
resident Sandy Clark are in the 
fourth year of an annual bicycle 
" helmet campaign in local SChools, 
said people should take the time 
to book an appointment witha lo- 
professional. The other option is 
to acquire a bike manual that lists 
safety features and chocks that 
can be done at home, he said. 
Their campaign has some added 
you don't, you might not get a cal sporting goods store tO l~ve 
Cont'd Page C3 second chance." their bike looked over by a 
Grade6 Elementary SchoOl o the results 
• . . from your sport on to G=rls Basketball Tourney Scores -s e~v SCOREBOARD ~ . . . . .  .. 
A_pril 2_ • Just fax them to 638- 
Uplands 26 Clarence Michiel 19 : 8432. hone Malcolm t 
CassieHal117 : Centennial Christian20 638.721~3 or drop the~ 
Uplands20 . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,: + . + ++Cassie Hall29 a,m+,Sp.m,+ r+:' . " : . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; 
C arence M chie122 : : Centennial Christian 24  Remember, this space 
Thornhil133' : ~:: : ; [ : ' ' : ::: ~ : :Kitwanga33 is allyours! 
Uplands40 : : , : : : iVeritas17 
Clarence Michiel 27 ' i KRwanga 28 
Cassie Hall20 Thomhil112 
Uplands 23  , 28 [Envir°nmentolists ~. 
Veritas 16 Kitwa~lga 20 Start Here ~ 
A ~#. .  Final 
Kitwanga 29 Centennial 15 ~.~,~ .. . .~ - l~  
ABC CANAI  
THE FOUNDATION TO PROMOTE LITERACY IN CANADA, 
D+stnbutmon o f  thins message was made pos~4blo by  the Canadian Advertmsing Foundat ion.  
TO SER  E YOU... 
Income Tax Returns 
Professionally Prepared • 
Reasonable Rates 
Monday to Saturday • 
8:00 am to 5:00 pm 
BRIAN G. PERRY & CO. LTD. 
Certified General Accountant 
2 - 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-3460 





• Discount Golf 
• Bikes 
o Roller Blades 
• Runners 
• Sports Wear 
Swim Suits 
, Water Sports 
• Soccer 
, Team Hats 











Richards on Emerson 
DRYCLEANERS & LAUN.pRY 




4712 Keith Ave 




° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • ....................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i ................................. " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . .  i 
• : v ? ~:  
Ken Gi lman 
v+;,,,'/+++ b +:~+3, , :+  @;•  : + • : : • ~+. . : .+"~+ " . . _ .  
PLACE A $25000 DEPOSIT 
~,.~:,i~. BEFORE APRIL 30 m, 1993 
]Se 1994 Yamaha snowrnobi[e of your choice and 
take del ivery before 0dober  31,  1993.  
iiili! ~ IITHEN WE'LL AND GIVE YOU 
+AB$O ' LUTELY FREE 
°,'%+!~++~ +: ::+ :,: . . . . .  
' . . . .  g ty g . 
k , ,  
as see theall new Yama'~; 
MAX 600 and VMAX 500 
• Land Tracks ~. 
YAMAHA 
I 
f rom no April 30 Terrace Chrysler will pay the 
between the old and new tax law on your vehicle purchase 
Example :  Example :  
,Old ,Tax  Law . . . .  : New 
• $25,000 Vehicle i 
" : i -10i t"tt'lt"l Trmdm In  
_ ' a_ . :  
:." ;. $~UU 
Don't let the new tax law 
stop you from buying your 
new vehicle 
LET US PAY THE TAX 
difference 
Tax  Law :,++++ 
$25;000 ' ' : ','+ Vehicle i:': ;:+ 
-10 .000 Trade In+ + 
$15,000 :' ~ ,+= +++ : :+ 
$25 000 ..... : 
, | 
x7% P.S,T : 
$1,750 ::: : !: 
, ,You Pay  Pay  . . . .  : ! 
+ 
L *15 ,9OO + a +r. . : ,  16 ,750  + a.S.T. 
WE PAY;THE DIFFERENCE, • 
~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r 
This is a limited time offer 
See  Us Todayl  i .  . 
May not apply to vehicles over $30,000 
'Fhe Power To Satisfy. 
 Jilo KEN'S  N E TERI  CE CHRYSLE , .4946Grelg . 635_ ' r29GO m°" . 4916 Hwy. 16 West  Dlr. 5958 63S;;7!87 ' 
, j 
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From C2 KI ANGA I I 
Helmets critical WlNS AT CAR RENTAL 
THE HOOP Call us today for more information on our great rates. I 
3779 River Drive 
I 
635-1300 
for every cyclist [t was close all the way along. But when it came down to the 
final, Kitwanga Elementary 
School's Grade 6 girls basketball 
scored a decisive 29-15 victory 
punch this year as the duo will over Centennial Christian 
visit local schools over the next "Wearing a hehnet may seem lilce an inconvenience, but School's girls. 
so is being unable to think or talk because your (un- 
protected) head has been pounded to jelly." 
April Ranahan paced Kitwanga 
to the win with 14 points in the 
final, and Desi Bissell chipping in 
another 10 . . . . .  
Centennial's top scorers were 
And if you're riding at night, 
lights are also important, he 
added. 
Once you have scoured your 
bike and are confident all parts 
are in good working order, look- 
ing after yourself is the next 
safety check, Hidber said. 
"Above all else, the most im- 
portant item is a helmet," he said. 
Whether it's hard, soft or the 
best-selling micro-shell, Hidber 
said wearing a helmet, which is 
now law in Ontario, should be 
automatic. 
Kennedy agreed. 
"If  you're in an accident with a 
car, usually the bike and rider 
come out second best," Kennedy 
said. "Basically, using eornmo~ 
sense is what it boils down to." 
For those without a helmet, 
there are several colour schemes 
and styles to choose from that fit 
people as young as six-months 
old, I-Iidber said. 
"The fit is very important so it 
doesn't slide around," he noted. 
"And all chin straps must be 
secured." 
(BCMA) States that 90 per cent of 
bike-related eaths each year are 
from head injuries. Eighty.eight 
per cent of these can be reduced 
by wearing ahelmet. 
In addition to wheel and bike 
reflectors, I-Iidber stressed the im- 
portance of wearing bright clo- 
thing. Being seen and giving cars 
space when you're around them 
is something people still ignore, 
he said. 
Slithers RCM:P Staff Sgt. Lyle 
Kennedy said obeying the rules 
of the road as they pertain to 
motor vehicles Is not only a good 
idea, it's the law. 
"The biggest hing and it's 
not just kids - -  is people riding 
on the wrong side of the road or 
on sidewalks. Why they do it, I 
don't know," Kennedy said. 
People should also know the 
proper signals, he added, because 
failure to do that could result in a 
serious injury or a ticket from a 
police officer. 
The penalties and fines are the 
same as those in the motor 
vehicle act, he said. 
few weeks to discuss bike safety 
and try and convince children 
(and adults) about the values of 
wearing helmets. 
When she started the campaign, 
Clark said her goal was to see 
every cyclist wearing a helmet. 
While that has yet to happen, the 
campaign has gone the way she 
hoped it would, she said. 
"I 'm still concerned about the 
number of kids who ride without 
helmets," Clark said. "Adults 
can make the decisions but kids 
cannot. They treat bicycles as a 
toy.'  
Parents, she added, can be poor 
role models. They'll put helmets 
on their kids but will ride along- 
side them without wearing one 
themselves, she said. 
"Wearing a helmet may seem 
like an inconvenience, but so is 
not being able to think or talk be- 
cause your (unprotected) head has 
been pounded to jelly," she said. 
Infant carrier seats on bicycle's 
are equally dangerous, Clark 
added; because children are 
defenseless inaccidents. 
"The only thing worth 
mentioning about them is that 
they should be condemned," she 
stressed. 
The BC Medical Association 
iii 
Andrea van Golden and Laud 
Sagar with six points apiece. 
Van Golden was also the 
tournament high scorer with a 50 
point total on the tourney. 
Cassio Hall Elementary took 
third place in the Apr. 2-3 
tourney. Clarence Michiel was 
named the Most Sportsmanlike 
Team. 
C.cnteanial boat Cassie Hall 20- 
17, dispatched Clarence Michel 
24-22 and then downed Uplands 
28-23 on their way to the final. 
Kitwanga tied Thomhill 33-33 
in their first game, edged out 
Clarence Miehiel 28-27 and then 
downed Veritas 20-16 to advance 




Call 732-1331 or 
"1.800-665-6526 
. . . . .  tali:,: ii,io, i!:Ei : 
Important bike facts 
• In B.C,, 20 deaths are nerable, memory impairment and 
caused each year bybicycle • Ninety per cent of ' personalityehanges. 
accidents - 90 per cent of bicycle deaths occur when a • Helmets work. There 
those are from head injuries, child on a bicycle darts into are two accepted standards 
Most of these deaths could traffic or ignores a stop used for bike helmets ~ the 
be prevented by wearing ap- sign. ANSI (American National 
proved hard-shell bicycle • Deaths are not the only Standards Institute) and 
helmets, serious outcome of un- SNELL (Snell Memorial 
I The human skull can be protected bieycling head in- Foundation). They assure 
Shattered by an impact of 7- juries. Those who survive consumers that approved 
10 km/h, and children's with brain injary may suffer helmets give good pro- 
skulls are even more vul- epilepsy, intellectual and teetion. 
THE A TEAM 
Kawasaki's crew of Bayou ® ATVs is once again climbing ahead of the competition. With four 
; impressive unity machines on the block--the rest better beware. From the Bayou 220, to the 
' B~iyou 300 and 300 4X4, to the top-of-the-line Bayou 400 4X4---Kawasaki offers tough, 
reliable products under even the worst of conditions. All boast four-stroke, single-cylinder 
engines, electric push-button starters and automatic centrifugal c utches. Add dual'range 
transmission, limited-slip differential nd four-wheel drive to the Bayou 300 4X4 and 5-speed, 
, Wide-ratiO transmission with reverse and extra-low first gear to the Bayou 400 4X4 and you'll 
,see why it's so important to get thi s team on your side. Call your Kawasaki dealer today, 
i L.¢l the good dmcs roll. 
NEID ENTERPRISES LTD, 
Recreabonal Sales and Service 
' 4925  Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 





, T IMES ARE CHANGING!  
1 ¸  
• ' Be the first to own the all new I 
' NYLON PROPELLER ii 
' complete with 
:CHANGEABLE BLADES!  • 
, 20% stronger than aluminum, 
,~ smoother running and broken 
, ;  blades are changed in minutes. 
,' Give us your make, year and 
l • horsepower  and we II find the right 
' prop for you! II • 
, Available from 35HP to 260HP. 
• ' TO ORDER CALL,.. : m 
' Ken's Marine m m 
e,  ' 
: I 
4946 Greig Ave., Terrace or  
635-2909 Phone 624-2707 Fax 624-4237 • 
mmmmmmmm mmm mmm m"mm mmmmmm mmmmi mmmmmmm mm mmmmm mmm mmm mmmm m mmmmml 
NO RTH COA ST 
CONSTF~LJCT ION o[:.l"~Vl" - " ('._.E,_~' e 
/7  
Your Road Maintenance Contractor 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, The Nass Valley 
Spring cleaning is in full swing. 
As you drive around the area you will encounter crews sweeping the 
roads, cleaning the guardrail and re-painting the end pieces on the 
guardrail. Watch for the graders on the gravel roads. 
During the month of April, our Company, working with local schools 
church groups and commun ty organizations will be picking up litter from 
our highways. 
Weather permitting, Utter pickup is scheduled on April 10th, 17th, 18th 
and 19th. The Kitirnat Boy Scouts, Thornhill Junior Secondary School and 
the Terrace Pentecostal Church Youth Group will be participating in the 
clean up, 
There will be many young people on the roadways on the dates 
mentioned above so please exercise extra caution when you are driving, 
with special altenUon to pedestrians. 
The usa of salt should be over for this winter, and now is the time to give 
your vehicle a good hosing down with particular attention to all of those 
nooks and crannies on the underside of your vehicle. 
To report any maintenance problems that you encounter please call'. 
Terrace Area: Bob Bowie, phone 638-8383 
KitimatArea: Clarence Baker, phone 632-5876 
Nass Valley: ErnieKuehne, phone 633-2555 
or call toll free any time 1-800-665-5051 
rSCUBA DIVING-  
ONLY$1 
Dr Less I I 
Everything Provided At NO ADDITIONAL COSTI 
' Complete PADI (Professional Assoc. of Diving Instructors) Open Water Diver Course. 
. ; , ,~  e : - i om- , , ,  , :  
c.oosE vou..osr co.vEN,  Ti.E 
/ j  \ .oRNI.Gs. A ..ooNs o. EVENI.GS 
/ " ~ ~ Monday, May 31 to 
/ ~ ~ .  ~ Sunday June 6 
j i~  ~ j U ~ '  ' I i= I~tUWr  Registration: All Seasons Sporting Goods 
635-2982 
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afternoon. 0686. 
SATURDAY~ APRIL t7 
Rugby ' TERRACE JUNIOR VOLLEYS 
NORTHMEN host Prince George Tennis Club meets ".l'aesdays and 
Gnats in exhibition game at I',IWCC Thursdays 4 -6  p.m. at the Halliwell 
pitch, 7:30 p.m. courts starting May 4. For more info 
call Richard at 635-2347 or Nancy at 
Shooting 638-1514. 
DECKER LAKE 18th annual 1000 
Yard Centrefire Shoot. '1~0 day TERRACE ROADRUNNERS 
event starts 8 a.m. both days. For Motorcycle Club welcomes new 
info, phone Bill's Guns (692.3600) members. For information, phone Ed 
or John Howett (692.3249). (635-3489) or Karon (635-0495). 
SUNDAY~ APRIL 18 LADIES DART LEAGUE plays 
Running every Thursday night, 8 p.m. at the 
PRINCE RUPERT HALF Legion. Novice players welcome. 
MARATHON and/or two member Phone Betty (635-4880) or Carla 
relay, 1p.m. start from tho Civic (638-2080) for more information. 
Centre. 
MIXED DART LEAGUE plays 
Rugby every Wednesday night at the 
NORTHMEN'S league opener Legion, 8 p.m. Fun league and all 
against Prince Rupert, NWCC pitch welcome. Just show up to join in. 
at 1 p.m. 
ADULT NOON HOUR drop in 
hockey takes place at Arena 11:45 
Hlldng " :! ~ : a.m.- 1 p.m. every Men., Wed. and 
I-1IRSCH CREEK TRAILS is Fri. Minimum age 19 years and 
destination for hiking club. Phone limited to first 20 players each day. 
Vicki at 635-2935 for details. 
Skiing A 
SCHNAI DAI at Hudson Bay To get an event on to the 
Mountain, Smithers. Awards Sports Menu, bring the 
presentations at 3:30 p.m. Phone 1- details into the office at 4647 
800-665-4299 for information. 
Lazelle Ave., phone Malcolm 
SUNDAY, APRIL 25 at 638-7283 or fax them to 
Running 638-8432. 
THE 10-K LAVA RUN starts at 11 To make next week's paper, 
a.m. in Gitwinksihlkw (Canyon City), submissions must be in by 5 
Call Lomafrercsa at 633-2225 for 
details, p,m. Friday. 
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 'TERRACE BLIJEBACKS 
For Making Our Swim Meet a Huge Success 
i 
j McDona ld ' s  Feeds 













































I Thanks To All The Parents  And  Vo lunteers  
For Making Our MeetA  Success 
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IV" BUY V' SELL I /RENT I , /TRADE 
ACTION AD RATES 
• 638-SAVE 
DEADLINE:  FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTIS ING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on • 
Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is Thursday at 5 p.m. 
for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1S8' 
All clessiSed and classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or Masterc~d, 
When phoning In ads please have your Visa or Mastercatd umber eady, 
20 words (first Insertion) $5.62 plus 13¢ for additional words. *(Additional InserUona) 
$3,68 plus 10¢ for additional wso~ds. $12.00 for 3 week= (not exceeding 20 words, non. 
commercial) Pdces include 7% G.S.T. Birthday & Annlversk"y $21.40 up to 3 col, Inch 
(additional Inches @ $8,89 each). Classified Display $8.80 per Inch (.635¢ per line). 
OVER 30 CLASS IF ICAT IONS!  
1. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles 
2. Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3. For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 






6, Wanted Misc. 17. Garage Sales 28. Card of Thanks 
7:For Rent Misc. 18. Business Services 29. In Memoriam 
8. Cars for Sale 19, Lost & Found 30. Obituaries 
9. Trucks for Sale 20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
10. Aircraft 21. Help Wanted 32. Legal Notices 
11. Recreational 22. Careers 33. "[ravel 
Vehicles 23. Work Wanted 
-.The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads 
under appropriate headings and Io sel rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
Tha Te,race Standard reminds advertisars that t ls agamsl 
the provincial Human Rlghls Act to discriminate on the basis 
of children, marital status and employment when placing "For 
Renr' ads. Landlords can slate a no.smoking prelerence. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the rtghl to revise, edit, 
classify or' re[ec any adve f sement and to retain any 
answers direcled to the News Box lleply Service, and Io 
repay the coslomer the sum paid tor Ihe advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless 
mailfng Instruclions are ~ ,eceived. Those answering Box 
Numt~rs are requsstad no to send orloina ~of documents to 
avoid loss. ' ' ,  " 
All claims of errors in a#/ertisements must bereceived by 
the Pubflsher Wlthl, 30 days alter Ihe first publication. 
It is agreed by he advertiser equest ng space that the 
liabllify of the Terrace Standard in fhe event of failure to 
publish an advertisement as I~ublishad shall be limited to the 
amount paid by Ihe adve;'tiser for only one ncorrec fnsert on 
for'the portion el the advertising space occupied by the incor. 
rect or omitted Item only, and that there shall be no liability in 
any event grealer than the amount paid for such advertising, 
1.:Real Estate 
CLASSIFIEDADVERTISING WORKS! 
You're reading this aren't you? 638. 
SAVE. tfn 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT 
1. Real Estate 
OLDER HOME On 38 acres in Topley, 
full basement; fireplace; bath; dining 
room & kitchen combined, good well; 
septic, carport.; outbuildings, $25,000 
RRM, will consider trade motor home of 
equal value, call 577-3424 4p51 
80 x 200' LOT FOR Sale Thornhill Sl~eet, 
septic and water call 635.2935 3p51 
SPACIOUS SIX Bedroom home on 4.26 
acres, also 2 acres with well and hydro, 
will sell together or separate; 635. 
5061 3p51 
HOBBY FARM, 3 bedroom house on 
acreage dose to school, close to college 
on the bench, phone 635-6351 3p51 
REVENUE HOUSE For sale on Grahar~ 
avenue, call 635.3120 3p51. 
3 BEDROOM, FULL Basement house in 
horseshoe area, close to schools, fenced 
yard with established fruit trees, forfur. 
ther information call 638.1065, no agents 
please. 2p51 
8.5 ACRES ON Brauns Island, has 8 
AdamsLake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon rental units, 2 storage outbuildings, a 
;Arm .45 min. from Kamioops, 10 min. pumphouse and some fruit trees, 635- 
-from:Shuswap Lakes. Fully,. renovated ... .  3,583 .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . .  :3p5!. 
~wi~e~ a~ractive living ouar : tem~t,~,  3.. BEDROO,=~..~SE. In.~G~isl~..~9on 
~d terrific limate, Start the New Year on home or summer cottage, phone 697- 
!apositive note. Phon:e 1;679"8904'. tfn37 2493 4p51: 
COUNTRY HOME FOR Sale, 3 bed. LOT FOR SALE, zoned R-5 multi-dwell, 
ing up to 14 bedrocms 120' x 131' in 
town, 635-3752 or 635.6995 eve.: 
:rooms up, ! down, 2 baths, large kitchen, 
:dining, living area on 10 acres, situated 
~pn old Lakelse Lake Road, 10 rain from 
town, Asking $140,000, call 635-7667 
after 4pro.. ffn 
.:160 ACRE RANCH 5 bedroom home 
!0Utbuildings; hayfields and a 10-year 
:grazing lease inside Houston, call 845. 
7280. 41o49 
~SI~ACIOUS 4 LEVEL, split house on 2 
acres in Gossen Creek subdivision, four 
~,bedr0oms, vinyl siding, fruit trees, out. 
buildings , asking $118,500 635. 
.7035 : 3p50 
:HOUSE FOR SALE In Gran ale; 3 bed. 
:Ti'0oms basement fddge stove deep 
~'freeze; Wood stove; fenced back yard, 
r l $151000 firm, call 697.2366 4p50 
!12 ACRES on the bench facing Kalum 
l~e  Drive, nice mountain view lot, 10 
minutes from town $45,000 firm, after six 
• 635-3567. . 3p51 
! 7,5 ACRES FOR sale by owner, lot 13 on 
• Biaeside Rd. phone 365.2690. 4p51 
Lot, Agar Avenue $19,000 call 
4p51 
:LTHREE BEDROOM Home for sale, close 
it0 mall, schools, etc, fddge; stove; wall to 
i:i~all; freshly painted, asking $62,000 obo, 
,call 845.2944 days or 845.2288 (eve. 
~:nings) 4p51 
. i ~~.=~  .. u-~:~ WOODGREEN 
i '~ C ' . i ]  ONDOMINIUM 
I ! (~NLY 1 LEFT 
| t  bedroom Unit in good 
/ Icondition. Close to downtown. 
/ /~  Only $47,500 
i I Call John the Realtor or 
-::i: I: Gordie 
nings. 3p51 
HOUSE FOR SALE 3+1 bedrooms, full 
basement, completely renovated new 
carpets and cabinets, n/g heating, in 
town, to'view 635-6187 3p51 
DO YOU WANT TO BUY a house under 
$80,000? Phone mornings 8-10 635-2733 
or evenings 5.11:30 p,m, 3p52 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON 60' x 210' lot, 
near school and hosptitals, includes 5 
appliances, $85,000 call 635-2551 3p52 
3 BEDROOMS 1 1/2 baths, finished rec 
room and cold storage room, large 
fenced lot, overall excellent condition, 
Granisle 1-697.2767 4p52 
7.5 ACRES FOR SALE by owner, lot 13 
on Braeside road, Vanderhoof, .phone 
365.2690 4p52 
3 BEDROOM 1,200 sq' home in 
Thornheight subdivision, for more infer. 
mation leave message at 635-6609 or 




Up and down duplex located In 
central downtown area. 2 ~o- 
bedroom unlls, in very good 
condil~on. Presently rented at $600 
per unit. $tlO,000. For more 
information, call 
Joycs Flndlay, Re/Max of Terracs 




Large 75 x 200' lot w i th  a 
doublewide mobile in good 
condition, 3 bedrooms, natural 
gas $67,500 




DRIVE BY  5032 
GRAHAM 
This Impressive 4 level split Is loaded with 
extras, Bay windows, 2fireplaces (one gu). 
Master bedroom him Its own adjoining 
jacuzzl morn, with s~ & shower, s 25 x 24 
attached garags. AJl thJs b Wffully situated 
on an ACRE d land. Vendors will consider = 
TRADE located on slther'the bench or 
southslde. $189,900. For mrs Information, 
call Joyce Rndlsy at Re/M~ of Terrace 
Work 638.1400 Home 635.2697 
.... ~!~ VIEW 
' ~  LOTS 
Mountain Vista, 2 to choose 
from, $28,500 and $27,500. 




3 bedrooms, full basement, 
great view, great street, great 
price at $136,000 
Call 'John the Reallor' 
638-1400 
2. Mobile Homes 
14 x 70 TRAILER: 1983 with addition; all 
appliances; in excellent condition, phone: 
845-3442 or leave message at 845. 
7759 4p52 
3. For Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur. 
ing 1150-1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 
baths, pdvate yard, carport and satellite 
TV Houston. Phone 845.3161. 31tth 
ROOMS FOR RENT, includes furniture, 
hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking, 
about 10 minutes from town. Singles only 
$400/month, 635-5537, 2 references 
required, ttn 
COMMERCIAL RENT, Single office 
space centrally located 2nd floor on 
Lakelse Ave, reasonable rent, contact 
John Currie, 635-6142 days, 635-9598 
evenings, tfn 
I BEDROOM APARTMENT right down 
town, fridge/stove, security entrance, 
paved parking, on site management 635- 
7957 tfn 
FOR SALE Or rent double lot in old 
Hazelton with mobile home and addition 




..... Large Warehouse,Space ,~- 
~OpdJocatiqn~.goo~Zoning:'~,; 




formerly; Nlsga'a School Board Office 
Good for Store front on Grleg 
Call 638-8398 
FOR LEASE 
OFFICE- RETAIL- CUNIC SPACE 
Central location, off street parking, 
















2607 Pear St, 
3. For Rent 
ROOM FOR RENT $350/month for more 
information call 635.3600 3p50 
ROOM AND BOARD 1or working person, 
638-8293 3p50 
BR/~D NEW 3 bedroom home with n/g 
heat for rent suitable for professional cou- 
5, Misc. For Sale 
STRING QUARTET For hire: A large rap. 
ertoire of classical music is available to 
enhance your spedal occasion, wed. 
dings, anniversaries, even birthdays, call 
845.7697 or 845.7569 for informa. 
tion. 4p49 
pie, no pets $800 month, 638-8084 to HOME BUILD Six gun cabinet birchwood 
~_~,, with teak finish, one large glass door, one 
view. .po.- drawer and 2 small doors, all equiped 
DUPLEX FOR RENT $725/month, refer- with locks and keys, asking $600, 635. 
ences required, 3 bedrooms, fridge/stove 
included, phone 635-6905 2p51 
3 BEDROOM HOME ON The bench, 
garage, n/g heat, 2 fireplaces, finished 
basement, deck, large kitchen, 638- 
0797. 3p51 
ONE BEDROOM House for rent, dose to 
school and town $350 month, 638-1086 
or 635-6767 3p51 
FOR RENT 3 bedroom character home 
near schools and downtown in the horse- 
shoe, no smokers, no pets, and no 
exceptions $800/month, reply to file #43 
c/o Terrace Standard 4647 lazelle ave, 
Terrace BC VSG 1S8 tfn 
2 BEDROOM CONDO, dose to down- 
town, covered parking, ensuite, fireplace, 
deck. appliances and n/g included, sorry 
no pets, 638-0797 3p52 
SHARED ACCOMODATIONS, Furnished 
plus use of home on large farm, 
cable/utilities, dose to college, male or 
female, working or student, responsible 
only $300 & deposit, 635-3772 3p52 
ONE BEDROOM for rent for gentlemen 
with kitchen facilities 635-5893 3p52 
NICE 2 BEDROOM TRAILER for rent 
$425 per month, sorry no dogs allowed 
please call 635.4315. 3p52 
FOR RENT, CLEAN APARTMENT sized, 
2 bedroom duplex suite in Thomhill, pre- 
fer non-smoker with references, 
transportalon required, 635.4200 3p52 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
CORNER OF KALUM & SCO'I-I" 
Close To Town And Schools 
Fridge, stove, heat and hot water 
Included. Carpeting, storage space. 
References required. 
1 Bedroom Apt. $450.00 
2 Bedroom Apt $525.00 
3 Bedroom Apt. $600.00 
No Pets. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
64O7. 4p49 
CADET TRAINER Radio controlled air- 
plane with 7 channel radio, 57'wing span, 
also 1 astro hog radio controlled low.wing 
airplane, k & b engine, 72' wing-span, 
632-6809 after 8pro. 4p50 
NEW WELDER weight bench comes with 
2001be of weights, $250.00 obo, 638- 
2069 3p50 
PUBUSHERS SOLD OUT Edition, Rob- 
erts Bateman's "Shadows of the 
Rainforest" $620.00 obo unframed, 638- 
2069 3p50 
HUGE SAFE $800,638.0743 3p50 
ONE BY FOURS Available, by the lilt, 
eight and ten foot lengths, call 845-2800 
(Houston), 4p51 
TD-5C INTERNATIONAL Crawler tractor, 
rebuilt engine, 3 ton chain hoist, 2 inch 
concrete vibrator, 635-3091 3p51 
SURGE MILKING Machine; one HP; 
heavy duty electric motor, asking $950, 
phone 845-7779 4p51 
FOR SALE Washer, dryer. $450 excellent 
condition, Kirby vacuum $450, 1982 
Volkswagen rabbit for parts $200, com. 
plete almond toilet $40.00 6p51 
BOY 12 Speed mountain bike 16 in, 
frame, very good condition, phone 635• 
3624 3p51 
MOVING OUT SALE: Sofa and chair, bed 
sofa, stereo stand., 2 end tables, double 
bed, 2 wood stoves, dining table, lawn 
mower, etc, 635-6768 2p51 
4. Wanted To Rent 
COUPLE WITH CHILD, outdoor dog, 
looking for 2 or 3 bedroom basement I ,,,. . . . . . . .  , . . . . . .  
suite or mobile trailer preferably with sin- I ~ermooe =-,arK MIn i  
gle garage or shop, starting date May 17- | Stora,',e 
..... • June 15call-l-828~1694orwrite.to1304 | 
=~iv~treet~Y~lQopa:;B,~,,:Y2C .~X~.~.. I~. 431 O March, Cres, .~ 
~o-~'~~s- -~,n - '~ '~ I uo~ ~, )~U 
br home or duplex by May 1/93, prefer In 
Terrace Area, contact Nell Siemans at 
- 635.6347 Terrace Co-op 3p50 
WORKING FEMALE With dog and cat 
looking for small place with yard to rent 
ref available 635-1351 messages. 3p51 
FAMILY OF THREE Want to rent 3 bed- 
room home, out of town O.K., excellent 
references, phone 635.7357 3p52 
MEDICAL PRACTITIONER wishes to 
rent small un-fumished suite from May to 
Dee 93, contact Kathy 635-7234 31o52 
5. Misc. For Sale 
350 LOADER. New Engine, new tracks, 
etc. $1400.00 O.C,3 Crawler Cat, blade & 
bucket 80% new. $5500 32 ft, house boat 
lifetime aluminum, has everything & 
trailer $19,500. 82 lade 2.door auto - 
good cond. $1500. 14 ft. Td-huU speed 
boat • 50 horse menk, trailer $2800, 
Clean Okanagan Camper, hyd jacks, 
$2,000. new Kuboda lite plant & battery 
change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granisle. Ph. 697-2474. 19tfn 
CASH & CARRY Cabinet Warehouse. 
Huge savings, warehouse pddng cabi- 
nets by Kitchen Craft of Canada. 3566 
Massey Dr, Prince George 561.2240. Fax 
561.2250. tfrl 
PRE-FABBED Utility sheds, garages, 
workshops, greenhouses, also trailer 
skiding joey shacks, snowroofs, decks 
and fences. Dirk Bakker 638-1768 eve. 
nings. 6c47 
METAL HAYRACKS Suitable for horses, 
$15,00 each, call 635-9230, tfn 
I GIANT FLEA MARKET I 
Open every SaL and Sun. 15 table I 
rentals available. Arts & craftsl 
welcome. Heated store and lots ofl 
parldng space. For table reservations I 
phone 635-1488, 2823 corner of r' 









, ,  store front 
on I-lighway 16 
- excellent visibility 
- good parking 





with 3 phase power All with 
RELOCATION SALE, Used cars, trucks, 
assorted parts, ford, chev, dodge parts, 
plus much more, u call and name it, we 
may have it, good deals 838-1977 3p52 
1 YEAR OLD FRIDGF_JStove $900 each, 
crib and mattress $100, 2 childrens mus- 
tang heater vests $15.00 each, call 632. 
7485 3p52 
r Home Built s ix  Gun I 
Cabinet I 
BIrchwood with teak finish, one large I 
glass door, one drawer and 2 small I 
doors, all equipped with locks and I 
keys, asking $600, 635-6407. J 
6. Wanted Misc. 
IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil- 
dren's furniture, check with the Product 
Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
Affairs Canada (604) 666.5003 to ensure 
it meets current Safety Standards. The 
sale of non compliant products not only 
could result in a tragic acddent but also is 
a violation of the Hazardous Products 
Act. ttn 
CANOE WANTED. Also roof rack for '78 
Bronco, 638-1423. tfn 
WANTED TO BUY: Grain rolling mill, 1- 
699-6990 4p49 
WANTED TRANSMISSION For 1986 
chev blazer, automatic 2 wheel drive, 
635-9618 3p5o 
7. For Rent Misc. 
FOR RENT: APPROX. 1 acre (fenced) 
with 2 small barns. Suitable for 1 or 2 
horses, $100/month. Call 635-5537 or 
638-0888 30t~n 
Progressive Ventures Ltd. 
635-7459 
, , i  L I , 
8. Cars for S~ile 
FOR SALE, 1978 Chev STN wagon, 
good shape, no rust new rubber, runs 
well. $1625.00 OBO 635.7250. TFN 
1986 FORD TAURUS Stationwagon, 
auto, 3.0L V.6, cruise, clean very good 
condition, service records, two extra win- 
ter tires, $5900 offers 1-692.4279 4p49 
1991 TRANSAM, T-Tops, fully loaded, 
alpine C.D. changer included, 5 spd, V.8. 
red $18,000 obo 624-3482 3p50 
1967 FORD MUSTANG, 289 auto, new 
paint, cherry red, many spare pads 
E.R.G. 624.4804, $8,500 obo 3p50 
1986 FIREBIRD, V.6 auto, power 
antenna, power hatch, tilt steering, ardfm 
cassette, t-roof, 113,000 kin, asking 
$8,500 638-8728 alter 5pro. 3p50 
GREAT GRAD GIFT/Second vehicle, 
1986 ford escort, 4 door, auto, c.c., am. 
fm cassette, 63,000 km; $3800 obo, 635. 
6612 3p50 
1988 HYUNDAI EXCEL 2 door auto- 
matic, $3000 obo, gemtop for Ford ranger 
pickup plywood $100, Call 635.7378 3p50 
1987 CHEVROLET CHEVEFrE, Rally 
sports edition, 5 dr hatch back, 
champaign gold, 4 speed manual trans- 
mission, nice and dean $2500, 635. 
3583 3p50 
1981 MAZDA GLC, good condition, ask. 
ing $2,900, call 635-5015 3p51 
FOR SALE OR TRADE, for small pickup, 
1984 ford tempo diesel, new struts, tires 
& head, 5 speedj excellent running condi. 
li0n $3,500,638.1632 3p51 
1989 PLYMOUTH Acclaim 4 dr, auto, a/o, 
- 12 x 12 OH doors 79,000 kms, good rubber, asking $6,500, 
638-O180 evenings. 2p51 
- natural gas heat 1968 CAMARO, excellent condition, new 
- washrooms paint, new interior, must be seen to be 
appreciated, no reasonable offer refUsed, 
635-4357 3c51 
'1987FORD ESCORT, excellent running 
condition, asking $3500 phone 635.6154 
: ,after 5pro.. 3p51 
8. Cars for Sale 
PONTIAC P/~ISENNE, 1967, grc, excel. 
lent body, $800 firm, 635-5316 4p51 
1985 BUICK Skylark, 2.5 L, 4 door, good 
condition $3000, phone 635-4855 3p51 
1981 HONDA ACCORD Hatchback, 5 
speed, with sony stereo, $1000 obo, call 
635-2276 lp52 
1988 DODGE ARIES LE, excellent condi. 
lion, great family car, automatic, 4 door 
2.5 litre; 4 cylinder, air conditioning, 
am/fro, $5,800 o.b.o., 638-1956 3p52 
FOR SALE, 1985 Grand Marquis, deluxe, 
fully loaded, 351 engine, plus snowtires, 
excellent condition, $6,000 firm, 635- 
9396 or 635.4843 3p52 
9. TRUCKS for SALE 
1988 FORD RANGER XL 4X4, 2.9 Utre 
engine with rack and canopy. Low mile. 
age. EC. Asking $8600. 635-7400 after 7 
p.m. 15t~ 
1989 GMC JIMMY 4)(4, 2 door, 65,000 
km, excellent running condition, dean 
interior, exterior. AmlFm cassette, air, 
cruise, and morn. Phone .time Cleaners 
635-2838 or after 6pro 635.6183. ctfn 
1989 Ford F150 xlt lariat, extended cab, 
shod box, power windows, door lock, 
cruise, tilt, a/c captain chairs, canopy, 
new paint and tires auto, $13,900, 635- 
5496 3p50 
1986 Chev $10 Blazer automatic 2wheel .: 
lower drive $3800,638.0745 3p50 
1977 FORD 250 3/4 ton camper special, 
good body and runny condition, asking 
$1800 or best offer, 638-1990 3p50 
1987 SCOTSDALE 4 x 4 350; auto with 
o.d.; tilt; cruise, running boards etc; 
$10,000, eight foot galaxy camper; good 
condition, $1,700 call 645-7703 4p50 
1980 FORD Econoline dubwagon side 
and rear tinted windows, no rear seats 
ideal for hauling, GRC $2,300 obo, 635- 
1351 (messages) 3p51 
1989 FORD RANGER, excellent condi. 
lion comes with air.rio drag net, dry tool 
box and low mileage standard; anti.lock 
brakes, am/fm cassette stereo, very low 
priced at $8000 obo, 638-8194 3p51 
1986 DODGE SHORTBOX 4 x 4 with 318 
4 speed, 75,000 kin, $7800, phone 632- 
5199 3p51 
FOR SALE: 1986 Jeep Laredo, 4x4 2 dr, 
auto V6, sun roof, rack, excellent condi. 
lion, $8900.00 638.1505 3p51 
1986 4wd, F150, Lariat supemab, 302 
VS, auto, with p.s, p.b. fully loaded with 
canopy and has trailer package, must be 
seen $11,000, 638-0657 2p51 
1986 FORD RANGER, Good running 
I condition, new tires, asking $3000 obob, 
635-3952 3p51 
FDR SALE '78 Chev 3/4 t, 350 4 apd, 
good running con d!~on .$1200, phone 
635-3258 affer4Pm. ~i'::~;,t~:~:~,~:'~ 9p52 
11. Recreational Vehicles 
1992 RFTH WHEEL 22,5 travel-mate, 
sell seperate or as a unit with 1985 diesel 
3/4 ton, call 845.7742 (except Sun. 
days) 4p49 
1982 GMC VAN 350 V8, custom intedor, 
new tires, brakes & exhaust, body e.c. 
also g.r.c. $5000,638-0783 3p50 
1977--22 FT. TRIPLE 'E' Motorhome, 
excellent condition, call 845-7507 (Hous- 
ton) 4p51 
22 FOOT MOTOR HOME for rent, $400 a 
week, for more information call: 845.3550 
or 845.2329 (Houston) 4052 
1991 21 1/2 FOOT Diplomat fifth wheel 
travel trailer, barely used, immaculate 
condition includes hitch and widng, must 
be seen, serious inquiries only please 
asking $15,500,635-7574 4p52 
14. Boats & Marine 
18.5 ft Aluminum "Smokecrait"rlverboat, 
c/w 70 hp, mercury outboard jet and 
trailer, aslng $6500 obo, phone 636. 
2868 3p50 
RSHING SEASON Is coming, flies, spin. 
ner, lake trolls, write for free catalogue, 
Boyce flshin' Works, P.O. Box 1347 
Burns Lake B,C. VOJ lEO 4p51 
1981 SUNRUNNER 21 ft, hardtop c/w 
galley pack 8= cuddy cabin, excellent con. 
dillon $17,500, phone 845-7027 4p51 
23' SANGSTER I/0, Propance stove, ice 
box, V.H.F,, sounder, campertop head 
swim gdd etc, ready to go! phone 632- 
2207 3p51 
255O BAYUNER SARATOGA Hardtop, 
200 hrs, on 350 gm and new volvo 280 
duo.prop, foruno video sounder, 15.h.p., 
Johnson downrlggers, full stand.up, can. 
opy, large portable cooler, tandem axle 
trailer, electric winch, ocean ready, 
$26,000 561-0020, Pdnca George. 41)51 
24 FT, REINELL, 351 mercruiser eJw leg, 
radar, head, ice box, dual batteries, 
stove, sink, depth sounder, g.c. runs 
good, tandem trailer, $14,900, 638- 
0160 2o51 
15. Machinery 
D3 CATPLUS BACKHOE, $16,500,9 U 
D8 Cat, $9,500. JD 350 loader, $12,000. 
2.0(:;3 Cats, $4,500 each. 9 U & OC3 
Cat parts. 2 - 20' aluminum boats. 1-697- 
2474,1-0697-2393. 16tfn 
1988 BOBCAT 843 heated cab, new 
tires, call 638-0004 3p50 
P..OMPLETE ALL STEEL Portable saw. 
mill, ready to go, hydraul!c ford, set works 
and rollway, c#/6x42' edger with land 2 
inch dusters newly rebuilt 220 cummins 
power unit, parts and spare saws 1.694- 
3409 evenings. 4p50 
D6 9U FARM CAT, D4Dcat winch, D3 
cat chv backhoe, 350 jd chv blade and 
winch, 350 Jd c/w bucket and blade, 410 
jd backhoe, 2 aluminum boats, late, 1991 
ford ranger, 11,000 miles like new, 
updghts compressor, 5 hp motor new 
condition 1-697.2474. - 4p51 
2 YR, OLD LYNE, creek ch~'olals bull, 
$1600 M assey 10fl, off set heavy duty 
disc, 26 blades excellent condition, 
$5000, 1-696-7348 .4p51 
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15, Machinery 
HESTON 1014 Hydroswing, pull type 
swather, $4000, 1-695.6614 4p51 
90 FT. MADIL TOWER, for hire with or 
without crew, call 635-6811 3p52 
16. Farm Produce 
EAT MORE LAMB! Ave/liable year round 
Cummins Ranch meat market. HW 16 
West South Hazelton phone 842- 
5316. 12p44 
17. Garage Sales 
LOOKING TO MAKE ROOM in your 
garage? Advertise your garage sale in the 
Classifieds 638-SAVE. tin 
18. Business Services 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
transmissions, transfer cases and rear 
ends. Bel-alr Autorotive Auto Parts and 
Service. Ph. 846.5101, Telkwa B.C. 16tfn 
AI-rN: Small businesses. Why pay high 
accounting fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, professional 
bookkeeping sen/ices, call 635-4320 or 
635.9592. 6p48 
TERRA BOBCAT SERVICES - Backhoe, 
levelling, sweeper/collector, earth auger, 
back fillings, clean-up, residen- 
tial/commercial, calJ 638-8638 or mobile 
638.3808 6p48 
ACCOUNTING, BOOKKEEPING, And 
other business services, monthly state- 
ments, year.end, and other eporting, no 
business to small, get your current sys- 
tem and records updated and maintained, 
or a new system in place, no obligations 
to discuss, call Tom at 635.1512 6p48 
SEWING SERVICE will do alterations, 
hemming, zipper, etc. also will make chil- 
dren's clothing, reasonable rates call 635- 
7034 3p50 
•  #.KID'S 
CASTLE - ,=  
(LICENCED) ~.~4 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
For children 2V= to 5 
638-8890 




,* recreational and career training 
• t~ur seat aitcr~t/or rent 
mr[ anyum9 ana l lnlsn at 
your own pace 
Ph: 635-1355 
MORTGAGES 
• new mortgages 
arranged 
• existing mortgages 
purchased by 
people who want 
to help 
"low to mid-teens" 
See Us Today 





Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters, 




Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
18. Business Services 
SPRING SPECIAL 
3 days on a 37' yacht - leave Rupert April 
29 to May 1. Tour inside passage - 
overnight at Bishop Say Hot Springs. 
Fishing, Crabbing, Beachcombing. $100 
day each, rain. 4 people. 638-8340 
A NEW ME. 
I discovered an easy way. I lost 
inches, weight, feel great and have 
tons of energy. Naturally. 
You can start oday by telephoning 
Dianne Rowe 638.1349 
Also offering agreat business 
opportunity you can totally operate 
from you home. 
19. Lost & Found 
IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a 
Lost and Found Classified. Phone 638- 
SAVE Friday 5pro. 
LOST ONE PAIR of gold framed aviate 
style sunglasses with black cord retaining 
shrap, call 627-1738 Reward. 2p51 
LOST ONE PAIR OF Glasses Hwy 16, 
near coyote creek 635-5061 2p51 
20. Pets & Livestock 
STANDING AT STUD, AQ.H.A. Nega- 
Jet bar 16.5hh. Solid black, contact Gerry 
Cummings 847.3311. 12p46 
YEARUNG CHAROLA~S and red angus 
bulls. Deposit will hold for spdng delivery. 
Giddings Bros. Telkwa, B.C. 846- 
5628. 8p46 
10 Llamas 1 bred female, 2 young studs 
(excellent brcedingst) 1 young stud, 6 
gelded males, good for wool, pets, 
kideriding, ddving, pack]kail and lots Of 
fun. 15 Scot. Highland Cattle 7 youngs 
ones, 1 young bul, 3 bullcalf, 4 heifercalf, 
22 bison (buffalo) 2 years old 12 bulls (6 
very good bread) 10 heifere, good 
stock.1-694.3456 4p51 
SPRING LAMBS and kids 25-35, born 
Jan & Feb, will deliver order of 3 or more 
842-5678 3p50 , 
2 QUARTER HORSE Stallions at stud: . 
adios peppy by cue.bar peppy by peppy 
san & justs contender by american man 
by three bars 567-4917. 4p50 
PAINT HORSES, the coming breed, 
breed your mares to cowboy bandit, reg- 
istered paint stallion out of champions, 
contact Jerry Ridennoure 847-5141, 
Smithers B.C. 4p50 
FOUR YEARUNG Umousin bulls, excel. 
lent quality, can be registered, 1250 each, 
delivery available, wanted: 30-50 hp die- 
sei engine, suitable for Irrigation, 1-692. 
• ,7491evenings;~.:~;':'. . - 4p50 • 
CATILE FOR SALE? For information 
and an up to date market report, call your 
local team (electronic auction market) 
agent Dick Coombs 567-3385 fully 
licenced and bonded, 4p51 
HORSE CAMP.GIRLS 8.18 yrs, english 
western program, beginner-advance, 
national ce~ified instructors, also mothers 
gel away, information saddletramp ranch, 
Southbank B.C. VOJ 2PC, 1.694. 
3521 4p51 
TARDY TABASCO A.Q.H.A. 1980 Bay 
stallion; sire of Canadian ~ational cham- 
pions and multiple futurity winners; halter 
and under saddle; nominated to A.Q.H.A. 
incentive fund and B,C. breeders group, 
standing at ross creek river quarter 
horses, our 93 foals have arrived; stop by 
and have a look. 1-845.3108. 4p51 
,~ Riding Instructor & Home Trainer 
- trained by Hans Udf & Zoitan Sztehlo 
• 5th '81 BC Summer Games - 5th '82 
BC Dressage Championships - 14 
years teaching experience - English, 
Western, Jumping, Dressage- All 
levels 
] Contact Amy Lloyd 635-5010 IZ 
HORSES BOARDED 
Hay & Grain full care, field only 
$100, winter stalls available upon 
request, $160 hay and grain and 
full care. 
BREAKING & TRAINING 
of young horses. 
BREEDING 
Restless Greek standing at stud 
this jet black running quarter horse 
stallion comes from excellent lines 




Brush & tree chipper, shaping, pruning, topping and removal 
Your total tree servicel 638-1676 
I I 
20. Pets & Livestock 
REGISTERED AKITA Japanese bear 
dog, female price negotiable, govel home 
most important, excellent people and 
childrens dog. 635.4217 anytime, 3p51 
C.K.C. DALMATION Puppies ready to go 
TRAVEL AGENCY MANAGER Required. 
Must have 5 years plus bavel agency 
experience, you will actively sell travel 
and manage a leisure kavel branch office 
of five people in Prince George, B.C. 
sabre an asset, top managers 
renumeration; incentives and benefit 
end of May 698-7457 4p51 package, resumes to Seven Seas Amed. 
REDY BAY CLYDESDALE Stallion, avail- can Express Travel • General Manager, 
able for stud service, would make excel. 1557 third avenue Prince George,B,C. 
lent jumping cross, quiet disposition, 
Mare care and hauling available, 1.698. 
7692 @51 
DARLING HUSKY HYBRID Puppies 7 
weeks, cream/ beige/ soft brown, np 
shots, wormed, classy, smart, $75- $175, 
635-3772 3p52 
REG. SCOTISH HIGHLAND, Cullis cows, 
heifers and one bull calf, 1-694-3734 
Burns Lake. 4p52 
WANTED FEMALE KITTEN, no older 
than 7 weeks, prefer white or orange will 
provide good home, phone 635- 
9396 1p52 
21. Help Wanted 
THE TERRACE STANDARD reminds 
advertisers that the human rights code in 
British Columbia forbids publication of 
any advertisement in connection with 
employment which discrimiates against 
any person because of origin, or requires 
a job applicant to furnish any information 
concerning race, religion, colour, ances. 
try, place of origin or political belief. 
Readers: In ads where 'male' is referred 
to, please read also as lemale' and 
where 'female' is used, read also as 
'male', 
HOUSE SEAMSTREE/Kniller wanted, full 
part time work, up to $400 weekly, send 
self addressed stamped envelope, HLN 
enterprises, Box 2011 square one 
Mississauga Ont L5B 3C6 4p50 
QUEEN CHARLOTI'E Hotel is looking for 
a line cook-breakf,~t and lunch, further 
information call 637-5334, ask for 
Peter. 3p50 
V2L 3G3. 14p48 
I~,TURE, CARING AND Responsible 
person to babysit wo year old in my 
home only, 635.7574 after 5pm 3p50 
CALL AVON NOW! Earn money, up to 
50% commission, work fulUparttime or 
just require avon service? Call willy 635- 
3810 3c51 
EASY.OFF PART.Time position, to ser- 
vice stores in surrounding area, must 
have van or plck.up and small storage 
place, in business with no investment, 
auto allowance, phone 1-420-7124 
Kevin. 2p51 
IRON WORKERS REQUIRED For local 
project, for months of May and June, 
interested person send resume to John 
Martin 1705 Knollwood cres, Kamloops 
B.C., V2C 4M3 4p51 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY 1 full time 
and 1 part-time qualified legal secretaries 
for Burns Lake Yinkadinee Keyakh Law 
Centre Society, Burns Lake B.C., send 
resume to P.O. Box 8000, 412 Govern. 
rnent Skeet, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ lEo 
or Fax to 692-3650 by 4:00 p.m. friday 
apd123 rd, 1992 2p52 
EARN MONEY FROM YOUR HOME Part 
or full time, you can easily make that 
mortgage payment with little effort, herbal 
enterprise, fax 847-2647 phone 847- 
4825 4p52 
HOUSE SEAMSTRESS?KNITTERS 
wanted!ff Full part4ime work, up to $400 
weekly, send self addressed stamped 
envelope to HOE enterprises,Box 2011, 
Square one, Mississauga, Ont, L5B 
3C6 4p52 
PILOT CAll, FULLY UCENSED, bonded 
available withone hours notice, expen- 
enced driver, call 638-8398 lp52 
23. Work Wanted 
REPLYING TO A FILE NUMBER? Please 
be sure you have the correct box number 
as given in the ad. Address to: File , The 
Terrace Standard, 4647 Lazelle, Ave., 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 1S8. Please do not 
include bulk goods or money to Box 
replies. 
WORK WANTED. I will work for any Ter- 
race and area business. I am a tireless 
sales representative. I work 7 days a 
week; days and evenings. I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
potential customers every week. My past 
history proves I spent an average of 3 1/2 
days with each consumer in your market. 
I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will 
work for you. Standard Advedising 638- 
7283. tfn 
23. Work Wanted 
CUSTOM CABINETS, Renovations, fin. 
ish carpentry. No job too small. Steve 
Marshall. 635.7474. 12p40 
CONFIDENTIAL Bookkeeping for small 
business or serf employed. Reasonable 
rates. Mary 635-7474. 12p40 
WILL SUPPLY And install 5' continuous 
gutter at reasonable rates, call 635- 
6230 6p49 
GRANDMOTHER WILL Babysit in own 
home, Thornhill area, Mon.Fri, pre- 
schoolers and up 635-5318 4p49 
OWNER, OPERATOR Feller buncher for 
hire, steep slopes,selective logging low 
• ground pressure machine 1-846- 
5107 4p50 
REUABLE RESPONSIBLE Mother wants 
to babysit in her home, near NWCC, lots 
of walks, games, activities, preferably age 
2-up 635-2288 3p51 
HOME-BASED / "~¢ 
GLAMOUR ADVICE 
Mary Kay can help with personalized 
glamour selection. 
Call May McFarland. 
Independent Mary Kay Beauty Consultant, 
635-6972. 
Creative £,inens 
Custom Made Bedroom Accessories 
carolyn Ann clay 
Ph. (604) 635-5181 4805 0avieAve. 
Fax (604) 635.9068 Terrace, B,C. V8G 1Y2 
Imagine alifestyle that let= you balance famly com. 
mitmen= and a rewarding career. As an Independ. 
ent Tuppen~am dealer, you represent one of the 
world',= favoudte brand= ofproduct=. 
Call tod~y and make It happen 
KAREN MATTHEIS 635-7810 
Call Sam 
Spedalist All types of Wood Floor 
Laying, Sanding and Finishing 
HOURLY RATES 
R.R.3 Site 19, Comp, 7 Ph, 5323 T.-,.=.,Bc 
For Information On The 
TERRACE HOME BASED BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS 
Meetings held on The 3rd of each month 










ENGINES FROM $995. for 
cars and trucks. Complete 
rebuilds witi~ new parts. 6 Yr/ 
120,000 KM Warranty. 20% 
Down- Paymentslater. Bond 
Mechanical 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. 7 
.~: D.aY s. ~72r.06.41, I 1:,~,;,~,..'~t 
.~. BEFORE ~YOU BUY.a~r, ebullt~ 
engine,compare quality'arid 
service. CANADA ENGINES 
LTD. IS THE BEST. Cars/ 
light Trucks from $995. 5 Yr. 
limited warranty. 580-1050 
(24 Hrs/7Days). 1-800-665- 
8570. 
F-250, 4X4's, Cummins Die- 
sel, Explorers, Rangers, 
Trucks. Up to $1500. cash 
• rebate. 'O' down O.A.C. 
Payments from $189/month. 
Phone Grant or Don collect 
538-9778. 
BUILDIKG SUPPLIES 
DOORSI WINDOWSI Intedor 
and extedor wood, metal and 
French Doors wood win- 
dows, skylights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW In Vancouver 
at (604)266-1101. 
ATTENTION Builders, Ma- 
sons, Concrete Placersll Add 
colour and/or texture to your 
work. Buy direct from Im- 
porter/Manufacturer. Colour 
pigments and stamptng tools. 
Wholesale only. (604)942- 
0756. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNmES 
THE FUNDRAISING TOOL 
OF THE '90's. Imagine pur- 
chasing current cassettes for 
$7.47, CDs $14.35 or 
LOWER. NO GST or PST 
with Federal Muslo's program. 
1-800-263-1900. 
HOT TUB RENTAL BUSI- 
NESS. Everything you need 
starting at $2,295. Recover 
Investment with 10 rentals. 
Full41me.or supplement cur- 
rent Income, Call 1.800.665- 
1932. 
BEYOUROWN BOSS. Join 
our Mac Tool Team Route 
available In this area. Con- 
tact Bev Ford 1-800-263- 
g670 or Andy Nyhuls 1-549- 
4822. 
'NEW CAREER* Innovative 
dynamicwholesale firm seeks 
two individuals to display 
merchandise In extabllshed 
stores in your area. Expect o 
earn $g50+' (comm) 
WEEKLYI Training provided. 
Benefit & Profit Shadng. Call 
1(416)398-0919, 1(416)398- 
0924. 
START A '~JUHLI ~ BOU- 
TIQUE in your home. Earn 
45% commission with a 
$5,000-$10,000 Investment. 
Financing arranged with no 
down payment & low monthly 
payments, 272-5334. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear In more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
.TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (6041 669-9222. 
$195 ,or25 words 
$3.70 each addlllonal word 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNrlIES 
**THE AMAZING VIDEO 
MACHINE** $15,00b gives 
you a dynamic business that 
runs by itself & generates in- 
come for you with peace of 
mlnd. No Overheadsl No 
Stafll J~',br d~tails ~II:'THE 
615;1. f;:: +, 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
FOXY ladies offer exciting 
personal fantasy and photos 
- discreet entertainment by 
mail For free Info write 
KAREN, Box 670-GB, 
Kelowna, B.C. VIY 7P4. 
Adults Only Pleasel 
EDUCATION 
Train to be a "CRM" - Certi- 
fied Apartment Manager. 
Many Jobs available. Over 
2,000 graduates now work- 
Ing. Government licensed 
home-study course. R.M.T.I. 
681-5456 or 1-800-665-8339. 
PROFESSIONAL TRAVEL 
and Toudsm Tralnlng with the 
Canadian Travel School. Day 
and evening Diploma Pro- 
grams. Begin every other 
month. Vancouver 266-3476, 
Surrey 582-1122 or 1-800- 
668-9301. 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
INSTITUTE of Vancouver of- 
fers correspondence courses 
for the certificate of Counsel- 
ling Studies to begin Apd130. 




Service Advisor Ford dealer 
Inthe NorthShuswaprequlres 
an Individual for Service Re- 
ception. Position is full time, 
Indudesgroup Insurance with 
dental. Prefer previous Ford 
expedence.Shouldbe kn0wl- 
edgeable with warranties and 
other service programs. Com- 
putar skills an asset, Apply In 
hand writing to: John Rae, 
Box 430, Salmon Arm, B.C. 
VIE 4N6. ~Smoke Free Envi- 
ronment. 
RNANCE 
Government Grants & Loans. 
Billions of dollars are made 
available to new and existing 
B.C, businesses. The Bred 
Book can show you how to 
et:your share. Call hOWl 
04) 753-9424. 
EARN EXTRA MONEYI 
Learn Income Tax prepara- 
tion or basic Bookkeeping by 
correspondence. For FREE 
brochures noobllgation, con- 
tact U&R Tax Serv ses, 205- 
1345 Pembina Highway, Win- 
nlpeg, Man. R3T 2136,1-800- 
665.5144. Save up to $200 
off regular tuition by enrolling 
now. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SEPTIC TANKS, 
PUMPOUTS, DISTRIBU- 
TION BOXES, WATER 
TANKS. New lightweight 
Polyethylene. Outlasts con- 
cretel Lowest pdces. War- 
r anty.~Ptemlet, Plast~d~;~Delt~ '~ 
800-661-4473. . 
MAPLE sYRuP SEASON 
has ardvedl Syrup, candy, 
butter, made only with pure; 
Maple Syrup; gift selections 
also available. Reidridge 
Farm-producing over 100 
years. Free brochure~ Col- 
lect (514)264-3493 Fax: 
(514)264-2492. 
Super Suntannlng Bed with 
face tanner. Originally bought 
for $12,000, will sell for 
$3,000. Fabulous opportu- 
nltyl Buy now before the 
holidayseason starts. 1-597- 
9382 Vancouver. 
Aldergrove Area History 
Book, hard cover, limited edi- 
tion 700+ pages. Orders ba- 
Inn taken, $55. includes all 
taxes. Aldergrove Hedtage 
Society, Box 1585, 
Aldergrove, B.C. V4W 3H2. 
BIG PROFITS. Attention job- 
bers, retailers, vendors, fund- 
raisers. Quality mugs, 
notepads, greeting cards, T- 
shirts, wrapping paper, sta- 
tionery, buttons available. 
o o 15 '/o-20 '/o off retail value. Call 
Mrs. Lee (416)977-6424. 
***HAVE YOU SEEN IT?'** 
Canada's best catalogue with 
over 500 affordable home & 
gardenitems, unique glflsand 
toysl Get your copy now. 
Price $2. refundable on first 
order: Regal, Suite 253..636 
Clyde Ave., West Vancou- 
ver, B.C. V7T IEI. 
HANDLE STRESS. GAIN 
CONTROL OVER THE RE- 
ACTIVE MINDI It starts with 
this book Dlanetics:The Mod- 
ern Science of Mental Health 
by L.Ron Hubbard. $7.50. 
To order cait 1(604)681-0318. 
Vise/MC accepted. Hubbard 
Dlanetlcs Foundation, 401 
West Hastings Street, Van- 
couver V6B ILS. 
GARDENING 
ONE STOP GREENHOUSE 
SHOP, B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders Ltd., 7425 Hedley 




SDP, Double-walled Green- 
houses, Solariums and com- 
plate line of Greenhouse Ac. 
cessorles. Telephone 
(604)433-4220, Fax: 433. 
1285. 
GARDENING MOBILE HOMES 
The Ultimate Gardener's MOBILE & MODULAR 
Store. 1,000's of Products, I HOMES. Factory direct pale- 
Greenhouses. Hydroponics, I Ingl Save 1000's$$. "Lowest 
Drip Irrigation. Huge Book I prices in B.C. aretn Alberta"- 
Selection. 80 Page, photo I We guarantee you substan- 
filled 1992 catalogue $4. re- I tlal savings. Call collect 
~'~n~ieb[~o~'i-oitlbl~..~Wb~rri ,;- '(408)640-1625; International 
-Wate~-Farme;-,#t03*20t~0~ .-Heroes;, Calgary.. ............. 
64th Ave., L.angleyt B.G,N3A.~ .... 
4P7. ' ': "' PETS 
HELP WANTED 
PRESSPERSON WANTED. 
Vancouver Island and the 
Pacific Ocean await you If 
you're an aggressive and ex- 
perienced Goss Community 
pressperson capable of work- 
ing In a busy commercial 
plant. Good mechanical skills 
an asset. Special considera- 
tion given to Individuals able 
to advance to management 
positions. Wage and benefits 
package in $50,000 range. 
Apply in wdtlng In confidence 
to Verne Percival, Island Pu b- 
fishers Ltd., 200-770 Enter- 
pdse Crescent, Victoria, B.C. 
V8Z 6R4. 
Water Technicians required 
to service and sell. $2,000/ 
Me. guaranteed plus $400 
vehicle allowance. Training 
provided. Call Ecowater 1- 
800-667-4401 or yellow 
pages. Management Oppor- 
tunities Available. 
Experienced Arena Manager 
required. Knowlege of Ice 
Making/Maintenance, Am- 
monia Refrigeration Systems, 
Shlftwork and Weekends. 
Salary Negotiable. Send 
Resumes to: Lars Sabbe, Vil- 
lage of Fort St. James, Box 
640, VOJ IPO. Closing Date: 
April 23f 1993. 
GET PAl D For clipping news- 
paper articlesl Up to $25. 
Eachl Newspapers entfree. 
Write Today. FREE RE- 
PORT: Clippings, Dept. be12, 
#150-1857 West 4th, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6J IM4. 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
Cablnets 1/2 price. In stock 
countertops/vanltles also. 
Kitchen Cralt Factory outlet. 
Cash and Carry Cabinet 
Warehouse,4278 Lougheed, 
Burnaby 298-9277, 1868 
Spall Rd., Kelowna, 860- 
6638. 800 Cloverdale, Victo- 
da 389-1114, 
MOBILE HOMES 
BEAT INCREASING lumber 
pdces. Custom built modular 
and mobile homes, Trades 
welcome, Buy factory direct. 
Noble Homes (403)447-3414. 
$12,900 AND UP FOR RE- 
CONDITIONED 14' MOBILE 
HOMES. Excellent selection, 
Ideal for starter homes. Call 
Pleasant Homes, Spruce 
Grove, Alberta, (403)962- 
0238. 
CAT LOVER'S FREE Catalog 
of Gift Ideas. The Cat Affair. 




BEAUTIFUL VALLEY VIEW- 
Thompson River Estates 31 
miles west of Kamloops on 
the T.C.H. 3/4, 8, & 10 Acre 
serviced lots available. Fi- 
nancing O.A.C. Call Collect 
373-2282. 
PROPERTIES TO BE SOLD 
for unpaid taxes. Crown Land 
availability. For Information 
on both, write: Properties, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa K2C 3J1. 
SUNNY OKANAGAN. Infor- 
mation on Businesses and 
Homes. Write'. Morris 
Boyarchuk, Sutton Group 
Statesmen Realty, #212- 
1980 Cooper Rd., Kelowna, 
B.C. VIY 8K5. 
SALES 
AN EXECUTIVE INCOMEI 
10 Year fashion Jewellery firm 
requires 2 highly motivated 
Indivldualsto setupand serv- 
Ice displays for established 
retail stores In your area. 
Earning projections of over 
$50,O00/year, management 
of your own hours. If you are 
Interested In this rare oppor- 
tunity call: (416)477-7553, 
(416)477-9924. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC motor vehicle In- 
ury claims. Joel A. Wener, 
tdal lawyer for 24 years. Call 
free: 1-800-665.1138. Con- 
tlngency fees available. 
Simon, Warier & Adler. 
TRAVEL 
DOWN UNDERSEATSALE. 
Australia R,T.3/Mnth, 3/Stops 
$1345. Australia O.W. $849. 
New Zealand R.T. $1146, 
New Zealand O.W. $799. 
Cook Island ?./week package 
$1517. ANZA TRAVEL 734- 
7725, 1-800-667-4329. 
TIME SHARE RESALES and 
rentals, Your Canadian con- 
nectlonl Want to sell or buy 
pre-enjoyed resorttime share 
orcampground membership? 
Worldwide Networkl 1-800- 
565-3915 or Calgary 
(403)255-5650. 
I 
(  The Co, t InnoftheWest 
WITH A LOCATION AND A 
SELECT ION THAT , IS  SECOND TO 
NONE,  WHY WOULD YOU GO 
~~WI- IERE ELSE  
OPEN 7.DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 11 P,M, NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT 9 A,M.! 
4620 Lakelse Avenue. Terrace 635-6300 
I 
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CAREER OPPORTUNITY Ii~:] T!ank you ,.~. [ 
I o .  , - -~-. . . - -=-==J-  ~" l - -u l l . .=='u - -  An excitlng sales career can be yours, we offer an excellent work place, I', t°1 ;oryour, D IQbetes  :.,,%.::= II ouppur [  workers  employeebenerds, lndudlng he~h and dental plan, group insurance and a ~,:~ supponot =;,÷~,.,,,,,.-,,,:,...,.,:,,.~o, =--,.;,oZ,,o,o:;,.:,,,, 
• I M ~ r s  license, reliable rCOwmarPdannY~h:~ie~sioYOUan~illvolbuerne ial:lnee~ivS:tplaYosUr own wages through our : ......... I 
: I t ~ a t i o n ~ a t e ,  and bewilling to We renuire an annressive . I f  Sterter who eno de=in With eole ~ : :  : 
sb  . . . . . .  ly~ g p p.  I I submit to a criminal record search. Shift work. Apply by Grade 12 educaton requ red and an automotive sales background an asset. POSITION VACANT : 
I ~ sending resume to Box 126, "l'errace, BC V8G 4~ or  j Must be willing to workSaturdays, ome evenings and invest extra time in 
I ~ Faxto 638-8042. " " # /  home study. ' OUT OF SERVICE 
I " SE.D R SOME TO S _ES.A.AGE. posmo,: O ce ...=t2 
i I JIM McEWAN MOTORS LTD HOURS: 9:15 a.m, - 12:4S p.m.i Monday • Fdday 
INTERESTED/N COMMUNITY RECREATION? 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
" and 
• CiTY OF TERRACE 
The .Terrace Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission is seeking 
interested people to fill a vacant position on the Commission. 
1 Position from Electoral Area C 
(Terrace area resident living outside the City of Terrace and Thornhill) 
Interested persons should contact the Regional Distdct by Apdl 30, 1993. 
Further information is available upon request. 
Bob Marcellin 
Administrator 
#300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4E1 
635-72511 
Simon Fraser University 
INTERESTED IN A 
TEACHING CAREER?  
Simon Fraser University is accepting applications 
for the January 1994 entry into NVVTEC, the 
Professional Development Program in the 
:: Northwest. 
Application forms are available at any Northwest 
Community College campus or from Judith 
" Bicknell, External Program Office, Faculty of 
Education, S.F.U. Burnaby, B.C. V5A 1S6 (604- 
• l i . ] !  •L• i  
UNIQUE POSITION 
WITH 
STEWART COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSOCIATION 
We require a flexible individual with a 4th Class Stationary Engineering 
ticket with experience in electrical services, mechanical systems and 
purchasing to join our team, This person will, also be responsible for 
grounds work, assist cleaners in heavy cleaning and set up 
preventative maintenance programs. 
The position requires tact, diplomacy, confidentiality and the ability to be 
flexible in sharing duties. 
Salaiy and benefits will commensurate lwith tickets held and 
expenence. 
Benefits include: 
-Dental • ,~i : . : :  ..... 
" -AccidentaiDeath &Dismemberment 
• , ~ i I : -Group life 
• -Long Term Disability i 
Send resumeto:. Mrs. Denise Moore • ~,  ~:~ 
- ' Chief Executive Officer . . . . .  
. . . .  BOx8 
.- . Stewart Community Health Association 
Stewart, B.C. V0T lWO 
l 
. ]MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, 
SMALL BUSINESS & TRADE 
" D IRECTOR 
Small Business Development 
'" VICTORIA . 
' Competition EC93:604 . \ Up to$76,297 
You will diiect a branch Which provides leadership and is responsible for devel- 
oping and supporting the regional delivery of policy and programs Ihat stlmu- 
late small business development and Ihat increase the participation of women 
• and othmS wh'o are impeded from reaching their full economic potential in the 
.'~smati business sector. You will'work closely wllh five Regional Directors'to 
,, develop; co~rd nate and evaluate ministry strategies and programs Ihat are 
innovat veand responsive to client needs within the reglonsi and assess and 
ensure that it hose strategies and programs are compatible with other federal, 
provincial, municipal and/or aboriginaijuriadictlons, i : . , ~,~ . , .  
. Oual flcatlonsi:You must have experience In development and implementation 
of d e gnlticant and innovative .policy program or organizational change; thor, 
ough understanding of smallbuslnesS~iab0rlginal business development and 
women in business; extens ve knowledge el small business sector issues and 
: concerns; experience leading and motivating teams on complex Issues; 
: dynamlc;resdlJs~b~rlenled ~ppPoach to work;, demonstraledlabitity to develop 
and malnla n,ex ensive network of ocniacts with other levels of government, 
other ministries, !:)rlvate sector and gen'eral public; exceptional interpersonal, 
comrnunlcaUon and organizalional skills; expeden~:e in making presentations, 
Applicants must clearly indicate how they meet the above qualifications. 
P ease forwardlan appiicatl0n form and/or resume by May511993 quoting the 
compellUon numb'or to personnel services Btanch~ MInislry of Economic 
Devel0pmer~ti Sma BusineSs and Trade; 3rd Floor 712 Yates Street* Victoria, 
B~c:vev IX4/Fax number 356-92181 Cotllaci Eric Clark~ 387-9807. 
encourages appllcations trom ~.ualif.i~l women and men, including aboriginal 
' . -peoples, persOnS With disaoilities ano visible minorities. ' 
P.O. BOX 940 TERRACE, B.C. VaG 4R2 
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE 
ADMINISTRAT IVE  ASS ISTANT 
Immediate opportunity for an Administrative Assistant in the Sales 
Department at Jim McEwan Motors In Terrace. We offer a full range of 
employee benefits including a health plan, dental plan, group insurance, et~ 
This program will be responsible for clerical duties, fleet sales, stock 
orders, sales backup for the Finance & Insurance office, and a full range of 
administrative duties. 
We are looking for an energetic Individual who enjoys dealing with people. 
Grade 12 education, Computer & Typing experience an asset. Must be • 
prepared to work Saturdays, and some evenings without notice. 
NO INTERVIEWS, APPLY IN PERSON WITH RESUME TO 
SALES MANAGER JIM McEWAN MOTORS LTD. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
LOCATION: Terrace 
SALARY: $i3.52to$15.35 Houdy 
MINISTRY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, SMALL BUSINESS AND TRADE, 
GOVERNMENTAGENTS OFFICE. Under limited Supervision]he OfficeAsSistant2 will be 
responsible for soding and distributing mail going t0and Coming fr~ eli Ministries in Terrace 
within time tines as set by Pcetal & Didribution Branchi ordering end mdntaln ,g pamph ets 
aiding Government Agent staff with stock control, reconcil~tions, batchlng, audit counts, and 
other general office duties. 
QUALIFICATIONS. Grade 10; one year dedceJ expedencei preferably inthe ProvinciaJ 
Government orequivalent combination ofeducation aJ~d experience; 6 months credit for 
experience granted ~:" grade !2; good knowledge of routine office pn~ctlces and procedures 
that would preferably apply to the Government Agents Office; ability to meet and deal with the 
public would be an asset; familiarity with computers; ome lifting required (approxlmetely 30 
kg's); ability to work with little or no supervision. 
CLOSING LOCATION ' Minisby of'Economic Development, Small Business and Trade. 
Government Agents Office 
101, 3220 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. . .  
VBG 5KO - . 
i , 
CLOSING DATE .Apd128, 1993 . 
To apply writs to Government Agents Office, #101, 3220 Eby Skeet, Terrace, B.C, VOG 5K8 
Phons 638-3200 
21. Help Wanted 
L IGHT DEL IVERY 
, EARN $400. $600/WEEK ' 
Aust have own small car and be able 
to wed( long hours. Paid per delivery 
plus car allowance. If you dress neatly 
and speak cleady apply in person only, 
10 am- 5 pm Monday thru Saturday, in 
theDolly Varden Room (Suite 340), 
The Terrace Inn, Terrace 
Ask for Leon 
I:i/. :~ Kentucky  'F r ied  Ch icken ,  one of the 
iii ": We are seek ing Crew Chiefs,  Assistant 
I ' . f l a~ ish ips"0 f  the  Peps iCo  group  of  
compan ies i  and the la rgest  fas t  food 
company in  the world, is currently recruit ing 
career -minded ind iv idua ls  to jo in our  
managements  team. 
Managers who have restaurant or retail 
HAIR STYLIST 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Rhondgs Halr Deslgn has a posltlo~ 
for a career orlentated person. Musl 
have B¢ Halrdresser Llcence. Apply 
In person to Rhonda'$ Helr Deslg~ 
4624 Grelg Ave. Terrace, 638-8787. 
managerial experience. If you have 
entrepreneurial spirit and are willing to learn, 
work, and have fun, we may have a career 
opportunity for you.., a fast-paced, 
challenging, and rewarding .management 








tURANTS AS IF 








position that:provides a comp, etitive sza~)ng 
salary. Incentive bonuses, me,real coverage,~. 
life insurance, quality of work life, training, 
career opportunities, and much morel 
You'll be joining up with one of the ten 
most admired companies in the financial 
world, which is opening a new restaurant 
every 48 hours, somewhere in 54 countries 
throughout the world, There are already 75 
Kentucky Fried Chicken restaurants in British 
Columbia alone and the company is enjoying 
record sales and growth all across the 
province and the nationl . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
add i t iona l  
t ime.  
If you  
in teres ted ,  
TODAY!  
income in your  spare  
or  someone you  know iS I: q 
theng ive  us a ca l l  
BACK UPCARRIERS 
NEEDED: 
V' Route  #140 - 4700 Park, 
3200-3300 Sparks,  4600-  
4700 Walsh  
BACK UP 
CARRIERS ARE 
NEEDED FOR ALL 
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23. Work Wanted 
CERTIFIED HEAVY Duty mechanic with 
industrial first aid and c.v.i.p requires tern. 
porary full time or part time employment, 
willing to do manual abour as well, call 
638.0077. 2p51 
FALUNG CONTRACTOR Available, 20 
yrs coast experience, first aide ticket, 
available 1-562-8064 Gary. 4p51 
EXP. TYPIST Will do typing in my home, 
resumes, etc. 638-6796 3p51 
Journeyman Carpenter I 
Will do finishing, renovations, install c~0inetn, I 
patio, painting. Also will build furniture. I 
PreflnishedHardwood Flooring [ 
Made, hitch, ash, oak. Available in natural and I 
various colours. (No sanding required) Size :3/4 "x I 
21/2'or 3V4" J 
CALL 635.6277 (leave a message) J 
:zxzzxxz=.=zx=xzxxzz]; 
Looking for [t 
Child Care? ~ 
Skeena Child Care Support H 
Program can help you make F] 
the right choice for your child. ~] 
For information on choosing |~ 
care and available options, call t~ 
Coco at 638-1113. ~] 
A free service provided by the Terrace ~] 
Nornen's Resource Centre and funded~ 
by the Ministry of Women's Equality. "H  
KXXXXXXZXXXXXXZXZXXXX] 
24, Notices 
PRO-UFE EDUCATION available to gen. 
erat public; videos, pamphlets, lending 
libren/, dealing with human life issues 
su~ as abortion and euthanasia. Student 
enquiries welcome. Call 635-3646. 5tfn 
BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
excitement, perhaps a tropical island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635.6181 and catch 
the spirit! 5~ 
FREE SERVICE. Help with your forms or 
letters. Cell Melissa at 635-9119 for 
help. tfn 
PLAN TO ATTEND THE Terrace Home 
Based Rusiness Fair, saturday April 24th 
at the Terrace Azena Banquet Room from 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm coffee will be 
served, lp52 
A NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
CLOSED Apdl 7to 14, 
Reas~ call a~ b read~s, heain~ o~s~. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
Laurel Gragg M~c,D. 
Annual General Meeting I 
for Skeen a Va!!ey Farmer' s Market !
"'~ ~ "q~gl0fi Terrace ...... ~1 
Aprii 2~fffgg3,: Wed. 7:30 pm I 
Everyone Welcome~ I 
I AN IRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Open channel-readings- spiritual growth 
and awareness coumes - qualified 
teacher and healer. Laurel Gregg Msc,D. 
3611 Cottonwood 635-7776 
ZION BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 S. Sparks St. 638-1336 
9:45 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Worship Service 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
25. Business Opportunities 
RETAIL AND OFFICE Space available at 
the Houston mall, reasonable rates, for 
information please call Bert at 635. 
6316, " Bp49 
BUILDING A HOUSE and you would like 
a price to hire a construction crew to con. 
struct from ground to the lookup stage, 
phone 842-5608 Rocky. 4p50 
PRIME VENDING Opportunities available 
in the Terrace area, high returns guaran. 
teed, call Eagle 1.800.367-Cash. 3p51 
IF YOUR WEIGHT IS UNBECOMING to 
you then you should be coming to us, 
distributes needed also, call 1-696. 
3491 4p51 
SPRING SPECIALS Will deliver, 6 
backhoes, 4 Iowbeds; 3 excavators, 4 
loaders, 2 graders, -6 compactors, 4 
ambulances, 4 dumptrucks, 1firetruck 3 
service trucks, 6 dozers, 4 belly dumps, 
trUCk scales, busses,.cail for s complete 
list 493-6791. 5p51 
GOOD RUNNINGVideo and 6/49 lotto 
centre, games, books; mag~ines, candy, 
gifts in downtown; Fort St James call Joe 
996.8432 pdcenegotiable Selling due to 
back problem, . : ' " 4p51 
HANDCRAFTED LOG Homes, built by 
Twei~dsmuir Log Houses,: BuiR to your 
specifications any size, to lock up stage, 
1.695-6529 , 4p51 
BUSINESS FOR SALE, Smallgood profit : * 
line, estab!isbed accounts ~d clientsi~ 
trucks and inventory good growth p0ten;.: 
tiaJ, 638.1977 ' , .  ; 3p52 
24. Notices 
~c If your weight is not 
ecoming to- you should be l l  
oming to us - call Melodie I| 
6 8.16Zl # 
Come Join Our Global Family 
SUNDAY 
AM- 2 Worship Services 
9:15 & 11:00 
Child care and Sunday School 
through grade three 
PM- Family Bible School 
6:00 pm for all ages 
WEEKLY 
Pioneer Girls, Youth Ministries, Home 
Bible Studies & Ladies .time Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For more information 
Phone 635-7727 oi 635-7725 
26. Personals 
NO RECESSION HERE! $500 - $2000 
part.time, $2000- $4000 full-time, phone 
624.37O7 4p50 
HONEST, CARING, Affectionate 
humourous lady mid 40's wishing to meet 
men of some persuasion leading to 
future? Phone and photo appreciated c/o 
Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelie ave, Ter- 
race B.C. file #28 3p51 
EVERYTHING IS SAFE, shipping not 
okay, priority post courier the only way, 
supplies available, please write. 2p5 
Congratulations 
to Diana J 
i 
~.  r~on,becomirtg a . . . .  
~ Grandma/ 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
t:~ It's all DOWNHILL ~] 
H from here glamour boy, H 
[1 Happy3Oth [] 
Happy 18th 
Anniversary 
Carlos & Luisa 
April 12 
RETAIL BUSINESS FOR SALE Sewing . 
supplies center in Kitimat; we,  ester .  ~ H appy 4Oth 
lished thdving business, price and terms 
flexible, owners relocating phone (bus) ~ d o A n n  
632.7272 or (res) 632.5862 ' 4p52 
Love from friends & 
" . I I1  
24, Notices , , ,  ~ 'family 
Coastal Mountain Flight Center 
Congratulates Ken Merry 
on his first solo 
635-1355 
27, Announcements 
CAMEO UNGERIE and Ioungewear, host 
a home party and receive up to $150 in 
free lingerie! Call Leone Klein 635- 
5097 3p50 
YOUR INVITED TO ST, Matthews Anglica 
Church open house Sat April 17th 12-3 
pm, ecumenci~l service at 3pro refresh- 
ments served. 3p50 
David & Connie Porter are pleased to 
announce the engagement of heir 
daughter EVELYN to DARREN 
MeKINTY, son of Joan and Neil 
McKinty of'Victoria, BC. The wedding 
will take place October 9, 993 in 
Victoria, BC 
David & Connie Porter are pleased 
to announce file marriage in 
Nelson, BC on February 1, 1993 of 
their daughter Catherine to Jeffery 
Robinson, son of Trudy and Peter 
Robinson of Nelson, BC 
• j r~,tJ ~<5,/~ Born  to 
/ "3~%~ Grodon& 
......... • , ~ Nancy 
~!~J ~ )  (Morton, 
.~ ~ , J Jackson, 
"'~'i~ (J~ .... Chiltiwack, 
.~.L.~..U) a daughter 
Lauren Arlene Louise 
on March 7/93 
To Ren~ and Evelyn (Morton) 
Jenster of Kitimat a son, 
Christopher Alan 
on April 2/93 
The 9th and l Oth grandchildren of 
Jim & Louise Morton of Terrace 
28. Card of Thanks 
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES, for your free 
copy of Crisis of Conscience by Raymond 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847-5758. 29tfn 
THANK-YOU To all who helped and par- 
ticipated in the safeway/purina pet show 
March 19, T&D S.P.C.A 2p50 
The 1993 Scout-Guide week committe 
wishes to thank the following for their 
support of scouts and guides, The Ter- 
race Standard, City of Terrace and Staff, 
Skeena Mall, Thornhill Community 
Centre, Tim Hortons, Skeena Broadcast. 
ers, Rose Cruickshank and 
Waiinda.'s : . . . . . . . . .  lP50 
2L Announcements 
33. Travel 
LAS VEGAS on sale. Air only $249, 
hacienda $329 April only. CLUB 
MEDII! Enjoy total relaxation. 
Cancun $1,399 including air out of 
Vancouver. COSTA RICA airfare 
$759 April 20 - June 30. 4 night 
CRUISE from $399 CAD. 
124 HRS. 635-6181 I 
S IGHTSEE ING 
TOURS @ 
Specializing in customized 
town & country scenic tours• 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
:C 
STAY IN SCHOOL 
Did you know that... 
It is estimated that, by 2001, youth will 
make up 13 per cent of the Canadian 
population, compared with 17 per cent 




Ter race  HomeBased 
Bus iness  Fa i r  
Saturday, April 24 
TERRACE ARENA 
BANQUET ROOM 
10:00 A.M TO 4:00 P.M. 





Custom Sewing, Etc. 
Shop at Your  Le isure  
*Coffee Served 
Sponsored by Terrace HomeBased Business Association 
~DUCATIOi~ , ~  QU~!LITV 
PHVfIOUC "I ~{~#,," DAIRY 
QUOT]DIOIlI£~J,~ I' PHV~;IC/~L 
DE QUALIT£ ~ £OUC/ITIOPI 
Are your children receiving the benefits of 
Quality Daily Physical Education? 
Studies show that QDPE kids have: 
• Improved academic performance; 
• Better heallh habits; 
• Positive self esteem; 
• Better social skills; 
• Fewer aggressive tendencles; 
• Decreased susceptibility to slTess. 
Ooes your school provide physicd educatlon 
on a dally basis? If not, why not? 
Canadian Association for Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation 
606 - 1600 James Nalsmllh Drive .... 
G oucester~ Ontario 
-" :~' ".";"~ K1 )letS'," ' 
• .  . ? .  ~ . . .  - 
II~l, II Government ofCanada Gouvemement du Canlda 
• • F i tness  and  Amateur  Spor t  Cond i t ion  phys ique  et  Spor t  omanmr 
32. Legal Notices 
(~ Province of Minldr/of ( ~  
8tltlih Columbh Foresl$ 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
The North Coast Forest District is inviting 
proposals for contract inspection serv[cez 
on several major works prolecls located 
throughout the District. Services would 
include the examination, inspection, 
analysis and comment on all aspects of 
assigned District Forest Service Road 
works contracts. 
Information packages may be be obtained 
from the District Office in Prince Rupert, 
betweeen the hours of 6:00 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m. 
AI Inquiries should be made to the 
Resource Ollicer Engineering or his 
designate at 627.0460. 
Deadline for recelpl of applications Is May 
7, 1993, st 3:30 p.m, Any or ell proposals 
will not necessarily be steepled. 
(~ Province of glnl'dr/0f ( ~  
erUluh Cniumbh Fornzls 
NOTICE INVITING 
APPLICATION FOR CASH 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE 
D7085g 
Pursuant to Section 16 of the Forest Act 
sealed tender applications will be accepted 
by the District ~lanager, Kalum Forest 
Dislrict. Terrace, British Columbia, up to 
8:30 am, on the 22nd day of April 1993, to 
be opened st 9:30 am on the 22nd day of 
April 1993, for a Timber Sale Llcenoe for 
100 cubic metres, more or less, of decked 
timber located near the Copperside 
Estates on the North Copper Reed, in the 
Kalum Timber Supply Area. Approximate 
map location'. South East corner of District 
Lot 989, Coast Range 5. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 100 cubic metres, 
more or Jess 
SPECIES: Hemlock 19%, Balsam', 3%, 
Spruce: 32%, Cedar'. 32% 
TERM: Two {2.) months 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $3,62 
Particulars may be Obtained from the 
District Manager at #200.5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia, VSG 
1L1, 
• BOX 865, TERRACE, 8.C V8G4R1 - . , ? 
(604} 635.2542 
NOTICE TO MEMBERSHIP : 
, SPECIAL  GENERAL 
MEET ING 
SKEENA VALLEY GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB 
A notice to the membership of the Skeena Valley 
Golf & Country Club. A special general meeting 
will take place... 
Wednesday, April 28, 1993 
9:00 pm 
The Clubhouse 
The purpose of the meeting is to authorize a new 
certificate issue for memberships,, as well as 
determ|ne:the value and number fordistributlon, 
I I I I I  | •  I I " " 
BUFFALO HEAD FOREST PRODUCTS LTD 
SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
FOR AREAS TO BE LOGGED 
The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will 
apply if approval to log is obtained from the Ministry of Forests 
and Lands. The proposed prescriptions will be available for 
viewing until May 12/93 at the location noted below during 
working hours. To ensure consideration, written comments 
must be made to Buffalo Head Forest Products Ltd, Box 70, 
Stewart B.C., VOT 1WO by the above date. 
Form of Licence Cutting Nearest 
Agreement = Number Permit Town 
Forest 77 Stewart 
License 
Forest 234 Stewart 
Ucenee 
Forest . 240 Stewart 
Llcence 
Forest ' 241 Stewart 
LIcepce ' • 
Forest A16884 243 Stewart 
Llcence 
Forest • A16884 132 Stewart 
Llcence 
Forest Ai 6884 Stewart ' 
Llcence 
Forest A16884 Stewart 
Llcence , 
Forest A16884 Stewart 





Location Area Amendment 
(ha) Yes/No 
Dog 36,9 No 
Owl 57.8 • No 
Owl 38.5 No 
Owl 16.3 No 
Cousins 51.0 • No 
Bowser 49.2 , No 
i i  i iii I i 
. • . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . •  , .  . ~ . , - • . • . . .  . • . . . .  - _ 4.  7 -•  "3  " - '  - • -  - " ~ - - = , , .~% . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
32. Legal Notices 
( ~  Province of Minlslty of (~  
B,IIIoh Columbia Forests 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Sealed tenders for contract no. 
RM93RO5.O01: General site 
maintenance of a twenty five (25) vehicle 
unit recreation site located on Red Sand 
Lake approximately 28 kilometres (km) 
north of Terrace, will be received by the 
Ministry of Forests in Terrace until 14:00 
p,m,, May 05, 1993 and opened In public 
at that lime, 
Plans & specifications may be viewed 
and/or obtained at the Ministry el Forests 
office in Terrace on or after April 26, 1993. 
SITE TOUR DATE: April 28, 1993 leaving 
the Kalum District office at 08:30 A,M, 
ATTENDING SITE TOUR IS 
MANDATORy, 
All enquiries should be made to the 
Resource Officer Recreation, Kalum 
Forest Dislrict, #200.5220 Kalth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VTG tL1. Phone 638-3290. 
Tenders must be submitted on the tender 
form and in the envelope provided. 
No tender shall be considered having any 
qualifying clauses whatsoever and the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
B. D. Downie 
District Manager 
Kalum Forest 0[strict 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
ROOF RETROFITS AND 
MAINTENANCE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #54 
(BULKLEY VALLEY) 
SMITHERS, B.C. 
School District #54 (Bulkley'Va]ley 
invites tenders for Roof Retrofits and 
Maintenance to various school 
buildings located within School 
District//54 (Bulkley Valley). 
Offers under seal will be received 
before 3:00 p.m,, local time, on the 
29th day of April 29, 1993 by: 
School District #54 (Bulkley 
Valley) 
Mr. Jim Florls 
Secretary/Treasurer 




Phone: (604) 847-3261 
Tender Docume~s for s Stipulated 
Price Contract may be obtained at 
the offioes o f  the Owner, School 
District #54 (Butkley Valley) at the 
above address, or the Consultant, 
In~er-Coast Consultants Ltd.; #1,,41 .-, 
1:~550 - 77th Avenue, Surrey, I~  
Plans may be viewed at 
Construction Association Offices in 
Bumaby;, Vancouver, Prlnce Rupert 
apd Terrace/Kitimat. 
A Site'visit is mandatory, 
'~)  rovlaco f Idldslqf of 
|dlluk Columbia Forosls 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS 
Seated tenders for contract no. 
RM93R05.002. General site 
maintenance of s twenty(20) vehicle unit 
recreation site located on the Lakelse 
River approx]malely 20 kilomelres (km) 
southwest of Terrace, will be race]red by 
the Ministry of Forests in Terrace until 
14',00 p.m., May 05, 1993 and opened in 
public at that floe, 
Plans & specifications may be viewed 
and/or obtained at the Ministry of Forests 
office in Terrace on or after April 26, 1993. 
SITE TOUR DATE: April 28, 1993 leaving 
the Kalum District office at 09:30 A.M. 
ATTENDING SITE TOUR 15 
MANDATORY 
All enquiries should be made to the 
Resource Officer Recreation, Kalum 
Forest District, #200.S220 Kellh Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1L1, Phone 538.3290, 
Tenders must be submitted on the tender 
form and in the envelope provided. 
No tender shah be considered having any 
qualifying clauses whatsoever and the 
lowest or shy tender will not necessarily 
be accepted.' 
B. D, Downie 
District Manager 
Kalum Forest District 
(~  Provluto of Mids~lyof @ 
British Columbia Forosls 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Sealed tender, for the construction of 4.2 
km of Class 5 Forest Road (Captain Cove 
FSR), log dump and 9 m log stringer 
bridge will be received by the District 
Manager, 125 Market Place, Prince 
Rupert, British Columbia, vgJ 1B9, up to 
3:30 p.m, on May 2t, 1993 and will be 
opened In public at that tlme. 
Tender packages may be obtained after 
April 19, 1993 from the District Office in 
Prince Rupert upon payment of a non. 
refundable charge of $25 (GST & PST 
included), 
A mandatory site viewing will be 
conducted by the Resource Officer 
Engineering or his designate on May 6, 
1993, Transportation to the site will be 
provided for by the Forest Service and will 
depart the Seal Cove AIrbase in Prince 
Rupert at 0900 (weather permitting), AJl 
those wishing to attend the site viewing 
must register with the District Office no later 
than 2 days prior to the site viewing, The 
Ministry reserves the right to limit the 
number of representatives from each 
company attending the viewing. 
All enquiries should be made to the 
Resource Officer Engineering or his 
designate at 627.0460. 
Tenders must be subject o the conditions 
of tender and be submitled on the Iorms 
and in the envelope provided.. No tender 
shall be considered having any qualifying 
clauses whatsoever and the fewest or any 
tender will not necessarily be accepted, 
Gary E. Adolph 
District Manager 
North Coast Forest District 
REPAIRER'S LIEN ACT 
TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Section 2 of the 
Repairer's Lien Act, a 1980 Clark Forklift, Serial No. 
,Y355-78-1365 will be sold by private sale at Bandstra 
Transportation, Terrace, BC on the 30th of April, 
1993 to satisfy the indebtness of Trans Provincial 
Aidines Ltd. of the sum of $7,572.60. The unit may 
be viewed at Bandstra Transportation, 3111 
Blakeburn Avenue, Terrace, BC. Offers may be 
submitted in writing to Granmac Services Ltd., P.O. 
Box 799, Stewart, B.C. VOT l WO. Highest or any 
offer not necessarily accepted. 
• : • . : 
- /  , . ,  , -  
. ) 
: , ,  • ' ,  
NOTICE OF 
APPLICATION BY 
COP PERSIDE ESTATES LTD, 
TO INCREASE RATES 
Notice Is" hereby given that Copperslde Estates Ltd. has made 
application to the Comptroller of Water Rights for his consent 
to the filing under the provisions of the Water Utility Act and 
the Utilities Commission Act of amended rates and charges 
for service. A summary of existing and proposed rates is as 
follows: 
Exising Rates Proposed Rates Increase 
.... Per Month Per Month Per Month 
Domestic Units $ 8.50 $12.50 $ 4.00 
The utility has not increased rates since April 1, 1978. Since 
that date, there has been a continuing increase In operating 
costs, The proposed rate increase is necessary In order for. 
theUtility•to pay for.increased operating costs and to provide 
anadequate level of services to its customers. $2.50 of the 
proposed $4.00 per month increase, will be set aside into a 
Replacement Reserve Trust fund to provide funds for future 
replacement of system components as and when required. 
Any person wishing further information in connection with the 
proposed rates or reasons for the proposed changes should 
wrlte to. : 
:" COPPERSIDE ESTATES.LTD. 
c/o 4634 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 167 
By direction of the Comptroller of Water Rights, objections to 
the:applicatlon are to be forwarded to the Comptroller of 
WaterRights, Water Utility Act, 3rd Floor, 765 Broughton SL, 
Viotorla~: British Columbia, VSV 1X4, to be in his hands on or 
before May 15th; 1993, 
......... ~, COPPERSIDE ESTATES LTD, 
ACTI()NADS 
V BUY V' SELL V RENT V' TRADE 
32, Lecjal Notices 
(~)  Pzovlnco f Minislfy el ( ~  
Bullish Columbia Foraslu 
NOTICE OF FEDERAL/PROVINCIAL 
CONTRACT PROJECTS(S) 
TO BE FINANCED BY THE 
GOVERNMENT OF CANADNFORESTRY 
CANADA 
AND THE BRITISH COLUMSIA 
MINISTRY OF FORESTS 
UNDER THE FOREST RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENTAGREEMENT (FRDA) 
Seated tenders for the following Juvenile 
Sparing/Pruning Contract wilt be received 
by the 
Dis~ct Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, British Columbia 
VSJ 1B9 
on the date shown below, 
z 
Contract: SP93R08.00'L 
Location: 20 Kilometers South West ot 
Prince Rupert on Percher Island 
F0restDistrict: North Coast Forest 
Dis~ct 
For:. Juvenile Spacing/Pruning on 
225.5 Hectares 
Viewing Date: April 30, 1993 
Leaving 125 Market Place at 
08:30 a.m, 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid 
ls mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of tenders is 15:30 
p,m, May 7, 1993 at which time all tenders 
will be opened, 
PRE-REGISTER FOR VIEWING BYAPRIL 
28, 1993 BY CALLING 627-0460 
The successful contractor must have 
s¢isfactory completed a previous juvenile 
spacing contract under isolated coastal 
conditions, 
( ~  Provlnco of Mini=lryd ¢ 
ldlluh Columbia Folaslu 
NOTICE TO ROAD CONTRACTORS 
INV'I11NG APPUCATION FOR 
CONTRACT E93-01-8630 
Seated Tenders for the construction of 3 
940,/. of subgrade on 5 spurs roads on 
the Brown Bear Forest Service Road will 
be received by the District Manager, 
Kalum Forest District, 200 - 5220 Keith 
Avenue, Terrace B.C., V8G 1L1, up to 
10:00 am, May 17, 1993 and wilt be 
opened in public at that time, 
Tenders are invited from qualified 
contractors only, A quaJ~ad contractor is 
one who has successfully completed work 
of a similar size and nature within the past 
five years, and is in good standing with the 
Register of Companies and the Workers' 
Compensation Board. 
Plans may be viewed and/or obtained for 
a non-refundable f e of $25.00 after April 
21, 1993 from: 
KALUM FOREST DISTRICT 
//200-5220 Keith Avenue 
Terrace British Columbia 
VRG 1L1 
All enquiries should be made to Don 
Vamer at 638-3290 
Bidders are required to submit 10% of the 
tendered price as e bid bond or cash 
deposit. This will be refunded to the 
unsuccessful bidder. In addition, the 
successful bidder must supply a 
performance bond of 50% of the tendered 
price. 
No tender shall be considered having any 
quality]n9 clauses whatsoever, end the 
lowest or any tender will not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Tenders must be submitted on the forms 
and in the envelope supplied. 
All enquiries hould be made to the above 




KaJum Forest Distdct 
( ~  rovince of Ministry of 
British Columbia Forests 
PROPOSED SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTIONS 
Notice Of P~re-harvest Silviculture Prescriptions (Pursuant To 
Section 3 Of The Silviculture Regulation) 
The following areas have a proposed prescription that 
will apply if approval to log the area is obtained from 
the'Ministry of Forests. Thepmposed prescriptions will 
hed.available for viewing until~'May-31, 1993 ~at the 
IMinistry of Forests, Kalum Forest District, #200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia V8G 1L1, 
telephone 638-3290, during regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences, 
any written comments must be made to B. D. Downie, 
District Manager, Kalum District Office by the above 
date. 
T imber  Cutt ing LocaUon . 










Brown Bear 21km 
Brown Bear 22kin 
Brown Bear 22kin 
Brown Bear 6km 
• Brown Bear 6km 
Arbor Lakes 7km 
Arbor Lakes ekm 
Alyansh 










Small Business Forest Enterprise Program 
Name of Licence Holder 
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS AND PARKS- 
PARKS DIVISION • 
"The MinisW of Environment, Lands and Parks - 130 Parks Invites eparate 
sealed proposals for the purpose of operating GUIDED HIKING TOURS, 
.~UIDED HORSEBACK TOURS within Babine Mountains Recreation Area 
subject o conditions et forth of the Proposal Carl Package, There are two 
Resource Use Permits available for each of these activities. 
To register your interest and receive a copy of the request for proposals, the 
Proposal Call Package may be purchased for a twenty.six dollars and seventy 
five cents ($26.75) GST induded, non-refundable f e, or viewed free of 
charge at the office below, "[he fee must be in the form of a certified cheque or 
money order, payable to the Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations. 
Proposal Call Packages will be available between April 7, 1993 and April 27, 
1993. 
Sealed tenders will be accepted up to 1:00 p.m, (local time) on April 28, 1993 
(doslng date) at the following address: 
MinisW of Environment, Lands and Parks 
BC Parks Division 




"[he Minisb'y may reject any or all propos~ 
In selecting the successful proponents he scope and aeativity of the proposal 
as well as the Minlstry's perception of the proponent's ability to manage and 
deliver Guided Tours will be s~ongly considered when awarding the permit, 
Fudher Information about hese oppodunities may be obtained by phoning the 
h'ea Supervisor at Tyhee Lake Park at 846-5511 or the Zone Manager in 
Smithers, at 847-7320. 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, 
LANDS and PARKS 
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RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
will be made to the Director of Vital 
Statistics for a change of name, pursuant to 
the provisions of the 'Name Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPUCANT IN FULL: 
Jol'umn Baptist Jehl 
ADDRESS :5116 Medeek 
CITY: Terrace, B.C. 
as follows: 
TO CHANGE MY 
NAME FROM: SURNAME:, Jehl 
GIVEN NAMES:, Johann Baptist 
TO: SURNAME: YaH 
GIVEN NAMES: Hans 
DATED THIS 29th DAY OF March, 1993 
A.D. 








education programs sponsored 
by your Lung Association. 
~ B.C . I . Lmg Assoc iat iorn  Ih,~ 34(X)0, Sr~nion I) 
Van¢,.m~ or. 13.('. V6.I 4M2 
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INVITATION TO TENDER 
ROOF RETROFITS AND MAINTENANCE 
SCHOOL DISTRICT #88 
TERRACE, B.C, 
School District #88 ('Terrace) invites tenders for Roof Retrofits 
and Maintenance to various school buildings located within 
School District #88, Terrace, B,C. 
Offers under seal will be received before 2:00 p.m., local time, 
on the 11th day of June, 1993 by: 
School District #88 (Terrace) 
Mr. Harry Eberts, 
Maintenance Superintendent 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
Phone: (604) 635-4931 
Tender documents for a Stipulated Price Contract may be 
obtained at the offices of the Owner, School District #88 
(Terrace) at the above address, or the Consultant, Inter-Coast 
Consultants Ltd., #14 - 13550 - 77th Avenue, Surrey, B.C. 
V3W 6Y3. Plans may be viewed at Construction Association 
Offices in Vancouver, E3urnaby, Prince Rupert and 
Terrace/Kitimat. 
A site visit is mandatory. 
BU KLEY VALLEY MAI NTENANCE 
ROADSIDE MOWING CONTRACT 
1993 
TENDERING OF CONTRACTS 
Smithers Area: Contract No. BVM-67 
Hazelton Area: Contract No. BVM-68 
K~twanga Area: Contract No'. BVM-69 
Meziadin/Stewart Area: Contract No, BVM-70 
"1"vpe.' The provision of qualified labour with necessary 
equipment to provide roadside mowing, as and when' 
required, 
Location: Contract Area #25, Bulkley Nass Highways District, 
as listed above. 
Duration of Contract: Approximately 5 months, May 3, 1993 
to September 30, 1993 inclusive, (as and when required). 
Pre-Tender IVleetin,qs: April 23, 1993 at 2:00 p.m. in the BVM 
Conference Room. 
,Closing Date: April 30, 1993. 2:00 p.m, Bulkley Valley 
Maintenance Administration Office at #204-3482 Third 
Avenue, Smithers, B.C. 
Tenders: Can be obtained from Bulkley Valley Maintenance 
Administration Office at #204-3842 Third Avenue, Smithers, 
B.C. between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday 
to Friday. 
The owner may not necessarily accept the lowest or any 
tender, notwithstanding practice tn the construction industry 
which may be to the contrary, and the owner need not give 
any reason for rejecting the lowest or any tender. 
Brian KJrkaldy 
Quality Control and Planning Manager 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
INTENSIVE AGRICULTURAL PROPERTIES 
TERRACE BC, (CHIMDEMASH LOOP) 
MAY 13, 1993 
The Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks, 
Skeena Lands Region (the Minlstry) will conduct an 
Auction for the sale of two (2) Intensive Agricultural 
Properties, legally described as: 
Block G of District Lot 4780, Range 5, Coast 
District. (3.2 hectares) 
Block J of District Lot 4780, Range 5, Coast District. 
(4.26 hectares) 
The Auction will be held at 7:00 pm on Thursday 
May 13, 1993 at the Coast Inn of the West in 
Terrace B.C. 
All bidders must preregister with the Ministry prior to 
the auction. Preregistration packages are available 
from the Ministry at the noted address. LATE 
REGISTRATIONS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
For further information and details of this offering, 
please contact: 
Tom Schultz 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Skeena Lands Region 
Box 5000, 3726 Alfred Avenue 
Smlthers B,C., VOJ 2NO 
Telephone: (604) 847-7334 
Facsimile: 847-7556 
t 
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Book boost 
FOUR NEW BOOKS on schizophrenia donated by 
the .Terrace Schizophrenia Society now grace the 
stacks at the Terrace Public Library. It's part of an 
effort to provide updated information. From the left 
are society secretary Elly Kardamylakis, branch 
representative Eileen Callanan and librarian Ed 
Curell. The society will also be donating videos to 
the library. May 8 is Schizophrenia Awareness 
Day. 
i,~., .... 
Al lan Banner 
)L  SERVICES 
PET ODOUR - extraction to prevent carpet staining 
- 'UN-DO' to neutralize odour 
SMOKE ODOUR -Thermo-fogging -odour conteractants 
WATER/SEWER - drying services 
" " - 'MICROBAN' to control mildew and 
• bacterial growth 
, 635-3558 
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEYASSOC. 
ANNUAL BANQUE" 
& AWARDS NIGHTS 
/ '<THURSDAY, APRIL 22 h 
6:00 pro- Pre Novice and Novice Divisions ] 
~.8:30 ptn -, Bantam and Rep Divisions )
f FRIDAY, APRIL23 h 
~6,30 pm,: Atom and Pee Wee D iv i s ions)  
1 Parent per player - $5.00 cover charge for parents 
r I IB  I I  m m B I I  i i  BIN m m m i i  IN*  I I  I I  NB  I i  i~  




i : I 
: 1 ! . g = 
I ~ No PurchaseNecessary. I 
:. 0~, ,  %Drop .  ~b4., Off This Entry Form I l I 
I~" ODenln0 'z at I ' 
I /'~ ! 
I~ /  Mavl ' ,~' ,  I IV / ' /~ ' / IRLVB- IRDJ :  ' 
Highway 16 E, Terrace, B C. ' " I "vv'4" ' I I ' i 
I ~ l  
I Phone: , ...... , : ,  I 
L I I I I I ' I / I l l i l I I I I J  
BEAT THE ODDS ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
~.qq 
~ ~  Supportadvancedresearch 
and province-wide community 
~ , ~  education programs ponsored' by 
~ your Lung Association• 
. B.C. Lung  Association ~ox 34oo')i s~.,io. D, Vancouver, [~.C. V6J 4M2 
~ , (Adverfi.dng.~7~ac.t, donatedbvthi.~lmblicatio,) 
i i 
Box 22, 
• IMPROV]~ Terrace,  B.C. Major Credit Cards 
1 ~ I YOUR OODS VBG 4A2 ~ ~cCepted 
I , .t'.'_ I AGAJNEI Mai0rie Park Your donation i s 
I,~:,"~#1C~A'S 638 """ tax ded.etiUe '1 1 b !  i~= .;,,.o. I ~11(]LLER• 
" Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tribute. Please 
send your doriation to the address above, along with 
the name of the deceasedl  your name and address 
and the name and address of the next-of-kinl for an 
acknowledgement card.  
Ko n d o l as  & 
nteres t  Nol , ,~ j ' . .~*~,  f~,  ,~:  q . ~  . . -~ ,  . ~ . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ .... ~ r,4., .~.,~ . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . .  ~.~ .• . . , ,  ? !~;  
• " No  Month ly  
' i  
S P R I N  saymen~s Un;i/3 eptem er 1 
BLOW-OUT .... • 
SAVE UP TO 55% 
. 18 cu. ft. Fridge 
*699 
:,I~..-~:!"-::.:,'):i!'il " Reg. $849 
INGLIS 





20 cu. ft. Frost Free Refrigerator 
, . , .  ! .  - ~ ' . , 
B 
~::~i.. :7- .... $1,499 
I . . t ~  
INGLIS 
16 cu. ft. Frost Free Refrigerator 
" ,=6;,t9 
? i!i~;,.~;~: ~.i:i~=~ iReg. $999 
,i ............ L _....I " " ' 
• INGLIS 
25 cu. ft. Frost Free Refrigerator 
--~-ide%~y~Side - =1,8.99 
i~l~  ~ ~  Ice/Water 
~;Y.::~ i  ~ ~ i  dispenser 
i~. i~ ~ ~  in door 
. 
. .}  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
WASHER DRYER 
=620 =399 
I SUPER CAPACITY WASHER 
i 25,% larger capacity - 3.05 cubic feet, 7 a~0rnalic wash cycles, 
bleach and fabric softener d,.pensem, self.earn lint filter, 5 easy 
touch temperature selection controls, infinite water level eeledions, 
" - second rinse oplion, danoralar white styling 
SUPER CAPACITY DRYER 
i , Royal 100 style, convanlanee and ~fforrnatce in full-feathered 
I ~ ~  Super Capadty dry er. Plus, wllh e hamper style door, you heve a 
handy, full width r~elf or daddng and folding your laundry, 2 timed 
and 2 automatic drying cycles, 5 easy touch temper.lur~ settings, 
FINISH GUARD* control, TUMBLE PRESS* c/de, 
no-tumble d~ing rack, end, of-o/de signal, 
,u~i~ll,t,,e, .~ ,,,d,,,,,~ht Reg. $1,399 
Built-in 
~ I I I 
' "  9 $ 8 1  pair 
Reg. $1,289 
30" Range [l 
Easy Clean C ~. Dishw~ ' / ; g.$ 
' " / ,v . . . . . . . . . . .  
: . / ="t? 
' S :i": i -  
4822 HIGHWAY i 6WESTi  TERRACE 
=~J) E~ Am 41 ' " ' " ' " ' : '  ~ gTORE h(3UR~: " MOR: ,.THURS, g . .m, -  S p.m. 
q J~] I~F"Dr ,~F I  I ' ' , ' :  '~ i /  : FR IDAYga,m. ,Sp .m.  
CREOITPLANAVAILABLE ' ' r : I`  " ' . "  ~" > ' "  ~ " 9A ' rURDAYga.m. -Bp•m.  
~sher 
Reg. $499 
